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DDearear R Readereader, , 
  

MMy first memories of the y first memories of the PPeople’s eople’s AAssociation (ssociation (PAPA) go back to the early ) go back to the early 
19601960s, when as a young boy s, when as a young boy II followed my father around on his constituency  followed my father around on his constituency 
tours all over the island.tours all over the island. H He visited countless e visited countless CCommunityommunity C Centres (entres (CCCCs), s), 
sometimes officially opening them. sometimes officially opening them. TThese were the first hese were the first CCCCs that we built. s that we built. 
TThey were very basic, with ping pong tables, a basketball court and a television hey were very basic, with ping pong tables, a basketball court and a television 
set. set. NNothing like today’s modern othing like today’s modern CCCCs, with their dance studios, performance s, with their dance studios, performance 
spaces and air-conditioned halls.spaces and air-conditioned halls.

PA PA was created to build community in a new nation. was created to build community in a new nation. IIt got people to interact t got people to interact 
with one another, learn about one another’s cultures and lifestyles, and form with one another, learn about one another’s cultures and lifestyles, and form 
bonds to hold us together in good times and bad. bonds to hold us together in good times and bad. SSixty years on,ixty years on, PA PA’s mission ’s mission 
has not changed.has not changed.

IIn the fight against n the fight against COVIDCOVID--1919, , PAPA’s role is vital. ’s role is vital. TThe he CCCC has become a beacon  has become a beacon 
of hope for the community, a place to receive assistance and assurance, as of hope for the community, a place to receive assistance and assurance, as 
we deal with the crisis of our times. we deal with the crisis of our times. FFrom distributing hand sanitisers and rom distributing hand sanitisers and 
masks, to hosting virtual job interviews and helping those in urgent need, masks, to hosting virtual job interviews and helping those in urgent need, II am  am 
heartened that heartened that PA PA has stepped up and done well.has stepped up and done well.

TThe pandemic has highlighted the importance of he pandemic has highlighted the importance of PAPA and the  and the CCCCs. s. TThe key he key 
thing about thething about the CC CCs is not their architecture or amenities, but the engagement s is not their architecture or amenities, but the engagement 
and the activities that happen there. and the activities that happen there. RResidents take part in the multitude esidents take part in the multitude 
of interest groups and classes, building community in the process. of interest groups and classes, building community in the process. TThere is here is 
something for every interest: if something for every interest: if II had more time, had more time, I  I would perhaps join a would perhaps join a 
photography group, or try something photography group, or try something II have never done before, such as a  have never done before, such as a 
ZZumba class. umba class. TThat would be fun.hat would be fun.

TThis collection of stories will take you on a journey through his collection of stories will take you on a journey through PAPA’s history. ’s history. II  
hope you will find something here that inspires you to become part of the hope you will find something here that inspires you to become part of the PA PA 
movement, and join us in strengthening the movement, and join us in strengthening the SSingapore heartbeat.ingapore heartbeat.

YYours sincerely, ours sincerely, 
LLee ee HHsien sien LLoongoong
PPrime rime MMinister of inister of SSingapore and ingapore and CChairman of hairman of PAPA
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BBet you didn’t know about the et you didn’t know about the CCCCs’ s’ 
colourful past—and present—as an edutainment colourful past—and present—as an edutainment 

hub. hub. GGet set for some nostalgic feels et set for some nostalgic feels 
as we go on a as we go on a CCCC #throwback. #throwback.

TThe first he first TVTV broadcast in  broadcast in SSingapore was in ingapore was in 19631963. . TThousands housands 
gathered excitedly outside gathered excitedly outside VVictoria ictoria MMemorial emorial HHall, along all, along QQueen ueen 

EElizabeth lizabeth WWalk and at alk and at CCCCs!s!

TVTV sets were very expensive then, so not everyone could  sets were very expensive then, so not everyone could 
afford to buy one. afford to buy one. MMany of them would watch their favourite any of them would watch their favourite 

shows at theshows at the CC CC instead.  instead. IIt was also where they met t was also where they met 
and bonded with their neighbours after a meal! and bonded with their neighbours after a meal! AAn example n example 

of the earliestof the earliest CC CC with a  with a TVTV set was  set was KKampongampong K Kapor apor 
CCommunity ommunity CCentre (entre (CCCC).).

“I“I remember going to  remember going to JJalan alan BBesar esar CCCC as a child with my mother  as a child with my mother 
to watch to watch CChinese drama serials. hinese drama serials. MMembers of the audience would embers of the audience would 
scold the villain or try and predict what would happen in the scold the villain or try and predict what would happen in the 

next scene.”next scene.”

“I“I remember fondly everyone brought food to share, such  remember fondly everyone brought food to share, such 
as homemade cookies and kuehs. as homemade cookies and kuehs. II would also play with my  would also play with my 

friends during commercial breaks. friends during commercial breaks. TThose days were really fun!”hose days were really fun!”

“W“Whenever a goal was scored, the whole hall—regardless henever a goal was scored, the whole hall—regardless 
of background, age and race—would erupt in cheer at the of background, age and race—would erupt in cheer at the 

same time! same time! TThe he ‘‘togethertogether’’ atmosphere was amazing.  atmosphere was amazing. II was not a  was not a 
football fan initially, but now football fan initially, but now II shout along with the others!” shout along with the others!”

“I“I’ve made so many friends through my volunteering experience. ’ve made so many friends through my volunteering experience. 
SSome of the residents still recognise me and will come up to ome of the residents still recognise me and will come up to 

say say ‘‘hihi’’ when they see me in the neighbourhood.” when they see me in the neighbourhood.”

——CChandramogan handramogan “M“Moganogan” M” Muthayyauthayya, , 5353,,  
CChairman of hairman of BBukit ukit TTimah imah IIndian ndian AActivity ctivity 
EExecutive xecutive CCommittee (ommittee (IAECIAEC) and ) and VVice ice 

CChairman of hairman of GGateway ateway RResidents’ esidents’ NNetworketwork  
> M> Mogan helped to arrange chairs and put ogan helped to arrange chairs and put 

up flags for the past two editions of up flags for the past two editions of 
the the WWorld orld CCup screening at up screening at BBukit ukit TTimah imah 

CCommunity ommunity CClublub. H. He intends to e intends to 
volunteer again involunteer again in 2022. 2022.

“I“I first started watching  first started watching TVTV at the  at the CCCC in  in 19631963, when , when II was a child.  was a child. 
MMy father would bring me to the one located opposite our house. y father would bring me to the one located opposite our house. TThen, hen, 
the the CCCC had just a basketball court.  had just a basketball court. AA four-legged wooden cabinet with a  four-legged wooden cabinet with a 
television set inside sat at a corner of the court. television set inside sat at a corner of the court. AA man would unlock the  man would unlock the 
cabinet door every day. cabinet door every day. II would sit on my father’s shoulders and watch  would sit on my father’s shoulders and watch 
my mum greet in my mum greet in TTamil on-screen and talk about the shows lined up for amil on-screen and talk about the shows lined up for 

the evening. the evening. TThe experience was always magical.” he experience was always magical.” 

——SShobi hobi PPereiraereira, former local producer and newscaster. , former local producer and newscaster. 
> > SShobi’s late mother, hobi’s late mother, MMrs rs RRajamani ajamani FFrancis, rancis, 

was a pioneer was a pioneer TTamil television and radio presenter.amil television and radio presenter.

SShobi hobi PPereira ereira recalls her recalls her 
first visit to the first visit to the CCCC!!

TThere were only two channels in the early days—here were only two channels in the early days—SSaluran aluran 5 T5 Televisyen elevisyen 
SSingapura (ingapura (CChannel hannel 5—E5—English and nglish and MMalay) and alay) and SSaluran aluran 8 T8 Televisyen elevisyen 

SSingapura (ingapura (CChannelhannel 8—C 8—Chinese and hinese and TTamil). amil). TThe shows were in black and he shows were in black and 
white until colour white until colour TVTV was introduced in  was introduced in SSingapore in ingapore in 19741974..

——JJoewind oewind HHanan, , BBMBBM, , 4343, , CChairperson of hairperson of JJalan alan BBesar esar 
CCommunity ommunity CClub lub MManagement anagement CCommittee (ommittee (CCMCCCMC))

> > JJoewind started volunteering at oewind started volunteering at JJalan alan BBesar esar CCCC when  when 
she was she was 1616 years old.  years old. HHer mother, sister and husband er mother, sister and husband 

are also grassroots volunteers.are also grassroots volunteers.



“W“Watching young pre-schoolers grasp atching young pre-schoolers grasp 
the concept of helping the less the concept of helping the less 
fortunate is very satisfyingfortunate is very satisfying.”.”

PAPAssionssionAArts rts EExplainedxplained
TThe annual festival aims to bring art and culture to he annual festival aims to bring art and culture to “E“Everyone, veryone, 

EEverywhere, verywhere, EEveryday”.veryday”.
RResidents in all communities and artists co-create installations that are esidents in all communities and artists co-create installations that are 
displayed in common places, includingdisplayed in common places, including HDB HDB void decks, kopitiams and markets! void decks, kopitiams and markets!

EEveryone is welcome to join. veryone is welcome to join. HHit up your nearest it up your nearest CCommunity ommunity CClub or lub or 
CCentre (entre (CCCC)) to find out more. to find out more.

DDid id YYou ou KKnow?now?
PPeople’s eople’s AAssociation has always played a role in ssociation has always played a role in 
promoting the arts among residents. promoting the arts among residents. CCheck with heck with 
your grandparents, parents or friends if anyone your grandparents, parents or friends if anyone 
remembers taking an art class in aremembers taking an art class in a CC CC. . YYou are likely ou are likely 
to hear a to hear a “YES” “YES” from one of them!from one of them!

55

BBibi ibi FFasihah, asihah, 2929, artist and teacher, artist and teacher

IIn n 20182018, a canopy of , a canopy of 11,,450450 colourful  colourful 
umbrellas greeted everyone who passed umbrellas greeted everyone who passed 
through through OOur ur TTampines ampines HHub.ub.

TThese hand-painted pieces, made for hese hand-painted pieces, made for PAPAssionssionAArts rts FFestival, were the estival, were the 
handiwork of handiwork of BBibi, residents in the community both young and old, and ibi, residents in the community both young and old, and 
boys from the boys from the MMuhammadiyah uhammadiyah WWelfare elfare HHome.ome.

TTitled itled ““PPayong ayong BBatik atik 1,0001,000” (” (““thousand batik-patterned umbrellasthousand batik-patterned umbrellas”), the ”), the 
installation set a installation set a SSingapore ingapore BBook ofook of R Records for the largest batik umbrella ecords for the largest batik umbrella 
display. display. FFor each painted umbrella, a or each painted umbrella, a 55kg sack of rice (contributed by kg sack of rice (contributed by 

residents) was donated to a needy local family. residents) was donated to a needy local family. AAll these were ll these were 
made possible by made possible by TTampines ampines GRCGRC’s ’s CCommunity ommunity AArts & rts & 

CCulture ulture CClubs (lubs (CACCCACCs), and s), and 3030 community partners  community partners 
for for TTampines’ first ampines’ first UUrban rban AArts rts FFestival.estival.

“A“Art is not only a form of expression. rt is not only a form of expression. II use it  use it 
as a platform to help others, support causes and as a platform to help others, support causes and 
uplift the community. uplift the community. II was grateful to have a  was grateful to have a 

platform such as platform such as PAPAssionssionAArts to do this.rts to do this.””

44

AArt rt HHealseals
BBibiibi  had difficulty focusing as a child and art was what centred her.had difficulty focusing as a child and art was what centred her.

SShe hopes to be able to share this powerful form of therapy he hopes to be able to share this powerful form of therapy 
with community members such as those affected with with community members such as those affected with ADHDADHD, , 
one of the common mental health conditions among kids.one of the common mental health conditions among kids.



“W“With ith PA TPA Talents, you don’t just dance; you get alents, you don’t just dance; you get 
to learn something new. to learn something new. II’ve been able to pick up ’ve been able to pick up 

dances of other ethnic groups and incorporate these dances of other ethnic groups and incorporate these 
elements into the classes elements into the classes I I lead in schools.”lead in schools.”

  
“I“In addition to performing, n addition to performing, II’m also involved in ’m also involved in 

costume management and training. costume management and training. WWe, seniors and e, seniors and 
juniors, all work as a team.”juniors, all work as a team.” WWant to see ant to see VVicky dance? icky dance? 

HHere is one video!ere is one video!
YYou can also see her ou can also see her 

choreographed classical choreographed classical 
IIndian dance pieces, as well ndian dance pieces, as well 
as those of her friends, on as those of her friends, on 
the the MManimaran animaran CCreations reations 

FFacebook page.acebook page.

VVigneswaryigneswary “V “Vickyicky” ” d/od/o J Jeganathaneganathan, 38, 38

SShehe  performed at the performed at the 2017 APEC S2017 APEC Summit, where ummit, where 
former former US PUS President resident BBarack arack OObama was present.bama was present.
VVicky also performed at the icky also performed at the 2018 ASEAN S2018 ASEAN Summit. ummit. 
“I“I did a unique sequence set to the tune of  did a unique sequence set to the tune of 
an erhu. an erhu. IIt was definitely the most memorable t was definitely the most memorable 
performance performance II have ever done!" have ever done!"

DDo you like to dance? o you like to dance? 
DDid you know that you can learn id you know that you can learn 
any of the latest dance styles at any of the latest dance styles at 
the the CCommunity ommunity CClubs and lubs and CCentres? entres? 

LLog on to www.onepa.gov.sg to og on to www.onepa.gov.sg to 
find a list of dance courses!find a list of dance courses!

77

FFor these two classical or these two classical IIndian dancers and choreographers,ndian dancers and choreographers, P Peopleeople’’s s 
AAssociationssociation (PA)  (PA) took their love for the art form to the next level.took their love for the art form to the next level.

SSurendranurendran “S “Surenuren””  RRachandran, achandran, 3434  

    AAlong with long with VVicky, icky, SSuren dances with theuren dances with the
  MManimaran animaran CCreations dance group.reations dance group.
HHe participates in the e participates in the CChingay hingay PParade and arade and 
PA TPA Talents alents IIndian ndian DDance ance EEnsemble.nsemble.
  HHee  is a mentor to younger members.is a mentor to younger members.

SSuren's father is a long-time grassroots uren's father is a long-time grassroots 
leader and volunteer at leader and volunteer at AAyer yer RRajah ajah 

CCommunity ommunity CClub (lub (ARCCARCC).).

HHe helped his father at events from the age e helped his father at events from the age 
of of 1414. ". "TThat's how hat's how II became a grassroots leader  became a grassroots leader 
with the with the IIndian ndian AActivityctivity E Executive xecutive CCommittee ommittee 
((IAECIAEC) at ) at ARCCARCC."."

HHe is currently the e is currently the VVice-ice-CChairmanhairman
of the of the ARCC IAECARCC IAEC..

“I“It was through t was through 
ARCCARCC that  that II started  started 
performing at performing at CChingay hingay 
in in 20012001; in later years, ; in later years, 

II did training and  did training and 
choreography. choreography. I I am now am now 

the artistic director the artistic director 
for the for the IIndian ndian CCultural ultural 

CContingent.”ontingent.”

66

“D“Dance is universal—people of all ages ance is universal—people of all ages 
and backgrounds can come together. and backgrounds can come together. WWe e 
see this every year at see this every year at CChingay: everyone hingay: everyone 
from all walks of life, even those who from all walks of life, even those who 

think they can’t dance. think they can’t dance. JJoin us!”oin us!”



YYes, insist es, insist TThomas and long-time homas and long-time WWheelies members heelies members 
EEdmund dmund LLimim and  and KKirby irby OOngng. . AAmong their mong their 200200 active  active 
members, the youngest is three years old, and their members, the youngest is three years old, and their 

oldest ones are in their oldest ones are in their 7070s.s.

AAll you need is two hours with a certified trainer ll you need is two hours with a certified trainer 
to pick up the basics on safety (very important!) to pick up the basics on safety (very important!) 
and techniques. and techniques. TThe he WWheelies teach at selected heelies teach at selected 

CCommunity ommunity CClubs and lubs and CCentres. entres. WWho knows, ho knows, 
you may find yourself participating in the you may find yourself participating in the 

next next CChingay hingay PParade!arade!

IIn addition to weekly excursions, n addition to weekly excursions, TThe he 
WWheelies, who hail from all parts of heelies, who hail from all parts of 
SSingapore, have taken their ingapore, have taken their EUCEUCs on s on 

neighbourhood patrols and overseas trips. neighbourhood patrols and overseas trips. 
TThey have also performed at events like the hey have also performed at events like the 
SSingapore ingapore NNight ight FFestival, estival, PPunggol unggol NNorth orth SStreet treet 

PParade andarade and SHINE F SHINE Festival!estival!

AAre you sure anyone re you sure anyone 
can ride the can ride the EUCEUC??

RRolling olling 
good times good times 

in the in the 
communitycommunity

DDid id YYou ou KKnow? now? 
TThe word he word ““CChingayhingay”” comes from its  comes from its MMandarin name,andarin name,  妆艺妆艺  
(zhuang yi ), which means the art of costume and masquerade (zhuang yi ), which means the art of costume and masquerade 
in thein the H Hokkien dialect. okkien dialect. SStarted in tarted in 19731973, the street parade , the street parade 
compensated for the ban of firecrackers a year before, to compensated for the ban of firecrackers a year before, to 
continue to lift continue to lift SSingaporeans’ mood during the festive ingaporeans’ mood during the festive CChinese hinese 
NNew ew YYear, so we can still celebrate the festival with a bang. ear, so we can still celebrate the festival with a bang. 
PPeople’s eople’s AAssociation ssociation CChingay is now a uniquely hingay is now a uniquely SSingaporean annual ingaporean annual 
tradition celebrated by residents from all ethnicities—tradition celebrated by residents from all ethnicities—CChinese, hinese, 
MMalays, alays, IIndians, ndians, EEurasians and many others.urasians and many others.

  I  If you had a chance to take part in f you had a chance to take part in CChingay, what sort hingay, what sort 
  of performance would you like to put up?  of performance would you like to put up? 99

TThe he WWheelies, an electric unicycle (heelies, an electric unicycle (EUCEUC) interest group.) interest group.

SSince ince 2016,2016, they have been wowing audiences at the  they have been wowing audiences at the 
CChingay hingay PParade, the largest street performance and float arade, the largest street performance and float 
parade in parade in SSingapore. ingapore. TThey were also the first hey were also the first EUCEUC group  group 

in the world to perform in a street parade.in the world to perform in a street parade.

TThomas homas HHoonoon,, 42 42, , 
CCo-founder of o-founder of TThe he WWheeliesheelies

WWho are they?ho are they?

WWhat do hat do 
they do?they do?

 Conversation Tip: Ask your 
Ah Gong and Ah Ma about Chingay.

““WWe were invited to perform ate were invited to perform at C Chingay for the first hingay for the first 

time intime in 2016 2016; about ; about 4545 of us volunteered to participate.  of us volunteered to participate. 

WWe put in e put in 6060 hours of practice, but on the actual day,  hours of practice, but on the actual day, 

there was a thunderstorm, which posed safety issues. there was a thunderstorm, which posed safety issues. 

WWe cast a vote, and every single person wanted to go on e cast a vote, and every single person wanted to go on 

with with the the show. show. II was deeply touched—and so grateful it  was deeply touched—and so grateful it 

was raining so no one could see my tears!was raining so no one could see my tears!””

88



““TThere’s so much happiness when residents here’s so much happiness when residents 
and students come together to paint and and students come together to paint and 

socialise. socialise. WWhen they walk past the finished hen they walk past the finished 
facade, they feel proud and say, facade, they feel proud and say, ‘‘LLook, ook, II  

did this with my neighbour.did this with my neighbour.’’””

FFish ish JJaffar,affar,  3030, , CCommunity ommunity AArtistrtist

““TThe project exposed our students to a he project exposed our students to a 
different range of materials and allowed different range of materials and allowed 
them to work on a scale beyond what’s them to work on a scale beyond what’s 

possible in the classroom; it also helped them possible in the classroom; it also helped them 
understand how varied the community is.understand how varied the community is.””

DDavid avid CCheongheong, , 3535, , AArtrt C Coordinator oordinator 
at at JJunyuan unyuan SSecondary econdary SSchoolchool

1111

MMarbled arbled FFlag lag AArt facade installationrt facade installation

SSome ome 1212 storeys of  storeys of BBlock lock 855855 at  at TTampines ampines 
SStreet treet 8282 were awash in the brightest of swirls  were awash in the brightest of swirls 
created by water and enamel paint on canvas, the created by water and enamel paint on canvas, the 
colours representing colours representing SSingapore’s multiracial and ingapore’s multiracial and 
multicultural environment.multicultural environment.

DDuring the uring the 2016 PA2016 PAssionssionAArts rts FFestival.estival.

HHundreds of students of undreds of students of JJunyuan unyuan SSecondary econdary 
SSchool, chool, TTampines residents and artists ampines residents and artists FFish ish JJaffaraffar, , 
NNoc oc VVvyne vyne LLimim and  and EEsther sther NNgg..

WWhat was ithat was it??

WWhen did hen did 
it happen?it happen?

WWho were ho were 
involvedinvolved??

1010

“A“At our t our CACC, CACC, we are engaging more we are engaging more 
youths and equipping them with basic youths and equipping them with basic 
event management knowledge and exposure event management knowledge and exposure 
to community events. to community events. TThis is our way of his is our way of 
empowering them.”empowering them.”

——AAlvin lvin YYeoeo, , 3636, , TTampines ampines CCentral entral CCommunity ommunity 
AArts & rts & CCulture ulture CClub (lub (CACCCACC) ) CChairpersonhairperson

DDid id YYou ou KKnow?now?
PAPAssionssionAArts was created to make the arts and culture more rts was created to make the arts and culture more 
accessible to people everywhere in accessible to people everywhere in SSingapore. ingapore. TThe he CACCCACCs, s, 
managed by passionate volunteers, help drivemanaged by passionate volunteers, help drive PA PAssionssionAArts rts 
activities. activities. KKeen on participating? een on participating? GGet connected with your et connected with your 
nearestnearest C Communityommunity C Clubs andlubs and C Centres to find out more!entres to find out more!
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AAns: ns: CCollectively, they brought thousands of ollectively, they brought thousands of CClementi residents lementi residents 
together, creating fond memories of epic proportions.together, creating fond memories of epic proportions.

300 300 performers of all races and ages—from primary schoolers performers of all races and ages—from primary schoolers 
to seniors—took to the stage.to seniors—took to the stage.

SStudents from tudents from PPei ei TTong ong PPrimaryrimary S School used the angklung, a chool used the angklung, a 
traditional traditional MMalay instrument, to play a xinyao song.alay instrument, to play a xinyao song.

TThree other schools participated: hree other schools participated: NNan an HHua ua HHigh igh SSchool,chool, C Clementi lementi 
TTown own SSecondary econdary SSchool and chool and CClementi lementi PPrimary rimary SSchool.chool.

TThe he MMerlion, a popular xinyao group, was formed at erlion, a popular xinyao group, was formed at CClementi lementi CCCC  
in in 1982. T1982. The members regrouped and performed at this concert.he members regrouped and performed at this concert.

WWatch the music video of atch the music video of 
“H“Here’s ere’s WWhere here I BI Belong” elong” 
((EEnglish version). nglish version). CCan you an you 
recognise the different parts of recognise the different parts of 
CClementi lementi TTown here?own here?

GGotta otta GGeett  TThem hem AAllll
OOver ver 250250 residents got together for  residents got together for “T“The he GGreatreat C Clementi lementi PPokemon okemon GO GO 
OOuting” in uting” in AAugust ugust 20162016, collecting virtual monsters and new friendships in , collecting virtual monsters and new friendships in 
equal measure.equal measure.

(C(Community) ommunity) CCombatombat P Powerower IRL* IRL*
FFor a safe and fun gaming experience, the event had or a safe and fun gaming experience, the event had 
to involve sufficient marshals, first aid resources, to involve sufficient marshals, first aid resources, 
food and drinks.food and drinks.
TThe outing attracted youths and the elderly alike.he outing attracted youths and the elderly alike.
NNeighbours previously at odds were seen sharing tips eighbours previously at odds were seen sharing tips 
on how to capture elusive beasts.on how to capture elusive beasts.
TThis novel event was even featured in the news!his novel event was even featured in the news!

PPro ro TTipip
XXinyao inyao ((新谣新谣) is a unique genre of ) is a unique genre of MMandarin songs written and andarin songs written and 
sung by sung by SSingaporean artistes.ingaporean artistes.

PPut on ut on YYour our TThinking hinking CCapap
WWhat would be a fun event that you would like to put together hat would be a fun event that you would like to put together 
for you and your neighbours? for you and your neighbours? HHit up your it up your RResidents’ esidents’ NNetwork to etwork to 
see how you can help make this a reality!see how you can help make this a reality!

“T“This event has inspired many youths to take notice of the community, and we are his event has inspired many youths to take notice of the community, and we are 

grateful for their enthusiastic support. grateful for their enthusiastic support. BBy participating in—and for some, helping out y participating in—and for some, helping out 

with the logistics of—the outing, they were able to see that there are indeed many with the logistics of—the outing, they were able to see that there are indeed many 

activities that can be organised in a fun and original way. activities that can be organised in a fun and original way. WWe are limited only by our e are limited only by our 

own imagination.”own imagination.”

——AAdelene delene TTanan, , PBMPBM, , FFaber aber HHills ills NNeighbourhood eighbourhood CCommitteeommittee C Chairperson. hairperson. HHer team, along er team, along 

with thewith the C Clementi lementi CCommunity ommunity CClub (lub (CCCC) ) YYouthouth E Executive xecutive CCommittee and a ommittee and a CClementi lementi 

resident, worked together to co-organise resident, worked together to co-organise “T“The he GGreat reat CClementi lementi PPokemonokemon GO O GO Outing”.uting”.

4 F4 Fun un FFacts about acts about “H“Here’s ere’s WWhere here I BI Belong”, the elong”, the FFirstirst  
NNationwide ationwide XXinyaoinyao C Concert to oncert to CCelebrate elebrate SG50SG50

*in real life*in real life



EEnd-chapter activity: nd-chapter activity: NName that ame that 

singer   singer   XXXX
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GGuess the names of these local celebs from uess the names of these local celebs from 
the the 19801980s and s and 19901990s using the clues provided. s using the clues provided. 

(i) (i) IIn addition to being an iconic n addition to being an iconic 
xinyao singer-songwriter, he is xinyao singer-songwriter, he is 
a poet, former columnist for a a poet, former columnist for a 

CChinese newspaper and hinese newspaper and 
university lecturer.university lecturer.

(ii) (ii) HHe is known as e is known as PPapa apa RRock and ock and 
is a pioneer in the local rock scene.is a pioneer in the local rock scene.

(iii) (iii) AA diva in the  diva in the 19701970s, she spent s, she spent 
1818 years performing in  years performing in LLas as VVegas.egas.

(iv) (iv) SShe sang one of the most well-known he sang one of the most well-known 
NNational ational DDay songs, "ay songs, "HHome". ome". 

(v) (v) HHe shot to fame with his e shot to fame with his 19891989  
album, album, TThe he MMad ad CChinamanhinaman..

Answers: (i) Dr Liang Wern Fook, (ii) Datuk Ramli Sarip, 
(iii) Anita Sarawak, (iv) Kit Chan, (v) Dick Lee
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DDid id YYou ou KKnow?now?
SShun hun YYong was also an active volunteer ong was also an active volunteer 
in his community during the in his community during the SSevere evere AAcute cute 
RRespiratory espiratory SSyndrome (yndrome (SARSSARS) epidemic ) epidemic 
in in 2003. R2003. Read about his experience on ead about his experience on 
page page 9898..
  
GGoodwilloodwill C Committees were the predecessors ommittees were the predecessors 
of of CCCCCCs. s. TThey were set to promote gotong-hey were set to promote gotong-
royong (an royong (an IIndonesian phrase which means ndonesian phrase which means ““helping each other in helping each other in 
the community”) and form a bridge between the government and people. the community”) and form a bridge between the government and people. 

FFor example, they made sure policies like farmers’ resettlement terms were or example, they made sure policies like farmers’ resettlement terms were 
properly communicated, and considered residents’ views before housing policies properly communicated, and considered residents’ views before housing policies 
were implemented.were implemented.
  
SShun hun YYong’s ong’s SSembawang embawang CCCCCC was amongst the earliest to be set up in  was amongst the earliest to be set up in 19651965. . 
  
TToday, oday, CCCCCCs continue to serve the same purpose, organising s continue to serve the same purpose, organising 
KKopi opi TTalks and focus groups to communicate residents’ alks and focus groups to communicate residents’ 
concerns, hopes and aspirations to government agencies.concerns, hopes and aspirations to government agencies.

IImaginemagine
IIn what new ways will n what new ways will CCCCCCs and grassroots s and grassroots 
organisations engage residents organisations engage residents 6060 years from now? years from now?

1717

LLaw aw SShun hun YYongong, , BBMBBM((LL), is a familiar face in the ), is a familiar face in the 
SSembawang estate. embawang estate. AAfter all, the affable fter all, the affable 7676-year-old -year-old 
has been a grassroots volunteer in his community for has been a grassroots volunteer in his community for 
more thanmore than 50 50 years. years.

AAn avid basketball player, the young n avid basketball player, the young SShun hun YYong used to help organise basketball ong used to help organise basketball 
competitions in his neighbourhood. competitions in his neighbourhood. AA few years later, in  few years later, in 19671967, he joined the , he joined the 
SSembawang embawang CCitizens' itizens' CConsultative onsultative CCommittee (ommittee (CCCCCC) to help with things like the ) to help with things like the 
writing of minutes during meetings. writing of minutes during meetings. HHe was e was 2323 years old then. years old then.

IIn the late n the late 19701970s and s and 19801980s, as kampong dwellers were s, as kampong dwellers were 
moved to moved to HDBHDB flats in the nearby  flats in the nearby YYishun ishun NNew ew TTown, own, 
SShun hun YYong and other grassroots volunteers helped ong and other grassroots volunteers helped 
villagers ease the transition into villagers ease the transition into HDBHDB estates. estates.

SShun hun YYong’s checklistong’s checklist::
  

CCheck whether the villagers engaged in farming to decide heck whether the villagers engaged in farming to decide 
if they qualify for compensationif they qualify for compensation
  
CConfirm whether those who wanted to apply for a stall in the newly onfirm whether those who wanted to apply for a stall in the newly 
built hawker centres were bona fide roadside hawkers in the areabuilt hawker centres were bona fide roadside hawkers in the area
  
CCollect feedback from the kampong dwellers regardingollect feedback from the kampong dwellers regarding
the resettlementthe resettlement

““TThe ‘kampong’ spirit was very much alive in the he ‘kampong’ spirit was very much alive in the 
early days. early days. EEveryone constantly looked out for one veryone constantly looked out for one 
another and we only needed to close our doors and another and we only needed to close our doors and 
windows at night before going to bed.”windows at night before going to bed.”

1616



1) L1) Lead with ead with PPassionassion
“I“I’ve always loved cooking as a child. ’ve always loved cooking as a child. MMy mother used to show me the ropes y mother used to show me the ropes 
in the kitchen. in the kitchen. II never thought  never thought II would one day become a cooking teacher,  would one day become a cooking teacher, 
but thanks to word-of-mouth recommendations and then my joining but thanks to word-of-mouth recommendations and then my joining PAPA as a  as a 
trainer, things unfolded naturally.trainer, things unfolded naturally. I I’ve been doing it for so long because ’ve been doing it for so long because II  
love it!”love it!”

2) N2) Never stop ever stop LLearningearning
“I“I first met my teacher, local legend  first met my teacher, local legend CChef hef SSin in LLeongeong**, at , at 
a a CCommunity ommunity CCentre course. entre course. II later went on to learn at  later went on to learn at 
his cooking institute. his cooking institute. OOne time, ne time, II even managed to attend  even managed to attend 
classes led by classes led by MMdm dm CChua hua JJim im NNeo, who was eo, who was MMr r LLee ee KKuan uan 
YYew’s mother! ew’s mother! SShe was a very meticulous teacher.”he was a very meticulous teacher.”

**OOwner of dimsum restaurant wner of dimsum restaurant RRed ed SStar (tar (红星酒家红星酒家), ), 
CChef hef SSin in LLeong is one of the eong is one of the FFour our HHeavenly eavenly KKings ings 
((CChefs) of hefs) of SSingapore, famous for being creators of ingapore, famous for being creators of 
the the SSingaporean ingaporean YYu u SSheng (prosperity salad) in heng (prosperity salad) in 19641964..

3) B3) Be e AAdaptabledaptable
“C“Cooking courses used to stretch over three ooking courses used to stretch over three 
months. months. TTo cater to busy lifestyles now, our o cater to busy lifestyles now, our 
courses are shorter—one or two months—and we do one-day courses are shorter—one or two months—and we do one-day 
workshops. workshops. WWhile we explored more complex techniques in the hile we explored more complex techniques in the 
past, we try to simplify processes now. past, we try to simplify processes now. RRegardless, egardless, I’I’m just m just 
very happy and heartened that people appreciate my dishes—it very happy and heartened that people appreciate my dishes—it 
can be anything from sweet and sour fish and can be anything from sweet and sour fish and PPenang laksa to enang laksa to 

achar and cakes!”achar and cakes!”

1919

A PA Peopleeople’’ss A Associationssociation  
(PA)(PA) trainer since  trainer since 1973, 1973, 

7272-year-old -year-old CChua hua HHung ung CChoohoo  
has been equipping cooking has been equipping cooking 
enthusiasts with invaluable enthusiasts with invaluable 

skills in the kitchen. skills in the kitchen. BBut more than ut more than 
anything, it’s her unbeatable spirit that has anything, it’s her unbeatable spirit that has 

made her an inspiring role model for her made her an inspiring role model for her 
students (and really, anyone who’s looking students (and really, anyone who’s looking 

to win at life).to win at life).

FFun un FFactact
FFrom teaching vocational skills like cooking and sewing in therom teaching vocational skills like cooking and sewing in the 1970 1970s to s to 
encouraging women to work for their livelihoods, theencouraging women to work for their livelihoods, the W Women’somen’s E Executivexecutive  
CCommitteesommittees (WEC (WECs)s), , just like other grassroots organisations, continue to just like other grassroots organisations, continue to 
organiseorganise S SkillskillsFFuture courses today to help residents upgrade their skills.uture courses today to help residents upgrade their skills.  
WEC’WEC’s evolved role today includes bringing women together to promote s evolved role today includes bringing women together to promote 
community bonding, empowering women and helping the less fortunatecommunity bonding, empowering women and helping the less fortunate..

GGirlirl P Powerower
WWhat do you think are initiatives that will allow hat do you think are initiatives that will allow 
women to shine in the community and at work?women to shine in the community and at work?

1818



WWhat hat MMade ade TThem hem CCome ome FForward to orward to 
VVolunteer olunteer TTheir heir TTime?ime?
““WWhen hen PPeople’s eople’s AAssociation (ssociation (PAPA) conducted ) conducted 
a door-to-door visit to solicit feedback from a door-to-door visit to solicit feedback from 
residents and to recruit volunteers, residents and to recruit volunteers, II said ' said 'YYes' es' 
immediately as immediately as II’m an extrovert and ’m an extrovert and II like to meet people.  like to meet people. 
II’ve never regretted my decision; because of my grassroots ’ve never regretted my decision; because of my grassroots 
work,work, I I’ve made many good friends over the past’ve made many good friends over the past 40 40 years.” years.”

——TTan an WWu u CChengheng

““TThehe PA PA staff who came to my house asked,  staff who came to my house asked, ‘‘WWill you be able to ill you be able to 
help by just giving an hour of your time per week to help the less help by just giving an hour of your time per week to help the less 
fortunate in your estate?’ fortunate in your estate?’ HHow could ow could II say  say ‘‘NNo’ to a question like o’ to a question like 
that? that? II volunteered as  volunteered as II felt  felt II should give back to society.” should give back to society.”

——DDr r LLoh oh SSoo oo AAnn, nn, JPJP,, BBM BBM, , 7676, , CChairman ofhairman of M Marine arine PParade arade 
NNeighbourhood eighbourhood F RF Residents’ esidents’ CCommittee (ommittee (1977–19851977–1985))

DDid id YYou ou KKnow?now?
TThe idea for a he idea for a RResidents’ esidents’ CCommittee came from people who ommittee came from people who 
were concerned about keeping their own public housing block and the vicinity were concerned about keeping their own public housing block and the vicinity 
around it free from petty crime. around it free from petty crime. MMarine arine PParade was one of the first two arade was one of the first two 
public housing estates to have apublic housing estates to have a R Residentsesidents’ C’ Committee in each zone in the ommittee in each zone in the 
19701970s. s. TThe other washe other was T Tanjong anjong PPagar.agar.

OOver time, the ver time, the RResidents’ esidents’ CCommittees played an important role in reaching out ommittees played an important role in reaching out 
to new residents and building up the kampong spirit in each block.to new residents and building up the kampong spirit in each block.

NNow known as ow known as RResidents' esidents' NNetwork, they continue to make new residents etwork, they continue to make new residents 
feel welcomed in the neighbourhood by updating them on estate happenings, feel welcomed in the neighbourhood by updating them on estate happenings, 
and inviting them to get to know their neighbours at the next and inviting them to get to know their neighbours at the next RResidents’ esidents’ 
NNetwork activity. etwork activity. 

HHow well do you know your neighbours, beyond just recognising their faces ow well do you know your neighbours, beyond just recognising their faces 
and saying and saying ““HHello” to them in the lift?ello” to them in the lift?
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WWhat do an orthodontist, a teacher and a book publisher have in common?hat do an orthodontist, a teacher and a book publisher have in common?

AA dedication to serve the community, and a close  dedication to serve the community, and a close 
friendship that has stood the test of time.friendship that has stood the test of time.

AAs pioneer residents of s pioneer residents of MMarine arine PParade, arade, DDr r LLoh oh 
SSoo oo AAnn, nn, S. PS. Puhaindranuhaindran and  and TTanan W Wuu C Chengheng  
played an instrumental role in promoting played an instrumental role in promoting 
neighbourliness when people first started neighbourliness when people first started 
moving from kampongs to public housing moving from kampongs to public housing 
estates in the late estates in the late 19701970s.s.

TThe three veteran grassroots volunteers he three veteran grassroots volunteers 
are still actively serving the are still actively serving the MMarine arine PParade arade 

residents today.residents today.

WWhat hat TThey hey RRemember:emember:
““II was involved in organising sporting activities for the residents.  was involved in organising sporting activities for the residents. AAt that t that 
time, there weren’t any time, there weren’t any CCommunity ommunity CCentres (entres (CCCCs) for the estate yet. s) for the estate yet. FFrom rom 
basketball and football, to badminton and sepak takraw, sports became an basketball and football, to badminton and sepak takraw, sports became an 
effective platform that brought the residents together.”effective platform that brought the residents together.”

——S. PS. Puhaindran, uhaindran, BBMBBM((LL), ), PPAPPA, , 8383, , CChairman of hairman of MMarine arine PParade arade CCitizens’ itizens’ 
CConsultative onsultative CCommittee (ommittee (CCCCCC) () (19801980––20042004))

““WWe used to throw block parties!e used to throw block parties! H How did we raise funds? ow did we raise funds? BBy collecting old y collecting old 
newspapers for the karung guni (rag and bone) man and selling event tickets.”newspapers for the karung guni (rag and bone) man and selling event tickets.”

    —    —TTan an WWu u CCheng, heng, PBMPBM, , 81, C81, Chairman of hairman of MMarine arine PParade arade NNeighbourhood eighbourhood FF
        RResidents’ esidents’ CCommittee (ommittee (1986–19901986–1990s)s)2020



 “ “WWe were tasked to organise a send-off party for e were tasked to organise a send-off party for 100100  
young recruits back in young recruits back in 1967. I1967. I remember the mood  remember the mood 
was sombre, and it was quiet. was sombre, and it was quiet. TThere wasn’t music or here wasn’t music or 
refreshments. refreshments. AAnd very few parents were present, nd very few parents were present, 
probably because they were busy at their jobs or probably because they were busy at their jobs or 
taking care of other children in the family.”taking care of other children in the family.”

“T“The boys looked curious about army life but he boys looked curious about army life but 
they understood why they had to be there. they understood why they had to be there. II was  was 
surprised when one asked if there would be many surprised when one asked if there would be many 
‘‘bad boysbad boys’’ in the army.  in the army. II told him not to worry and  told him not to worry and 
tried to put his mind at ease. tried to put his mind at ease. IIn a way, the send-off n a way, the send-off 

party provided some support to these young men party provided some support to these young men 
before they embarked on this new journey.”before they embarked on this new journey.”

TTeng eng KKeok eok EEngng, , 76, 76, 
FFormerormer PA S PA Stafftaff  atat W Whampoahampoa C Community ommunity CCentreentre

OG WOG Wonder onder WWomanoman
KKeok eok EEng became so intrigued after the send-off ng became so intrigued after the send-off 
party that she volunteered herself for the party that she volunteered herself for the PPeople’s eople’s 
DDefence efence FForce with the orce with the SSingapore ingapore AArmed rmed FForces in orces in 
1969,1969, and ended up staying for  and ended up staying for 1515 years years!!

WWhy hy DDo o OOurur B Boys oys NNeed to eed to SSpend pend TTwo wo YYears ears 
in a in a GGreen reen UUniform?niform?
NSNS became compulsory for all  became compulsory for all 
1818-year-old males in -year-old males in SSingapore ingapore 
in in 19671967 after our independence   after our independence  
from from MMalaysia in alaysia in 1965. T1965. The he 
conscription programme was conscription programme was 
born out of a need to build a born out of a need to build a 
competent military to defend competent military to defend 
our country.our country.
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IIn the early days of n the early days of NNational ational SService (ervice (NSNS), ), 
send-off dinners were organised at send-off dinners were organised at CCommunity ommunity CCentres entres 

((CCCCs) all around s) all around SSingapore.ingapore.

IInn 1967... 1967...

WWill ill II  
run into run into 
gangsters gangsters 
in in NSNS??

WWill ill II survive  survive 
this ordeal? this ordeal? 
WWhat is hat is NSNS  
all about?all about?

II  hope hope MMa, a, PPa a 
and and MMei ei MMei will ei will 
be okay while be okay while 

II’m gone.’m gone.

RRecruitsecruits, , dondon’’tt  bebe  scaredscared! ! 
YYouou’’llll  be finebe fine!!
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TThe he NNewew-A-Agege C Chiefhief

FFongong Y Yoongoong K Kheongheong, PBM, 34,, PBM, 34,

CChairmanhairman, E, Eunosunos CC M CC Managementanagement C Committeeommittee  

(2006–(2006–presentpresent))

EEye for ye for TTalentalent

AAs a member of the s a member of the YYouth outh EExecutive xecutive CCommittee (ommittee (YECYEC) in ) in EEunos at the unos at the 

beginning, beginning, YYoong oong KKheong started the heong started the EEunos unos YYoung oung CCommunity ommunity LLeadership eadership 

IInduction nduction PProgramme, a platform for students to make a difference in rogramme, a platform for students to make a difference in 

the community for causes close to their hearts.the community for causes close to their hearts.

MMediaedia S Savvyavvy

HHe takes to platforms like blogs and social media to share information. e takes to platforms like blogs and social media to share information. 

TThese days, he uses hese days, he uses WWhatshatsAApp and pp and TTelegram to broadcast news and elegram to broadcast news and 

events.events.

PPassion for assion for CCreatingreating I Impactmpact

““WWhen you volunteer with nonprofits, you can only work on a specific hen you volunteer with nonprofits, you can only work on a specific 

cause. cause. GGrassroots work gives you the versatility to blend your ideas and rassroots work gives you the versatility to blend your ideas and 

serve multiple causes.”serve multiple causes.”

YYoong oong KKheong met his wife on a cross-cultural leadership development heong met his wife on a cross-cultural leadership development 

voyage promoted by the voyage promoted by the YEC. TYEC. The pair is now proud parents of a he pair is now proud parents of a 

preschooler.preschooler.

MMultilingualismultilingualism

DDuring the racial riots in uring the racial riots in 19641964, , TTai ai HHeng's ability to speak eng's ability to speak 

MMalay came in handy when tension mounted between the alay came in handy when tension mounted between the MMalays and alays and 

CChinese in the neighbourhood. hinese in the neighbourhood. ““II got to know the residents.  got to know the residents. YYou ou 

realise most people just want peace,realise most people just want peace,”” says says T Tai ai HHeng, who served as a eng, who served as a 

volunteer in hisvolunteer in his G Goodwilloodwill C Committee.ommittee.

SSuperbuperb T Timeime M Managementanagement

EEven while he was actively involved in grassroots work, ven while he was actively involved in grassroots work, TTai ai HHengeng

was a full-time employee in an engineering firm.was a full-time employee in an engineering firm. “ “TTime can always ime can always 

be arranged,be arranged,”” he says. he says.

AAltruismltruism

TTai ai HHeng helped with matters big and small, from organising eng helped with matters big and small, from organising 

programmes at the programmes at the CCCC and cleaning the streets in the first  and cleaning the streets in the first ““KKeep eep 

SSingapore ingapore CCleanlean”” C Campaign in ampaign in 19681968, to solemnising marriages and , to solemnising marriages and 

starting a bursary fund for needy students by gathering resources starting a bursary fund for needy students by gathering resources 

from affluent merchants.from affluent merchants.2424
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TThehe L Livingiving L Legendegend

PPhanghang T Taiai H Hengeng, JP, PJG, BBM(L), 92,, JP, PJG, BBM(L), 92,

PPatron, atron, JJalan alan BBesar esar CCommunity ommunity CClub (lub (CCCC))  

MManagement anagement CCommittee (ommittee (1964–20171964–2017))



CCommunity ommunity CClubs and lubs and CCentres (entres (CCCCs) are common spaces for people s) are common spaces for people 
of all races, languages and religions to meet and interact through of all races, languages and religions to meet and interact through 
activities. activities. WWith the evolving mobility of our society these days,ith the evolving mobility of our society these days,  
PPeopleeople’’ss A Associationssociation (PA)  (PA) has moved to reach out to residents has moved to reach out to residents 

beyond just thebeyond just the CC CCs’ vicinity.s’ vicinity.

IIn the future, what other common spaces n the future, what other common spaces 
do you think people can meet and mingle? do you think people can meet and mingle? 

VVisualise and draw your future neighbourhood here.isualise and draw your future neighbourhood here.

""TTo the young and to the not-so-oldo the young and to the not-so-old, , 
II say, look at that horizon,  say, look at that horizon, 

follow that rainbow, go ride it."follow that rainbow, go ride it."
  

——LLeeee K Kuanuan Y Yew,ew, F Founding ounding CChairman ofhairman of PA PA
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PROMOTING NEIGHBOURLINESSPROMOTING NEIGHBOURLINESS



TThe award-winning community garden nestled in the heart of he award-winning community garden nestled in the heart of 
BBukit ukit BBatok atok CCentral is a entral is a ““tree-mendous” sight to behold!tree-mendous” sight to behold!

CCosy osy GGarden has clinched the arden has clinched the NNational ational PParks arks BBoard oard 
CCommunity-in-ommunity-in-BBloom award for the past eight years, from loom award for the past eight years, from 
20102010 to  to 2019. T2019. Together, the three themed gardens that make ogether, the three themed gardens that make 
up up CCosy osy GGarden in arden in BBukit ukit BBatok atok CCentral entral ZZone one 22  RResidents’ esidents’ 
CCommittee have won ommittee have won 2020 awards between them since  awards between them since 20102010!!!!

GGarden arden LLeader eader 
LLee ee MMay ay LLaa, , 6464, and , and 

her team of about her team of about 3030 fellow  fellow 
gardening enthusiasts of all ages and races, have gardening enthusiasts of all ages and races, have 
grown the garden into a beautiful haven for the grown the garden into a beautiful haven for the 
young and old. young and old. TToday, the gardeners are a close-knit oday, the gardeners are a close-knit 
bunch, with some even going on overseas courses bunch, with some even going on overseas courses 
together to spruce up their gardening know-how.together to spruce up their gardening know-how.
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SSowing the owing the SSeeds eeds EEarly andarly and F Farar
OOne of the things thatne of the things that M May ay LLa and her fellow gardeners a and her fellow gardeners 

hope to achieve is to reach out to more young children hope to achieve is to reach out to more young children 
as well as help more community gardens flourish.as well as help more community gardens flourish.

“I“I’m really happy with how the gardens ’m really happy with how the gardens 

have turned out today.have turned out today. B Back in ack in 2011,2011,  

people tended to their own individual plots people tended to their own individual plots 

within the space, and there were the expected within the space, and there were the expected 

worries about prized plants being displaced when worries about prized plants being displaced when 

the idea to turn the plots into a shared community the idea to turn the plots into a shared community 

garden was first mooted. garden was first mooted. I I went around with a went around with a 

few others to speak to residents who were anxious, few others to speak to residents who were anxious, 

convincing them of the value in working together.”convincing them of the value in working together.”

“I “I am glad to say that the kampong spirit am glad to say that the kampong spirit 

prevailed—and here we are today, proud caretakers prevailed—and here we are today, proud caretakers 

of these three gardens which collectively house more of these three gardens which collectively house more 

than than 300 300 varieties of plants!”varieties of plants!”

—M—Mayay L Laa
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“W“We try to accept as many invitations as we can to conduct e try to accept as many invitations as we can to conduct 

classes, talks and workshops for children of all ages. classes, talks and workshops for children of all ages. MMany schools any schools 

and other community gardens have also approached us for help in and other community gardens have also approached us for help in 

starting their own garden, and we will invite them to our garden so that starting their own garden, and we will invite them to our garden so that 

they can observe what we do. they can observe what we do. WWe are certain there is something for e are certain there is something for 

everyone in our gardens—for the youngest children, we have interesting everyone in our gardens—for the youngest children, we have interesting 

animals; whilst budding community gardeners can see how we landscape animals; whilst budding community gardeners can see how we landscape 

our gardens and use enzymes to keep our plants healthy without turning our gardens and use enzymes to keep our plants healthy without turning 

to pesticides and other chemicals.to pesticides and other chemicals.””

  SO MUCH WIN!!SO MUCH WIN!!
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GGreen reen IIs s IIn!n!
GGet set to work those green thumbs and play your part in greening up et set to work those green thumbs and play your part in greening up 
our island by starting your own mini garden in your backyard together our island by starting your own mini garden in your backyard together 
with the help of your neighbours! with the help of your neighbours! 

WWhat plants would you fill your community garden with and why? hat plants would you fill your community garden with and why? 
HHere are some easy-to-grow plants you could start your journey with!ere are some easy-to-grow plants you could start your journey with!

AApril pril LLauau, , 4242, is a new citizen. , is a new citizen. SShe became a he became a SSingaporean in ingaporean in 20152015..

IIn n 20182018, she started the, she started the H Happy appy UUpcyclepcycle P Project roject 
withwith 80  80 other volunteers of all races and ages. other volunteers of all races and ages. 

TTheir youngest active member is only six!heir youngest active member is only six!

RRead more about her environmentally ead more about her environmentally 
friendly upcycling project:friendly upcycling project:

1) T1) T-shirts are tied -shirts are tied 
into tote bagsinto tote bags

2) T2) Tote bags are packed with food, ote bags are packed with food, 
which are distributed to the elderly which are distributed to the elderly 

during festive occasionsduring festive occasions
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WWhat are some of hat are some of 
the best memories the best memories 
you have about the you have about the 
neighbourhood you neighbourhood you 

grew up in?grew up in?

Home for many years was a three-room flat at Circuit Road in 

MacPherson. In the 1970s and early 1980s, the area was 

frequently referred to as “chia tow” (车头) in Hokkien, 

as a number of public buses plying the city-suburb route 

eastwards terminated there. I enjoyed the opportunity 

to snooze without worry on the bus rides home from 

school, as the bus drivers or conductors would be the 

ones waking me up when we reached the terminal!

CChan han CChun hun SSinging
DDeputy eputy CChairman of hairman of 
PPeople’s eople’s AAssociationssociation

“I“I came up with the idea of turning unwanted  came up with the idea of turning unwanted 
TT-shirts into tote bags—a project that helps -shirts into tote bags—a project that helps 

reduce waste, and brings people together to make reduce waste, and brings people together to make 
a positive difference to the community.”a positive difference to the community.”



FFiftyifty--yearyear--oldold  SSwarnawarna K Kalyana alyana 

SSundaramundaram has made has made S Singapore her ingapore her 

home since home since 2002—2002—she became a she became a 

citizen in citizen in 2017 2017 and took part in and took part in 

aa C Communityommunity S Sharingharing S Sessionession  

(CSS)(CSS) at at B Braddellraddell H Heightseights  

CCommunityommunity C Clublub (CC). T (CC). The he 

full-time wealth manager is full-time wealth manager is 

also a long-time volunteer also a long-time volunteer 

at grassrootsat grassroots  activitiesactivities..

“R“Rather than money, which perhaps isn’t as ather than money, which perhaps isn’t as 

lacking in this country, lacking in this country, II think time is what  think time is what 

people need most.people need most.””
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TThat’s the hat’s the SSpirit!pirit!
““II love  love SSingapore and ingapore and II believe in giving back to this country  believe in giving back to this country I I now call now call 
home. home. TThe very action of volunteering has been key in my own settling-in he very action of volunteering has been key in my own settling-in 
process.process. S So now, o now, II make it a point to reach out to other new citizens  make it a point to reach out to other new citizens 

to encourage them to participate in such programmes.”to encourage them to participate in such programmes.”

NNow a leader ofow a leader of S Sengkang engkang WWest est IIntegration and ntegration and NNaturalisation aturalisation 
CChampion (hampion (INCINC),), A April introduced training workshops as a useful pril introduced training workshops as a useful 
platform for new immigrants to learn and practise social platform for new immigrants to learn and practise social 

norms through their interactions with local norms through their interactions with local SSingaporean ingaporean 
participants.participants.

““MMy favourite part of this whole experience is in y favourite part of this whole experience is in 
seeing my volunteers grow and transform—from seeing my volunteers grow and transform—from 
being afraid to knock on doors to being friendly and being afraid to knock on doors to being friendly and 
confident around their neighbours. confident around their neighbours. IIt feels to me t feels to me 
like they drew strength from their bonds with each like they drew strength from their bonds with each 
other, and other, and II feel very heartened and  feel very heartened and encouraged.”encouraged.”

AApril and her group welcomes everybody to pril and her group welcomes everybody to 
join them. join them. JJoin the future runs and try oin the future runs and try 
your hand at turning banners into stationery your hand at turning banners into stationery 
bags, or baby clothes into lunch pouches!bags, or baby clothes into lunch pouches!

““JJust come with an open heart and mind, ust come with an open heart and mind, 
ready to build friendships with your ready to build friendships with your 
fellow neighbours.”fellow neighbours.”

IT’S AS EASY IT’S AS EASY 
AS A-B-CAS A-B-C

HHow would you explain whatow would you explain what  
PPeopleeople’’ss A Associationssociation (PA)’ (PA)’s work s work 

is all about to a foreigner?is all about to a foreigner?

II would take the foreigner to attend a block  would take the foreigner to attend a block 
party, a community carnival and a dialogue party, a community carnival and a dialogue 

organised by grassroots volunteers. organised by grassroots volunteers. PAPA’s work ’s work 
is about community building, bridging people and is about community building, bridging people and 

government, and is by the people, government, and is by the people, 
for the people.for the people.

DDesmondesmond T Tanan
FFormer ormer CChief hief EExecutive xecutive DDirector of irector of PAPA
((20172017––20202020))
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DDid id YYou ou KKnownow??
BBack inack in 1966 1966, , PAPA played a huge role in the played a huge role in the N National ational 
IIdentitydentity R Registration exerciseegistration exercise. I. In fact, many seniors today can n fact, many seniors today can 
recall which recall which CCCCs they collected their s they collected their NRICNRICs from, and what their s from, and what their 
feelings were at that time.feelings were at that time.

AApril (see page pril (see page 3131 for her story) received her pink  for her story) received her pink NRICNRIC as a new citizen  as a new citizen 
at at AAnchorvale nchorvale CCommunity ommunity CClublub. L. Like all new citizens, she went through ike all new citizens, she went through 
the the SSingaporeingapore C Citizenshipitizenship J Journey programme—jointly managed by ourney programme—jointly managed by PAPA, the , the 
NNational ational IIntegration ntegration CCouncil and theouncil and the I Immigration & mmigration & CCheckpoints heckpoints AAuthority uthority 
of of SSingapore—to help new citizens get an immersive experience of their new ingapore—to help new citizens get an immersive experience of their new 
home. home. PAPA coordinates the  coordinates the SSingapore ingapore EExperiential xperiential TTour and our and CSSCSS to boost their  to boost their 
knowledge of knowledge of SSingapore’s history, values and key institutional policies.ingapore’s history, values and key institutional policies.

TToday, new citizens still collect their pinkoday, new citizens still collect their pink NRIC NRICs at a s at a CCCC. . MMany like any like 
SSwarna and warna and AApril, who find voluntary work meaningful, go on to serve as pril, who find voluntary work meaningful, go on to serve as 
IIntegration and ntegration and NNaturalisation aturalisation CChampions.hampions.

WWith greater diversity in our community, we will see more people ith greater diversity in our community, we will see more people 
like like SSwarna and warna and AApril amongst us, similar to howpril amongst us, similar to how S Singapore has ingapore has 
progressed with immigrants as our forefathers. progressed with immigrants as our forefathers. 

GGet social!et social!
EEver heard of ver heard of BBlock, lock, FFloor orloor or E Estate state 
PParties? arties? FFind out when the next one in ind out when the next one in 
your neigbourhood is happening. your neigbourhood is happening. YYou may ou may 
find yourself making new friends over a find yourself making new friends over a 
scrumptious makan session!scrumptious makan session!
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NNobody asks if you’re obody asks if you’re 

a new citizen or an a new citizen or an 

““oldold”” citizen during  citizen during 

grassroots activities…grassroots activities…

TThe returns are he returns are 

plentiful…plentiful…

“H“Here, we’re all just neighbours.ere, we’re all just neighbours. P People’s eople’s 

AAssociation (ssociation (PAPA) provides that platform ) provides that platform 

for everyone to come together without any for everyone to come together without any 

differentiation.differentiation.””

“T“Through various activities such as the hrough various activities such as the 

e-waste collection, e-waste collection, II managed to befriend  managed to befriend 

neighbours in my block neighbours in my block II wouldn’t have  wouldn’t have 

otherwise met.otherwise met.””
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WWherever herever I I live,live, I I  

try to give back…try to give back…

“I“In my former neighbourhood of n my former neighbourhood of SSerangoon,erangoon,  
II conducted financial literacy workshops  conducted financial literacy workshops 

for women and children with the for women and children with the WWomen’s omen’s 
EExecutive xecutive CCommittee (ommittee (WECWEC). ). WWith the ith the TTanjong anjong 

RRhu hu NNeighbourhood eighbourhood CCommittee, ommittee, II’ve helped coordinate an ’ve helped coordinate an 
e-waste collection drive. e-waste collection drive. IIn early n early 20202020, with the , with the MMountbatten ountbatten CC ICC Indianndian  
AActivityctivity E Executivexecutive C Committee (where ommittee (where II am a member), we distributed  am a member), we distributed 
groceries to underprivileged families. groceries to underprivileged families. WWhen beneficiaries expressed their hen beneficiaries expressed their 
heartfelt thanks, heartfelt thanks, II realised how much  realised how much II’ve taken for granted, and that ’ve taken for granted, and that II  
should probably do more of this.should probably do more of this.””



Q1: HQ1: How many faces do you ow many faces do you 
recognise in your estate?recognise in your estate?
((AA) ) 1515 or more or more
((BB) ) 77 to to 14 14
((CC) ) 00 to  to 66

Q2: HQ2: How many of them do ow many of them do 
you know by name?you know by name?
(A) 6(A) 6 or more or more
(B) 1(B) 1 to to 5 5
(C) 0(C) 0

Q3: DQ3: Do you say hello first o you say hello first 
when you bump into them?when you bump into them?
(A) A(A) Alwayslways
(B) D(B) Depends on my moodepends on my mood
(C) I (C) I tend to avoidtend to avoid
 eye contact eye contact

Q4: HQ4: How many elderly residents ow many elderly residents 
are there living on your floor/are there living on your floor/
street?street?
(A) I (A) I know the exact know the exact 
 number ___ number ___
(B) T(B) There are __ of them, here are __ of them, 
  II think. think.
(C) N(C) Not a clueot a clue

Q5: WQ5: When was the last time hen was the last time 
you spoke with someone living you spoke with someone living 
in your estate?in your estate?
(A) L(A) Like just ike just 2020 minutes ago! minutes ago!
(B) Y(B) Yesterdayesterday
(C) I(C) I can’t quite remember…  can’t quite remember… 

TTake this quiz to find out!ake this quiz to find out!
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Mostly As: Mostly As: You are an absolute social butterfly and a ray of sunshine to the people You are an absolute social butterfly and a ray of sunshine to the people 

living around you. Now inspire your neighbours to be as friendly as you are!living around you. Now inspire your neighbours to be as friendly as you are!  

Mostly Bs:Mostly Bs: Not bad. Now challenge yourself to meet new faces and strike up a  Not bad. Now challenge yourself to meet new faces and strike up a 

friendly conversation each time you see your neighbours.friendly conversation each time you see your neighbours.

Mostly Cs:Mostly Cs: Y You have yet to uncover the beauty of your community. Look up from ou have yet to uncover the beauty of your community. Look up from 

your phone, try saying hello to your neighbours and feel the warmth when your your phone, try saying hello to your neighbours and feel the warmth when your 

friendliness is reciprocated!friendliness is reciprocated!



TTeamworkeamwork
“W“When hen PAPA first asked me to head  first asked me to head PProject roject WWe e CCare in are in 20122012, , 
II was reluctant— was reluctant—II wasn’t in the ‘charity space’ and where  wasn’t in the ‘charity space’ and where 
could could II find the time?  find the time? BBut ut PAPA formed a secretariat made up  formed a secretariat made up 
of a capable team of staff, which has supported us in the of a capable team of staff, which has supported us in the 
ground work and identified areas of need.”ground work and identified areas of need.”

TTaking theaking the L Leadead
“A“As a s a SSingaporean, ingaporean, II need to help my home. need to help my home.  
TThe responsibility is even greater for large he responsibility is even greater for large 
corporations.corporations. I If we don’t do it first and set f we don’t do it first and set 
an example, who else is going to follow?”an example, who else is going to follow?”

TTappingapping  onon S Strengthstrengths
IIn n PProject roject WWe e CCare, are, PA PA susses out the unmet needs of beneficiaries and susses out the unmet needs of beneficiaries and 
then connects them with corporations that are most suitable for providing then connects them with corporations that are most suitable for providing 
the right resources—for instance, providing home-cleaning services or the right resources—for instance, providing home-cleaning services or 
teaching basic fix-it skills to improve confidence and self-reliance. teaching basic fix-it skills to improve confidence and self-reliance. TThis his 
way, all corporations—big or small—can be inspired to ramp up theirway, all corporations—big or small—can be inspired to ramp up their  
CCorporate orporate SSocial ocial RResponsibility efforts in their own unique way!esponsibility efforts in their own unique way!

DDid id YYou ou KKnow?now?
YYou can contribute to a good cause by tapping your ou can contribute to a good cause by tapping your PAPAssionssion C Card ard 
at at PAPAssionssion C Cares readers located at selected community events.ares readers located at selected community events.

TThinkhink
HHow can you connect different groups in your network ow can you connect different groups in your network 
to co-create solutions and make a difference?to co-create solutions and make a difference?
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“W“What you need is the heart to make a hat you need is the heart to make a 
difference,” says difference,” says WWee ee WWei ei LLinging, , PBMPBM, , 

EExecutive xecutive DDirector ofirector of P Pan an PPacific acific HHotels otels 
GGroup, roup, CChairman ofhairman of P Project roject WWee C Careare..

WWhat is hat is PProject roject WWe e CCare?are?
- - CCommunity-giving programmeommunity-giving programme
- - HHelmed jointly by elmed jointly by PPeople’s eople’s AAssociation (ssociation (PAPA) ) 
and private corporationsand private corporations
- - 450,000450,000 lives touched lives touched
- - 300 300 companies from companies from 3030 industries industries
  on board  on board
- - 10,00010,000 volunteers have participated volunteers have participated

““AAt t PProject roject WWe e CCare, we believe in are, we believe in CChu hu 
QQianian C Chu hu LLi (i (出钱出力出钱出力). ). CCompanies ompanies 
contribute where they can, and we harness contribute where they can, and we harness 
the strength of each organisation.the strength of each organisation.””

GGiving isiving is N Notot A Aboutbout M Moneyoney
SPECSPECtacular tacular WWorkshop is an end-to-end orkshop is an end-to-end 
eye care experience for low-income families eye care experience for low-income families 
spearheaded by companies and tertiary spearheaded by companies and tertiary 
organisations from optical fields.organisations from optical fields.

“I“It was truly life changing. t was truly life changing. WWhen we were giving out eyewear at hen we were giving out eyewear at 
UUlu lu PPandan andan CCommunity ommunity CClub, a beneficiary held my hand to thank lub, a beneficiary held my hand to thank 
me.me. S She said she could now see her grandchildren clearly and cross he said she could now see her grandchildren clearly and cross 

the road without help. the road without help. TThis really meant a lot to me.”his really meant a lot to me.”3838



JJimmyimmy N Ngg, C, Chairman ofhairman of B Boonoon L Layay C Citizensitizens’ C’ Consultativeonsultative C Committeeommittee (CCC) (CCC), , 
and his grassroots leaders initiated a door-to-door visit to every household.and his grassroots leaders initiated a door-to-door visit to every household.

Working closely with the orking closely with the Cat at Welfare elfare Society, they educated ociety, they educated 
residents of the affected block on cat sterilisation, residents of the affected block on cat sterilisation, 
responsible cat ownership and the feeding of community responsible cat ownership and the feeding of community 
cats. cats. Boon oon Lay ay CCC was also the central contact point for  was also the central contact point for 
residents, residents, Cat at Welfare elfare Society and relevant government ociety and relevant government 
agencies.agencies.

Jimmy and his team enlisted the help of some immy and his team enlisted the help of some 10  
community cat feeders to speak to cat owners and look community cat feeders to speak to cat owners and look 
out for irresponsible cat feeders. out for irresponsible cat feeders. The public areas became he public areas became 
cleaner and the number of complaints reduced drastically. cleaner and the number of complaints reduced drastically. WIN!!

TThings hings YYou ou NNeed to eed to KKnow now BBefore efore 

YYou ou FFeed theeed the C Cats in ats in YYour our ‘H‘Hoodood

AAvoid placing food void placing food 
directly on the floor. directly on the floor. 
UUse plates, bowls or se plates, bowls or 
newspaper instead.newspaper instead.

CClear up the leftovers lear up the leftovers 
afterafter 20-30  20-30 minutesminutes..

AAvoid feeding void feeding 
along corridors or along corridors or 
on stair landings.on stair landings.

CCat defecation and urination along the corridors, at defecation and urination along the corridors, 
uncleared cat food at the void deck, surge in roaming street catsuncleared cat food at the void deck, surge in roaming street cats

WWhat happened at hat happened at 
BBoon oon LLay ay HDBHDB  

BBlock lock 191191??  

41414040



YOU CAN PLAY YOU CAN PLAY 

A PART TOO!A PART TOO!

HHow would you encourage others ow would you encourage others 
to be more caring towards the to be more caring towards the 

animals in our community?animals in our community?
  

HHow would you encourage pet ow would you encourage pet 
owners to be more responsible?owners to be more responsible?

PA PA has played an has played an 
active role in supporting public active role in supporting public 
campaigns since thecampaigns since the 1960 1960s. s. OOf f 
those, which was your most those, which was your most 

memorable campaign and why?memorable campaign and why?

II remember so many campaigns! " remember so many campaigns! "SStoptop  at at 
TTwo"wo", , ""CCourtesy"ourtesy", , ""SSpeakpeak G Goodood M Mandarin"andarin",,  

""SSpeakpeak G Goodood E English"nglish", , ""DDoo N Notot L Litter"itter", , 
""BBee  aa G Goodood N Neighbour"eighbour", , etcetc..  II'm sure'm sure PA PA  
was involved in helping to promote them was involved in helping to promote them 

over the years. over the years. MMore recently, ore recently, PAPA helped to  helped to 
spread the joy of parenthood through the spread the joy of parenthood through the 
EEmbracing mbracing PPAArenthoodrenthood M Movement, which ovement, which I I 

thought was quite cool.thought was quite cool.

DDesmond esmond TTanan  
FFormerormer C Chiefhief E Executivexecutive
DDirector ofirector of PA PA
(2017–2020)(2017–2020)

“I“It’s never an easy job. t’s never an easy job. 
WWe face verbal abuse e face verbal abuse 
from cat owners and from cat owners and 
cat feeders at times. cat feeders at times. 

WWhat keeps me going is hat keeps me going is 
when issues get resolved, when issues get resolved, 

residents are happy, residents are happy, 
and feedback providers and feedback providers 
that that II work with—such  work with—such 
as as PPeople’s eople’s AAssociation ssociation 
((PAPA)—become friends.)—become friends.

MMichelleichelle S Siau,iau,
SSeniorenior M Mediator,ediator,

CCatat W Welfareelfare S Societyociety

““II am grateful for  am grateful for PAPA’s ’s 
support. support. II hope there can  hope there can 
be more platforms that be more platforms that 
allow us to educate the allow us to educate the 
young on love and care young on love and care 
for animals. for animals. MMy wish is y wish is 
for our community to for our community to 
have love and care all have love and care all 

around, where people and around, where people and 
animals live in harmony.”animals live in harmony.”    

CChua hua MMui ui MMui, ui, 
BBoonoon L Layay R Resident, esident, 

CCommunity ommunity CCat at FFeeder for eeder for 
MMoreore T Than han 10 Y10 Yearsears

““II continue to do this  continue to do this 
day after day, year after day after day, year after 

year, because year, because II treat  treat 
these cats just like how these cats just like how 
II treat people and other  treat people and other 

beings, even if taking care beings, even if taking care 
of them takes a financial of them takes a financial 

toll on me. toll on me. II wish for  wish for 
better understanding better understanding 

and care between people, and care between people, 
between us and animals, between us and animals, 
so that this society and so that this society and 
community of ours is a community of ours is a 
better place to be in.”better place to be in.”

MMdmdm Z Zaitun,aitun,  
BBoonoon L Layay R Resident, esident, 

CCommunity ommunity CCat at FFeeder for eeder for 
MMoreore T Than han 20 Y20 Yearsears

MMany any CCommunityommunity  

CCentres supported entres supported 

the the 19781978  “U“Use se YYour our 

HHandsands”” clean campaign  clean campaign 

that encouraged that encouraged 

youths to clean up the youths to clean up the 

community spaces.community spaces.

FFor example, the or example, the HHong ong LLim im GGreen grassroots organisations reen grassroots organisations 

organised a year-long organised a year-long ““OOperation peration CChantek”hantek”** to encourage its  to encourage its 

community leaders and residents to carry out general clean-up in community leaders and residents to carry out general clean-up in 

their estate. their estate. BBy doing so, the constituency played a key role in y doing so, the constituency played a key role in 

educating residents to keep common spaces neat and clean.educating residents to keep common spaces neat and clean.
43434242 **“C“Chantekhantek” ” is an oldis an old M Malay spellingalay spelling, , meaningmeaning “ “beautifulbeautiful””  
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SShe cannot see the scores.he cannot see the scores.
BBorn visually impaired,orn visually impaired, 24 24-year-old -year-old SSiti iti SSakinahakinah started  started 
learning the piano when she was only six. learning the piano when she was only six. SShe masters the music he masters the music 
pieces through hearing, sheer memorisation and vigorous practice pieces through hearing, sheer memorisation and vigorous practice 

with the help of her piano teacher. with the help of her piano teacher. SSakinah pushes akinah pushes 
herself to practise many hours outside of her herself to practise many hours outside of her 

regular lessons.regular lessons.

SShe is a part of he is a part of SSingapore’s largest inclusive ingapore’s largest inclusive 
orchestra, orchestra, TThe he PPurple urple SSymphony.ymphony.
TThe he PPurpleurple S Symphony, which was started by ymphony, which was started by CCentral entral 
SSingapore ingapore CCommunity ommunity DDevelopment evelopment CCouncil (ouncil (CDCCDC) in) in  
20152015, comprises musicians with and without special , comprises musicians with and without special 
needs. needs. PPrior to joining the orchestra,rior to joining the orchestra, S Sakinah had never akinah had never 
performed with others.performed with others.

SShe is a recipient of he is a recipient of TThe he PPurple urple SSymphonyymphony  
TTraining raining AAward ward PProgramme.rogramme.
TThe award supports he award supports SSakinah’s journey as a musician. akinah’s journey as a musician. 
SShe was able to pick up advanced piano techniques he was able to pick up advanced piano techniques 
to go for exams and have her piano tuned regularly. to go for exams and have her piano tuned regularly. 
HHer musicality also improved by attending an actual er musicality also improved by attending an actual 
concert and performing with fellow musicians. concert and performing with fellow musicians. 

SShe related through he related through CCommunity ommunity LLearning.earning.
TThrough the frequent rehearsal sessions, hrough the frequent rehearsal sessions, SSakinah and the other musicians akinah and the other musicians 
have became close friends. have became close friends. WWith lots in common, they talk about ith lots in common, they talk about 
musicianship and the exciting moments before performances.musicianship and the exciting moments before performances. T The group he group 
often hangs out after rehearsals for waffles and ice creamoften hangs out after rehearsals for waffles and ice cream—S—Sakinah akinah 
and her friends’ favouriteand her friends’ favourite!!

WWatchatch S Sakinah and her fellow akinah and her fellow 

musicians jamming it outmusicians jamming it out::SShe has performed in front of the he has performed in front of the 
WWho’s ho’s WWho in ho in SSingapore.ingapore.

SSakinah was a featured soloist in akinah was a featured soloist in TThe he PPurpleurple S Symphony’s ymphony’s 
20192019 concert.  concert. TTogether with ogether with 100 100 other musicians, she performed other musicians, she performed 
for more than for more than 1,2001,200 people, including  people, including PPrime rime MMinister inister LLee ee HHsien sien 
LLoong and oong and DDeputy eputy PPrime rime MMinister inister HHeng eng SSwee wee KKeat.eat.

“I “I hope that through our efforts and achievements with hope that through our efforts and achievements with 

TThe he PPurple urple SSymphony, we have demonstrated that we are ymphony, we have demonstrated that we are 

capable even though we have disabilities. capable even though we have disabilities. WWe are no less e are no less 

abled than everyone else.”abled than everyone else.”

          ——SSiti iti SSakinahakinah

“T“The he PPurple urple SSymphony has taught me to believe in the ymphony has taught me to believe in the 

limitless potential of every individual, regardless of their limitless potential of every individual, regardless of their 

starting point in life.starting point in life.””

——CCheang heang HHui ui XXinin, , 2525, , AAssistant ssistant MManager (anager (PPartnerships & artnerships & 

PProgrammes) of rogrammes) of CCentralentral S Singaporeingapore CDC CDC. . HHuiui X Xin is a in is a 

former volunteer cellist who was involved in the former volunteer cellist who was involved in the 

formation offormation of T The he PPurple urple SSymphony.ymphony.
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RRepair epair KKopitiam is a community-driven repair opitiam is a community-driven repair 
meet-up project that teaches people how to meet-up project that teaches people how to 

repair their damaged household items.repair their damaged household items.

VVolunteer-coaches at the public repair sessions olunteer-coaches at the public repair sessions 
guide residents in fixing simple items.guide residents in fixing simple items.

TTo discourage o discourage 
the buy-and-throw-away the buy-and-throw-away 

culture in culture in SSingapore!ingapore!

SSince it started in ince it started in 20142014, , RRepair epair KKopitiam has:opitiam has:

CConducted more than onducted more than 130130 workshops in collaboration  workshops in collaboration 
with with AAng ng MMo o KKio, io, JJurong and urong and TTampines ampines GRCGRC  
grassroots organisations (grassroots organisations (MMore to come!).ore to come!).

 T Trained more than rained more than 600600 volunteer repair coaches. volunteer repair coaches.

TTaught people from all walks of life, from housewives aught people from all walks of life, from housewives 
and retirees to young professionals and students, and retirees to young professionals and students, 
to repair more than to repair more than 3,0003,000 of their household items! of their household items!

    D    Did id YYou ou KKnow?now?
IIn n 2018, S2018, Singapore generated almost eight million tonnes of waste—ingapore generated almost eight million tonnes of waste—
that’s equivalent to the weight of that’s equivalent to the weight of 530,000530,000 double-decker buses! double-decker buses!

WWhen we reduce waste, we are helping to extend the lifespan of hen we reduce waste, we are helping to extend the lifespan of SSemakau emakau 
LLandfill beyondandfill beyond 2035 2035, when , when SSingapore’s ingapore’s ONLYONLY landfill is expected to run  landfill is expected to run 
out of space.out of space.

FFun un FFactsacts
GGuess what is the most common household uess what is the most common household 
item brought down for repair? item brought down for repair? 
AAnswer:nswer: F Fans! ans! 

WWhat are some of the vintage appliances hat are some of the vintage appliances 
““brought to lifebrought to life””??
AAnswer: nswer: SSinger sewing machines, cassette inger sewing machines, cassette 
tape players and vinyl record players.tape players and vinyl record players.

VVeerappan eerappan SSwaminathan,waminathan,  3535, , 
founder of founder of RRepair epair KKopitiamopitiam

“W“We see many acts of kindness at our e see many acts of kindness at our 
workshops: we had a gentleman who supplied us with workshops: we had a gentleman who supplied us with 
tools for free, while others who don’t have anything tools for free, while others who don’t have anything 
in need of repair will bring us food or drinks. in need of repair will bring us food or drinks. OOnce, nce, 
we repaired an airfryer for a lady. we repaired an airfryer for a lady. TThe following week, he following week, 
she brought us hash browns made with it!”she brought us hash browns made with it!”

“W“We are grateful to thee are grateful to the  RResidentsesidents’ C’ Committees for covering our ommittees for covering our 
venue costs, providing us with tables, chairs and storage space, and venue costs, providing us with tables, chairs and storage space, and 
publicising our workshops. publicising our workshops. IIt really helps us reduce our overhead costs and we t really helps us reduce our overhead costs and we 
can focus on organising workshops at more locations.”can focus on organising workshops at more locations.”

BBai ai JJialong,ialong,  2424, mechanical engineering student and , mechanical engineering student and 
volunteer repair coach with volunteer repair coach with RRepair epair KKopitiamopitiam

“V“Volunteering atolunteering at R Repair epair KKopitiam is both my hobby and my passion. opitiam is both my hobby and my passion. IIt’s t’s 
coming together with like-minded people to share skills and build connections. coming together with like-minded people to share skills and build connections. 
II have also learnt a lot from the experienced repair coaches—things that  have also learnt a lot from the experienced repair coaches—things that II  
don’t get to learn in school.”don’t get to learn in school.”

TThe number of groups pursuing various interests or social causes are on the he number of groups pursuing various interests or social causes are on the 
rise. rise. TThrough social media, more people are connecting with such groups and hrough social media, more people are connecting with such groups and 
participating in related activities. participating in related activities. KKeep an eye out next time you are in your eep an eye out next time you are in your 
‘hood. ‘hood. YYou may just spot a session of ou may just spot a session of RRepair epair KKopitiam!opitiam!



SSilverilver H Homesomes, , a programme to spruce a programme to spruce 
up the homes of senior residents up the homes of senior residents 
living in rental flatsliving in rental flats,, lets youth  lets youth 

volunteers and collaborators including volunteers and collaborators including 
schoolsschools, , non-profit organisations and non-profit organisations and 
individuals bridge the generation gap individuals bridge the generation gap 

between young and oldbetween young and old. . 
HHow do they do itow do they do it??
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“L“Language is a big consideration anguage is a big consideration 
when it comes to forming teams. when it comes to forming teams. 
DDiversity is key, and we try to iversity is key, and we try to 
include volunteers who can speak include volunteers who can speak 
different dialects.”different dialects.”

—A—Ashvinshvin S Sivakumarivakumar, , 1919, ex-, ex-
student leader from student leader from RRafflesaffles  
IInstitutionnstitution

DDiversity in iversity in TTeamseams

“P“People may think that aged folks have eople may think that aged folks have 
a chip on their shoulder. a chip on their shoulder. BBut there are ut there are 
many types of seniors, including many many types of seniors, including many 
who are happy and optimistic and are who are happy and optimistic and are 
great to work with.”great to work with.”

——BBenjamin enjamin CCheongheong, , 3131, , MManager anager 
((PPartnership and artnership and PProgramme) of rogramme) of 
CCentral entral SSingapore ingapore CDCCDC

“D“During our pre-assessment visits, uring our pre-assessment visits, 
my organising team and my organising team and II tried our  tried our 
best to interact with the vulnerable best to interact with the vulnerable 
seniors to better understand their seniors to better understand their 
needs and wants.needs and wants.””

——MMatthew atthew SSimim, , 1919, former , former 
volunteer from volunteer from NNanyang anyang JJunior unior 
CCollegeollege

TTake aake a G Genuine enuine 
IInterest nterest 

“I“It takes a lot of trust to let t takes a lot of trust to let 
strangers into their homes. strangers into their homes. IIt’s very t’s very 
helpful when neighbours talk to and helpful when neighbours talk to and 
keep a lookout for the less-visible keep a lookout for the less-visible 
and vulnerable ones.”and vulnerable ones.”

——RRichard ichard CChuahua, , 6060, , CCluster luster 
DDirector of irector of PEACE-CPEACE-Connect onnect 

CCluster luster OOperatorperator

KKnow the now the NNeighbourseighbours
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FFun un FFactsacts
SStarted by the tarted by the CCentral entral SSingapore ingapore CCommunity ommunity DDevelopment evelopment 
CCouncil (ouncil (CDCCDC) in ) in 20142014, the , the SSilver ilver HHomes programme omes programme 
connects volunteers with partners to create safe connects volunteers with partners to create safe 
and healthy living environments for seniors. and healthy living environments for seniors. IIn n 20192019, over , over 55,,000000  
volunteers have made homes brighter for some volunteers have made homes brighter for some 11,,700 700 residents in residents in 900900  
homes through undertaking tasks such as spring cleaning, fumigation homes through undertaking tasks such as spring cleaning, fumigation 
and refurbishments.and refurbishments.

  

“A“As seniors get older, they may become less mobiles seniors get older, they may become less mobile. T. They can’t squat hey can’t squat 
or reach the window panes outsideor reach the window panes outside. M. Maintaining the flat isn’t easyaintaining the flat isn’t easy,” ,” 
sharesshares R Richardichard. “T. “This collaboration withhis collaboration with P Peopleeople’’s s AAssociationssociation  has been has been 
very helpfulvery helpful, , and and I I hope it will continue to run successfullyhope it will continue to run successfully.”.”

TThinkhink

WWhat are other opportunities for youths to uncover and meet the hat are other opportunities for youths to uncover and meet the 
community’s needs?community’s needs?

BBe e OOpen-pen-MMindedinded



WWhat do you care deeply about? hat do you care deeply about? IIs there something happening in society s there something happening in society 
today that makes you happy or sad, motivated or disappointed? today that makes you happy or sad, motivated or disappointed? WWhat can hat can 
you do about it? you do about it? FFind a quiet spot, process these thoughts, and put your ind a quiet spot, process these thoughts, and put your 

pen to paper. pen to paper. HHere are some questions to help you get started.ere are some questions to help you get started.

Q1   WQ1   What kind of person dohat kind of person do I I want to become? want to become?

Q2   WQ2   What is the one thing happening in society today that bothers me?hat is the one thing happening in society today that bothers me?

Q3   WQ3   What do hat do II think can be done to solve the problem? think can be done to solve the problem?

Q4   WQ4   What can hat can II do for a start?  do for a start? 

Q5   WQ5   What do hat do II hope to achieve at the end of hope to achieve at the end of 12 12 months? months?

“E“Everything is created to serve, even inanimate objects. verything is created to serve, even inanimate objects. A A chair isn’t chair isn’t 
created to serve itself.created to serve itself. Y Your eyes don’t serve themselves. our eyes don’t serve themselves. TThey serve hey serve 
you, so you can see. you, so you can see. II’ve always felt a sense of responsibility to the ’ve always felt a sense of responsibility to the 
world.world. I I’ve got so much to do, but of course,’ve got so much to do, but of course, I I have to start with  have to start with 
SSingapore, with my community.ingapore, with my community. F For me, service is part of my faith.” or me, service is part of my faith.” 

——SSiti iti NNooroor M Mastura, a youth advocate for interfaith work and astura, a youth advocate for interfaith work and 
SStraitstraits T Times imes SSingaporean of the ingaporean of the YYear ear 20182018
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1.  Y1.  You get to improve your communication skillsou get to improve your communication skills

2.  Y2.  You get to give, and receiveou get to give, and receive

5353

“I“It doesn’t matter if you don’t speak a dialect. t doesn’t matter if you don’t speak a dialect. 
TThe seniors are happy even if you can only speak he seniors are happy even if you can only speak 
a simple phrase to them. a simple phrase to them. IIt’s your presence and t’s your presence and 
sincerity that makes sincerity that makes them feel appreciatedthem feel appreciated..
  

——KKatherine atherine CChamham, , 4646, , PAPA volunteer  volunteer 
since since 20152015 and mother of two and mother of two

“P“People often ask me, eople often ask me, ‘W‘Why do you volunteer?’ hy do you volunteer?’ MMy reply to them would be,y reply to them would be,  
‘W‘Why not?’ hy not?’ TThe application process is not complicated—all you need to do is he application process is not complicated—all you need to do is 
just step into your nearestjust step into your nearest RC  RC centre! centre! SStart by doing something as simple as tart by doing something as simple as 
carrying chairs.carrying chairs. Y You ou may surprise yourself at the strong sense of achievement. may surprise yourself at the strong sense of achievement. 
MMy only regret is not joining earlier!”y only regret is not joining earlier!”

——JJaxax A Angng, 38, PA , 38, PA volunteer sincevolunteer since 2018  2018 and father of a toddlerand father of a toddler

FFeeling eeling ppaisehaiseh about having to step inside a  about having to step inside a 
RResidents’ esidents’ CCommittee (ommittee (RCRC) centre? ) centre? DDon’t worry, on’t worry, 
you can also sign up as a volunteer online and you can also sign up as a volunteer online and 
even indicate your areas of interest! even indicate your areas of interest! 

DDid id YYou ou KKnow?now?
WWith ith SSingapore’s ageing population, more seniors will be living alone in future. ingapore’s ageing population, more seniors will be living alone in future. 
  
BBy y 20302030,,
- 1- 1 in  in 4 S4 Singaporeans will be aged ingaporeans will be aged 6565 and above. and above.
- A- An estimatedn estimated 83,000 83,000 elderly persons will be living alone. elderly persons will be living alone.
  
SSeniors in eniors in 2030 2030 and beyond may be wealthier and more educated compared and beyond may be wealthier and more educated compared 
to the generation from to the generation from 20 20 years ago, but their basic needs are expected to years ago, but their basic needs are expected to 
remain the same.remain the same. T They will still want to stay physically and socially active, hey will still want to stay physically and socially active, 
and age purposefully.and age purposefully. S Some may wish to contribute back to the community by ome may wish to contribute back to the community by 
volunteering, working and learning.volunteering, working and learning.

      HHow would you help your grandparents and parents age purposefully?ow would you help your grandparents and parents age purposefully?
   W   What would you want to do to find meaning as you age?hat would you want to do to find meaning as you age?

“W“When hen II was a youth, the thought of growing old never crossed my mind as  was a youth, the thought of growing old never crossed my mind as I I 
was always surrounded by young people,was always surrounded by young people,””  LLing ing BBee ee SSianian, , PBMPBM, , 7676, muses.  , muses.  

A A professional nurse by training, professional nurse by training, BBee ee SSian has had an illustrious career.ian has had an illustrious career. F For or 
more than more than 4040 years, she contributed her skills through stints in various  years, she contributed her skills through stints in various 
government hospitals, ministries and organisations.government hospitals, ministries and organisations.

TToday, she continues to look after the well-being of others through her oday, she continues to look after the well-being of others through her 
volunteer work as chairperson of volunteer work as chairperson of PPeople’s eople’s AAssociation (ssociation (PAPA)) A Active ctive AAgeing geing 
CCouncil. ouncil. SShe is also a mentor to younger volunteers like he is also a mentor to younger volunteers like KKatherineatherine C Chamham and  and 
JJax ax AAngng, both of whom work closely with her to serve the needs of the , both of whom work closely with her to serve the needs of the 
elderly living in elderly living in TTiongiong B Bahru.ahru.

3.  Y3.  You get to make a difference in someone else’s lifeou get to make a difference in someone else’s life
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“A“An elderly person may become socially withdrawn when he n elderly person may become socially withdrawn when he 
or she is diagnosed with a chronic or critical illnessor she is diagnosed with a chronic or critical illness. I. If a f a 
regular attendee suddenly stops coming for our activities, regular attendee suddenly stops coming for our activities, 
we will initiate a home visit, accompanied by at least one we will initiate a home visit, accompanied by at least one 
of the elderly person’s friends. of the elderly person’s friends. IIt’s important to never t’s important to never 
leave them aloneleave them alone.    .    

——LLinging B Beeee S Sianian, , PBM, CPBM, Chairperson ofhairperson of PA A PA Active ctive 
AAgeinggeing C Councilouncil, 76, 76
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SSprightly prightly 6161-year-old -year-old HHasnah asnah BBte te MMasnodasnod, , PBM,PBM,  
is one awesome multitasking makcik.is one awesome multitasking makcik.

TThis homemaker founded his homemaker founded SSenam enam RRia (which means ia (which means 
“H“Happy appy EExercise” in xercise” in MMalay), an interest group alay), an interest group 
that meets every that meets every SSaturday morning at aturday morning at CChua hua CChu hu 
KKang ang CCommunity ommunity CClub (lub (CCCC), conducts swimming ), conducts swimming 
lessons everylessons every F Friday evening,riday evening, AND AND teaches  teaches CChair hair 
AAerobics at erobics at FFei ei YYue ue SSeniors eniors AActivity ctivity CCentre (entre (TTeck eck 
WWhye) every hye) every FFriday.riday.

HHasnah first felt moved to do something when she learned from the news asnah first felt moved to do something when she learned from the news 
then that many among thethen that many among the M Malay community in alay community in SSingapore are obese, and have ingapore are obese, and have 
high blood pressure and cholesterol levels. high blood pressure and cholesterol levels. TThus in hus in 19981998, at the age of , at the age of 3838, she , she 
embarked on her mission to keep fit and founded embarked on her mission to keep fit and founded SSenam enam RRia along the way to ia along the way to 
encourage others to join her. encourage others to join her. 

SSince then, ince then, SSenam enam RRia has grown in number. ia has grown in number. TToday, the interest group has oday, the interest group has 
more than more than 100100 members, with some travelling from areas as far as  members, with some travelling from areas as far as BBoon oon LLay, ay, 
JJurong and urong and WWoodlands.oodlands.

“I“I am a firm believer that one should never sit at home doing nothing,  am a firm believer that one should never sit at home doing nothing, 
especially as they get older. especially as they get older. FFrom learning qigong and tai chi to swimming rom learning qigong and tai chi to swimming 
and chair aerobics, and chair aerobics, I I have never stopped taking up new sports to keep myself have never stopped taking up new sports to keep myself 
active. active. II also encourage the seniors around me to learn how to use platforms  also encourage the seniors around me to learn how to use platforms 
such as such as WWhatshatsAApp and pp and FFacebook to stay in touch with current affairs.”acebook to stay in touch with current affairs.”

 — —HHasnahasnah B Bte te MMasnodasnod, , PBMPBM, , 6161

“I“I have been exercising together with  have been exercising together with MMadam adam HHasnah since day one. asnah since day one. WWe have e have 
become close friends who exchange exercise tips as well as recipes for cooking become close friends who exchange exercise tips as well as recipes for cooking 
and home remedies! and home remedies! II can maintain a healthy weight now because of my active  can maintain a healthy weight now because of my active 
lifestyle, and don’t suffer from aches and pains.”lifestyle, and don’t suffer from aches and pains.”

——TTusiah usiah BBte te RRosdiosdi, , 6565, former , former CChua hua CChu hu KKang residentang resident

LLifelong ifelong LLearnerearner
WWhen hen TTay ay MMengeng H Huatuat saw a group of volunteers fixing wheelchairs  saw a group of volunteers fixing wheelchairs 
for the elderly at for the elderly at TTeck eck GGhee hee CCCC near his home in  near his home in 20192019, he was , he was 
overcome with nostalgia. overcome with nostalgia. AAfter all, the fter all, the 7070-year-old retiree used to be -year-old retiree used to be 
a bicycle repairman in his younger days. a bicycle repairman in his younger days. HHe immediately approached e immediately approached 
the organiser and requested to join the volunteer group.the organiser and requested to join the volunteer group.

AAfter attending eight hours of professional training on wheelchair servicing fter attending eight hours of professional training on wheelchair servicing 
and accumulatingand accumulating 40 40 hours of practicum as part of the training programme,  hours of practicum as part of the training programme, 
MMengeng H Huat is now officially a part of the senior volunteer group that goes around uat is now officially a part of the senior volunteer group that goes around 
SSingapore servicing wheelchairs for other seniors.ingapore servicing wheelchairs for other seniors.

HHowever, this was hardly his first foray out of his comfort zone to learn new owever, this was hardly his first foray out of his comfort zone to learn new 
things. things. IIn n 2015,2015, he enrolled himself in  he enrolled himself in PPeople’s eople’s AAssociation ssociation SSenior enior AAcademy, cademy, 
attending lessons mostly at attending lessons mostly at TTeck eck GGhee hee CC. SCC. Since then, he has been a regular at ince then, he has been a regular at 
various classes, particularly the various classes, particularly the SSeniors for eniors for SSmart mart NNation courses which teaches ation courses which teaches 
basic basic ITIT literacy skills on how to use social media apps. literacy skills on how to use social media apps.

IIn the future, he hopes to set up an interest group in his neighbourhood to n the future, he hopes to set up an interest group in his neighbourhood to 
encourage a repair culture instead of throwing things away; and bring together encourage a repair culture instead of throwing things away; and bring together 
people from different ages, backgrounds and abilities using what he has learnt. people from different ages, backgrounds and abilities using what he has learnt. 

P.S.P.S.  FFollow her on ollow her on 
FFacebook @ hasnahria acebook @ hasnahria 
mawi and watch her mawi and watch her 
exercise!exercise!

“I“I’ve made many new friends and reconnected with old neighbours throughout ’ve made many new friends and reconnected with old neighbours throughout 
my learning journey. my learning journey. WWhenever henever I I finish a course, finish a course, I I am always excited to pass am always excited to pass 
on my newfound knowledge to other seniors in my neighbourhood.on my newfound knowledge to other seniors in my neighbourhood. A Although lthough 
II may sometimes forget what  may sometimes forget what II learnt in class due to my age,  learnt in class due to my age, II know know I I can  can 
depend on my fellow classmates to come together to paint a ‘full picture’.” depend on my fellow classmates to come together to paint a ‘full picture’.” 

——TTay ay MMeng eng HHuat,uat,  7070

WWhat new skills have you picked up recently that are outside of hat new skills have you picked up recently that are outside of 
your comfort zone?your comfort zone?

HHow can you use your skills to impact people in need in your community?ow can you use your skills to impact people in need in your community?



EExperts have found that engaging in puzzles can help the xperts have found that engaging in puzzles can help the 

brain stay sharp. brain stay sharp. TTry this medium-level ry this medium-level SSudoku game together udoku game together 

with with AAh h MMa and a and AAh h GGong today! ong today! YYou can even spruce things ou can even spruce things 

up by colouring the flowers in the border frame together.up by colouring the flowers in the border frame together.
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BBridging the ridging the GGapap
TThe young volunteers of he young volunteers of PProject roject GGold have built old have built 
heart-warming relationships with their senior students, heart-warming relationships with their senior students, 
thanks to the foresight of the thanks to the foresight of the BBishan ishan CCCC  YECYEC when  when 
they identified this as a service opportunity. they identified this as a service opportunity. TThe bond he bond 
extends beyond extends beyond PProject roject GGold—seniors now know old—seniors now know 
who in who in PAPA they can turn to if they need help with  they can turn to if they need help with 
other issues, or if they would like to give feedback other issues, or if they would like to give feedback 
about anything.about anything.

WWhat’shat’s N Nextext??
-  B-  Bring ring PProject roject GGold to the old to the RCRCs throughout s throughout BBishan, for seniors who may ishan, for seniors who may 
not be able to travel a longer distance from home.not be able to travel a longer distance from home.
-  P-  Partner with the artner with the AAgency of gency of IIntegrated ntegrated CCare to let more seniors know are to let more seniors know 
about the clinic, with the help of about the clinic, with the help of SSilver ilver GGeneration eneration AAmbassadors.mbassadors.
-  R-  Rope in more volunteers from other schools.ope in more volunteers from other schools.
-  R-  Run more sessions at the un more sessions at the CC.CC.

“T“The students are very he students are very 
warm and patient. warm and patient. IIt’s like t’s like 
my own grandson teaching my own grandson teaching 

me. me. II can now use  can now use WWhatshatsAApp pp 
and and WWeeCChat to chat with my hat to chat with my 

friends and family, and friends and family, and II  
also love using photo-editing also love using photo-editing 

apps to add fun effects apps to add fun effects 
to my photosto my photos!” !” 

——MMdm dm TTan an SLSL, in her , in her 8080ss

SSeniors and youths eniors and youths 
have more in common have more in common 

than you think!than you think!
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IIf you see a long queue at f you see a long queue at BBishan ishan CCommunity ommunity CClub (lub (CCCC), chances are it’s ), chances are it’s 
to register for a spot in to register for a spot in PProject roject GGold, a weekly smartphone literacy old, a weekly smartphone literacy 
clinic for seniors held every clinic for seniors held every SSaturday.aturday.

PProject roject GGold was started in old was started in JJulyuly 2019 2019 by three  by three 1818-year-old students from -year-old students from 
RRaffles affles IInstitution,nstitution,  IIan an HHermanus, ermanus, SShabbirhabbir and  and CChristianhristian, with the guidance , with the guidance 
of of BBishan ishan CC YCC Youthouth E Executivexecutive C Committeeommittee (YEC). (YEC).

TThe clinic is very popular among the seniors of he clinic is very popular among the seniors of BBishan. ishan. SSessions are conducted essions are conducted 
in both in both EEnglish and nglish and MMandarin, with volunteers ready to explain in other andarin, with volunteers ready to explain in other 
dialects and to help with queries.dialects and to help with queries.

“S“Simple actions like swiping and tapping may be imple actions like swiping and tapping may be 
intuitive to us, but seniors have to learn these intuitive to us, but seniors have to learn these 
controls from scratch. controls from scratch. SSeeing seniors leave the eeing seniors leave the 

sessions with wide smiles on their faces, excited at sessions with wide smiles on their faces, excited at 
finally understanding how to use their phones, is finally understanding how to use their phones, is 

inspiring and their enjoyment infectiousinspiring and their enjoyment infectious.”.”  
——IIanan H Hermanusermanus, 18, 18
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   O   Other ther CCool ool SStuff tuff AAbout bout PPeople’s eople’s AAssociation ssociation 
((PAPA)’s )’s NNetworks for the etworks for the YYoung and oung and OOldld

PA YPA Youthsouths
-  C-  Children above the age ofhildren above the age of 12 12 can take  can take 
part in many programmes by the part in many programmes by the PAPA’s ’s YYouth outh 
MMovement and be part of the largest and most ovement and be part of the largest and most 
vibrant youth network in vibrant youth network in SSingapore.ingapore.

-  Y-  Youths can also participate in the ouths can also participate in the SService-ervice-
LLearning earning CChampion scheme in schools, and the hampion scheme in schools, and the 
YYouth outh CChapters in the hapters in the RResidents’ esidents’ CCommittees ommittees 
((RCRCs) and s) and NNeighbourhood eighbourhood CCommittees.ommittees.

PA SPA Seniorseniors
-  T-  The largest network of senior citizens he largest network of senior citizens 
in in SSingapore is managed by the ingapore is managed by the PA SPA Senior enior 
CCitizens’ itizens’ EExecutive xecutive CCommittees.ommittees.

-  S-  Seniors can exercise and dance their eniors can exercise and dance their 
way into their silver years, or pick up a way into their silver years, or pick up a 
new skill or language in the spirit of life-new skill or language in the spirit of life-
long learning.long learning.

-  F-  For those who want to delve deeper into or those who want to delve deeper into 
certain popular skills such as certain popular skills such as ITIT or wellness,  or wellness, 
they can pursue a basic or advanced they can pursue a basic or advanced 
certificate at the certificate at the PAPA  SSenior enior AAcademy.cademy.



“T“The rigorous three-year training in he rigorous three-year training in NACLINACLI gave me  gave me the necessary skills the necessary skills 
to do my job. to do my job. OOur training was wide—ur training was wide—II learned unarmed combat for self- learned unarmed combat for self-

defence, handyman skills to repair objects in the defence, handyman skills to repair objects in the CCCC on my own, public  on my own, public 
speaking to engage with residents, and book-keeping for the running of the speaking to engage with residents, and book-keeping for the running of the 
CC. WCC. We also learnt topics such as socialism and communism**. e also learnt topics such as socialism and communism**. AAnd we all nd we all 
learnt how to handle a rifle.learnt how to handle a rifle. T Through the experience, hrough the experience, I I gained the courage gained the courage 

to face problems head-on and to effectively network in the community to face problems head-on and to effectively network in the community 
with all kinds of personalities.”with all kinds of personalities.”

IInterestingnteresting F Factsacts  of the of the 19601960s:s:

IIt was an uphill task managingt was an uphill task managing B Beach each RRoad oad CCCC* as that * as that 
area was teeming with gangsters. area was teeming with gangsters. NNegotiations had to be egotiations had to be 
done with the heads of the different gangs to get them done with the heads of the different gangs to get them 
to agree to keep theto agree to keep the CC CC a safe and gang-free place for  a safe and gang-free place for 
people to come together.people to come together.

RResidents visiting esidents visiting BBras ras BBasah asah CCCC* were mostly * were mostly HHainanese. ainanese. 
TThe men usually gathered to play he men usually gathered to play CChinese chess. hinese chess. TThe he 
women enjoyed tremendously thewomen enjoyed tremendously the H Hainanese operas ainanese operas 
organised by the organised by the CCCC..
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FFor these two alumni of the or these two alumni of the NNational ational 
CCommunity ommunity LLeadership eadership IInstitute (nstitute (NACLINACLI), the ), the 
key to being key to being a successful youth leader in any a successful youth leader in any 
era is to throw fear out the window.era is to throw fear out the window.

QQueenueen B Beeee
LLim im AAh h YYookook, , 7777
-  G-  Graduate of raduate of NACLINACLI’s inaugural three-year ’s inaugural three-year DDiploma in iploma in CCommunity and ommunity and 
YYouthouth W Work in ork in 19671967
-  H-  Head ead (P(Production),roduction), S Singapore ingapore CChingay & hingay & EEvents vents NNetworketwork
  
TThe gangly lady looked and moved decades younger than her actual age. he gangly lady looked and moved decades younger than her actual age. 
HHer gregarious straight-talking personality was instantly infectious, and her er gregarious straight-talking personality was instantly infectious, and her 
tough-as-nails character was widely admired.tough-as-nails character was widely admired.
  

AAs the s the OOrganising rganising SSecretary, equivalent to the present-day ecretary, equivalent to the present-day 
CConstituency onstituency DDirector, of irector, of BBeach each RRoad oad CCommunity ommunity CCentre (entre (CCCC)* in )* in 
19631963, , AAh h YYook singlehandedly convinced gangsters to give up their    ook singlehandedly convinced gangsters to give up their    
#occupythe#occupytheCCCC aspiration.  aspiration. WWhen the racial riots happened, she hen the racial riots happened, she 
organised organised GGoodwilloodwill C Committees to get ommittees to get CChinese and hinese and MMalay leaders alay leaders 
to make peace.to make peace. A And after being posted to nd after being posted to BBras ras BBasah asah CCCC* a * a 
few years later, she turned it into a hub of community few years later, she turned it into a hub of community 
life by organising art classes, sports events and chess life by organising art classes, sports events and chess 
competitions.competitions.

**OOver the decades,ver the decades, B Beach each RRoad and oad and BBras ras BBasah asah CCCCs have s have 
both become defunct. both become defunct. 

****OOther topics included ther topics included SSocial and ocial and PPolitical olitical TTheories, heories, 
and and SSolutions to olutions to PPoverty in overty in DDeveloping eveloping CCountries. ountries. TThe he 
programme was designed to help them become all-rounded programme was designed to help them become all-rounded 
PPeople’s eople’s AAssociation (ssociation (PAPA) community development officers ) community development officers 
with the breadth and depth of thinking that makes them with the breadth and depth of thinking that makes them 
aware and sensitive to the nuances and cultural contexts aware and sensitive to the nuances and cultural contexts 
of our communities. of our communities. 

IIn memory ofn memory of M Mdm dm LLim im AAh h YYook (ook (19431943––SSep ep 20202020). ). 
SShe started work in he started work in PPeople's eople's AAssociation from ssociation from 19621962, , 

and continued to do so for close to and continued to do so for close to 5858 years till  years till 20202020..
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FFun un FFactact
TThe he PA YPA Youth outh MMovement ovement SService-ervice-LLearning earning CChampion (hampion (SLCSLC) ) 
SScheme is an avenue for secondary school students to develop cheme is an avenue for secondary school students to develop 
leadership qualities, acquire life skills and propose solutions to meet leadership qualities, acquire life skills and propose solutions to meet 
community needs through hands-on experiences.community needs through hands-on experiences.
  

TThinkhink
WWhat sort of knowledge and skills do you need to be an effective hat sort of knowledge and skills do you need to be an effective 

leader who can build and bridge our diverse communities? leader who can build and bridge our diverse communities? 

CChan han CChun hun SSinging
DDeputy eputy CChairman ofhairman of PA PA

WWhat are some of the lessons hat are some of the lessons 
you learnt as a youth?you learnt as a youth?

CComing from a low-income single-parent oming from a low-income single-parent 
family, family, II experienced very early on that  experienced very early on that 
self-determination determines our fate. self-determination determines our fate. 
TThere is absolutely nothing that we can here is absolutely nothing that we can 
expect to be natural or a given. expect to be natural or a given. HHow do ow do 
we prioritise our needs and wants, and we prioritise our needs and wants, and 
make the best of finite resources that make the best of finite resources that 
we have to address our challenges and we have to address our challenges and 
grasp the opportunities?grasp the opportunities?

TThe he BBoyoy N Nextext D Dooroor
LLeong eong MMun un KKitit, , 2020
-  A-  Assistant ssistant TTreasurer, reasurer, 
NNee ee SSoonoon E Eastast Y Youthouth N Networketwork

WWhen there was a call at his school, hen there was a call at his school, SSingapore ingapore PPolytechnic, for olytechnic, for 
students to joinstudents to join PA PA’s ’s CCommunity ommunity LLeadership eadership PProgramme (rogramme (CLPCLP),),  
MMun un KKit wasted no time in signing up. it wasted no time in signing up. TThe he CLPCLP is designed to  is designed to 
expose student leaders to grassroots work and the diverse range of expose student leaders to grassroots work and the diverse range of 
volunteering opportunities—an area he is particularly interested in.volunteering opportunities—an area he is particularly interested in.

UUpon being selected in pon being selected in 20182018, , MMun un KKit attended a four-day training it attended a four-day training 
camp at camp at NACLINACLI where he was given an intensive course on the  where he was given an intensive course on the 
intricacies of leadership skills. intricacies of leadership skills. HHe was then attached to the e was then attached to the NNeeee  
SSoon oon EEast ast YYouth outh NNetwork where he immediately got into the thick etwork where he immediately got into the thick 
of planning and executing community initiatives and events of planning and executing community initiatives and events 

of all kinds.of all kinds.
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“W“We were schooled primarily in empathy and servant-e were schooled primarily in empathy and servant-
leadership skills. leadership skills. II remember particularly an activity  remember particularly an activity 
whereby we were asked to draw portraits of one whereby we were asked to draw portraits of one 
another. another. WWe were all surprised to discover how e were all surprised to discover how 
differently others view us. differently others view us. TThis reminded us that in his reminded us that in 
grassroots work, we have to work with people of all grassroots work, we have to work with people of all 
backgrounds and personalities. backgrounds and personalities. WWe have to hear where e have to hear where 
they are coming from and learn to empathise with they are coming from and learn to empathise with 
their perspective.”their perspective.”

“O“One advice that ne advice that II received from the older grassroots leaders is that the  received from the older grassroots leaders is that the 
work that we do in grassroots has to be intended for others and is not work that we do in grassroots has to be intended for others and is not 
for benefiting ourselves.for benefiting ourselves. T They’ve also encouraged me to dare to voice out hey’ve also encouraged me to dare to voice out 
for things that are important, and to always believe in myself.”for things that are important, and to always believe in myself.”



TThehe  EEmbracing mbracing PAPArenthoodrenthood M Movementovement  
is a community-led initiative organised by is a community-led initiative organised by 

PPeople’s eople’s AAssociation, ssociation, FFamily amily LLife ife CChampions and hampions and GGrassroots rassroots 
OOrganisations, in partnership with the rganisations, in partnership with the MMinistry of inistry of SSocial and ocial and 
FFamily amily DDevelopment and the evelopment and the NNational ational PPopulation and opulation and TTalentalent  

DDivision, sponsored by ivision, sponsored by NTUC SNTUC Social ocial EEnterprises and thenterprises and the  
SSingapore ingapore TTote ote BBoard, to celebrate the birth of newborn oard, to celebrate the birth of newborn 
babies, embrace the joy of parenthood and build strong babies, embrace the joy of parenthood and build strong 

communities of support for young families.communities of support for young families.

JJoin us in celebrating our parenting journey together.oin us in celebrating our parenting journey together.  
FFollow us on ollow us on FFacebook for other family programme acebook for other family programme 

updates by scanning the updates by scanning the QRQR code! code!

    DDidid Y Youou K Knownow??
PParenthood in arenthood in SSingapore has been celebrated ingapore has been celebrated 

for decades and continues to be so. for decades and continues to be so. BBaby aby 
shows were a big thing in the past, much like how shows were a big thing in the past, much like how 

the the EEmbracingmbracing PA PArenthoodrenthood M Movement is today, and ovement is today, and 
many citizens would have memories of being part of these many citizens would have memories of being part of these 

shows. shows. TThe earliest baby shows were conducted in he earliest baby shows were conducted in CCommunity ommunity 
CCentres (entres (CCCCs), with some of the memorable ones such as s), with some of the memorable ones such as “H“Healthy ealthy 
BBabies, abies, HHealthy ealthy NNation” and ation” and “B“Baby aby SShow how PPhoto hoto CCompetition” ompetition” 
organised at organised at 43 CC43 CCs ins in 1979 1979..
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     W     When hen II first received the invitation to attend the  first received the invitation to attend the EEmbracing mbracing 
PAPArenthood celebration in renthood celebration in 20182018, , II thought,  thought, “A“Aha! ha! PPerhaps this is the erhaps this is the 
opportunity to meet more neighbours with young children.” opportunity to meet more neighbours with young children.” II enjoyed  enjoyed 
the event tremendously. the event tremendously. TThe volunteers were so warm in their welcome he volunteers were so warm in their welcome 
right from the start, calling me up the day before to ask if right from the start, calling me up the day before to ask if II would  would 
be coming and personally bringing all of us attendees to our seats.be coming and personally bringing all of us attendees to our seats.

OOn the day, the gift packs were personally presented to each individual n the day, the gift packs were personally presented to each individual 
pair of new parents, after our names were called. pair of new parents, after our names were called. IIt made us feel like t made us feel like 
the entire community was behind us in this whole parenthood journey. the entire community was behind us in this whole parenthood journey. 
TThe experience made such a positive impact on me that he experience made such a positive impact on me that II decided to  decided to 
join these volunteer members of the join these volunteer members of the RResidents’ esidents’ NNetwork (etwork (RNRN) at ) at 
TThomson homson GGarden estate, to serve in my community.arden estate, to serve in my community.

TThe camaraderie amongst everyone in the estate is really something he camaraderie amongst everyone in the estate is really something 
precious—neighbours are ever ready to keep an eye out for each precious—neighbours are ever ready to keep an eye out for each 

other. other. MMy door is always open to them and it is the same for many of us y door is always open to them and it is the same for many of us 
who live here.who live here. S Seeing all these makes me want to continue to do my part eeing all these makes me want to continue to do my part 

to welcome other new parents in my estate.to welcome other new parents in my estate.

II find great joy in volunteering in my find great joy in volunteering in my RN. M RN. Many in theany in the RN  RN have have 
young children like me, and we involve the entire family when we young children like me, and we involve the entire family when we 
do our volunteer work. do our volunteer work. TThis way, we don’t see volunteering as his way, we don’t see volunteering as 
taking us away from our families—and this is something taking us away from our families—and this is something I I hope hope 

other new parents will be able to do too if they are considering other new parents will be able to do too if they are considering 
volunteering in their volunteering in their RNRNs.s.

TThe fact that my children have this lovely estate to grow up in gives me he fact that my children have this lovely estate to grow up in gives me 
great purpose in continuing to volunteer.great purpose in continuing to volunteer.

II can say with certainty that  can say with certainty that II have absolutely no regrets choosing to be  have absolutely no regrets choosing to be 
a volunteer in mya volunteer in my RN. S RN. Seeing everyone draw even closer as neighbours and eeing everyone draw even closer as neighbours and 
friends through the memorable events we have planned is irreplaceable to me.friends through the memorable events we have planned is irreplaceable to me.

LLisa isa GGweewee, , 3535
MMother of two young childrenother of two young children
EExecutive xecutive MMember ofember of T Thomsonhomson G Garden arden RNRN
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TThree things to know about hree things to know about 
I AI Am m TTalented (alented (IATIAT),a youth development ),a youth development 
programme run in collaboration with the programme run in collaboration with the 

CCentral entral SSingapore ingapore CCommunity ommunity 
DDevelopment evelopment CCouncil (ouncil (CDCCDC).).

#1 I#1 It helps young folkst helps young folks
    become future-ready    become future-ready

“W“What is unique about the workshops hat is unique about the workshops 
in in IATIAT is that it focuses on what  is that it focuses on what 
is practicable in the industry. is practicable in the industry. WWe e 
partner with industry leaders like partner with industry leaders like 
NNikon for photography and ikon for photography and RRepublic epublic 
PPolytechnic for mobile game-building. olytechnic for mobile game-building. 
DDuring the sessions, the trainers also uring the sessions, the trainers also 
share their industry experiences,share their industry experiences,”” says  says 
QQamar amar FFirdaus irdaus SSainiaini, , TTeam eam LLeader, eader, 
PPartnerships & artnerships & PProgrammes, rogrammes, CCentral entral 
SSingapore ingapore CDCCDC..

#2 E#2 Everyone is welcomeveryone is welcome

  
“A“At the start, it was about giving t the start, it was about giving 
underprivileged youths a chance to underprivileged youths a chance to 
try out something they wouldn’t be try out something they wouldn’t be 
able to in school. able to in school. BBut with ut with CCentral entral 
SSingapore ingapore CDCCDC, we managed to bring , we managed to bring 
students of different backgrounds students of different backgrounds 
and tracks together to learn new and tracks together to learn new 
things,” says things,” says CCo-founder and o-founder and 
““professional problem solver”professional problem solver”  LLaurenceaurence  
PPutra utra FFranslayranslay. . TThe group hopes to he group hopes to 
one day bringone day bring IAT IAT to all of  to all of SSingapore. ingapore. 

#3 Y#3 You get to demonstrateou get to demonstrate
     newfound skills      newfound skills 
  
“A“At the t the FFinale inale SShowcase, the smiles howcase, the smiles 
that come from the participants’ that come from the participants’ 
sense of accomplishment are priceless. sense of accomplishment are priceless. 
IIt’s more than just learning a t’s more than just learning a 
skill—they realise if they put their skill—they realise if they put their 
heart and soul into learning, they heart and soul into learning, they 
will definitely see the fruits of their will definitely see the fruits of their 
labour,” says labour,” says DDavid avid HHoeoe, , CCo-founder o-founder 
andand D Director. irector. 

DDid id YYou ou KKnownow??
IAT IAT allows youths to explore interests in non-allows youths to explore interests in non-
traditional or emerging career pathways. traditional or emerging career pathways. TTo date, o date, 
workshop topics have run the gamut from coding workshop topics have run the gamut from coding 
andand 3D 3D modelling to fashion design, dance and even  modelling to fashion design, dance and even 
public speaking.public speaking.

DDreamream
WWhen youths in hen youths in SSingapore were asked what they were concerned ingapore were asked what they were concerned 
about, many said about, many said ““playing an active role in society” and playing an active role in society” and ““helping helping 
the less fortunate” were very important life goals.the less fortunate” were very important life goals.

DDo you share the same concerns? o you share the same concerns? WWhat might your life goals be?hat might your life goals be?

DDo you know of any youth lingo? o you know of any youth lingo? 
TTell us one that relates best to ell us one that relates best to 
you and why so! you and why so! 

RRecently learnt the word ecently learnt the word ““litlit”” from my son who  from my son who 
is in full-time is in full-time NNational ational SService.ervice. I I thought he was  thought he was 
describing me as being legit, but later describing me as being legit, but later II found out  found out 
he was saying that he was saying that II was always  was always ““hyped uphyped up””. . II hope  hope 
he didn’t meanhe didn’t mean I I was drunk.  was drunk. CCan’t be, ’cause an’t be, ’cause II don’t  don’t 
          drink, haha!          drink, haha!

DDesmond esmond TTanan
FFormer ormer CChief hief EExecutive xecutive 
DDirector of irector of PPeople’s eople’s 
AAssociation (ssociation (20172017––20202020))
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EEach time you achieve something on the list, strike it off. ach time you achieve something on the list, strike it off. IIf you can complete f you can complete 
a row (diagonally, horizontally, or vertically), give yourself a pat on the back!a row (diagonally, horizontally, or vertically), give yourself a pat on the back!

SSome of these may be stuff you have already done. ome of these may be stuff you have already done. PPerhaps they could be erhaps they could be 
things you may not be able to do, or ought to do a couple of times more. things you may not be able to do, or ought to do a couple of times more. IIf f 

so, you can create a different bullet bingo sheet and start your own movement so, you can create a different bullet bingo sheet and start your own movement 
too. too. WWhile you're at it, don’t forget to keep us posted with the hashtag hile you're at it, don’t forget to keep us posted with the hashtag 

##PAPAbulletbingo! bulletbingo! 

OOrganise an rganise an 
activity or event activity or event 

that brings that brings 
the community the community 

together to together to 
do gooddo good

IInvite someone nvite someone 
of a different of a different 
race or religion race or religion 
to your home to your home 
for a festival for a festival 

celebrationcelebration

RRead a non-ead a non-
fiction book fiction book 
(that's not (that's not 
a part of a part of 

your school's your school's 
reading list)reading list)

JJoin a oin a 
befriending befriending 

programme to programme to 
help a group help a group 

you least think you least think 
of helpingof helping

CClean up after lean up after 
your meal in a your meal in a 
public spacepublic space

SSpend pend 2424 hours  hours 
without internet without internet 

connectionconnection

LLearn and earn and 
remember the remember the 
first name of first name of 
two neighbours two neighbours 
from different from different 

householdshouseholds

FFace your ace your 
fears and do fears and do 

something that something that 
scares youscares you

PParticipate in or articipate in or 
form an interest form an interest 
group at your group at your 

local local CCommunity ommunity 
CClub orlub or C Centreentre

TTeach something each something 
you are good at you are good at 

to othersto others

PPick up a ick up a 
new sportnew sport

GGreet and thank reet and thank 
your bus/taxi/your bus/taxi/

private-hire private-hire 
car drivercar driver

SSign up for a ign up for a 
class with your class with your 

mom or dadmom or dad

BBuy a meal for uy a meal for 
someone in needsomeone in need

GGet involved in et involved in 
animal shelters animal shelters 

or environmental or environmental 
groups in groups in 

school or in the school or in the 
communitycommunity

FFind out ind out 
something new something new 
about another about another 
local culturelocal culture

VVolunteer for olunteer for 
a cause you a cause you 
believe inbelieve in

SSign up for ign up for 
a dialect or a dialect or 

language classlanguage class

OOffer someone ffer someone 
a helping hand a helping hand 
or listening earor listening ear

DDonateonate
bloodblood



CCultural ultural DDay ay OOutut
DDo you know where you can take a stab o you know where you can take a stab 
at playing traditional at playing traditional CChinese instruments, hinese instruments, 
participating in a tea ceremony and practising participating in a tea ceremony and practising 
CChinese calligraphy? hinese calligraphy? SSee the answer below! ee the answer below! 

FFast forward to your retirement years. ast forward to your retirement years. 
WWhat is one piece of advice you would give to your younger self?hat is one piece of advice you would give to your younger self?
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WWhat is hat is 
uniquely uniquely 

SSingaporean ingaporean 
about you?about you?

CChan han CChun hun SSinging
DDeputy eputy CChairman of hairman of PAPA

DDear ear SSingaporeans,ingaporeans,

MMy father first introduced me to the world of collecting. y father first introduced me to the world of collecting. I I was amazed was amazed 
by the historical value behind the discarded items that were being sold at by the historical value behind the discarded items that were being sold at 
the flea markets we visited.the flea markets we visited.

TThere’s nothing like a vintage here’s nothing like a vintage FF&&NN glass to remind me of childhood— glass to remind me of childhood—II  
even have one fromeven have one from 1958 1958—or discovering porcelain ware from the —or discovering porcelain ware from the 19401940s s 
that were made specifically for that were made specifically for JJapanese soldiers during the apanese soldiers during the SSecond econd 
WWorld orld WWar.ar.

PPre-war street signs like the ones ofre-war street signs like the ones of N Nagapa agapa LLane (off ane (off SSelegie elegie RRoad) are oad) are 
equally precious. equally precious. NNot many people know of these streets that no longer ot many people know of these streets that no longer 
exist here in exist here in SSingapore.ingapore.

MMy collection of heritage items became known to the public when y collection of heritage items became known to the public when II  
loaned them out for loaned them out for JJoo oo CChiat hiat HHeritage eritage NNite organised by ite organised by SSiglap iglap SSouth outh 
CCommunity ommunity CCentre (entre (CCCC) in ) in 20122012..

SSince then, ince then, II have rented out items and created sets like old kopitiams,  have rented out items and created sets like old kopitiams, 
provision stores and barber shops for events all over provision stores and barber shops for events all over SSingapore, many of ingapore, many of 
them at them at CCCCs. s. SG50SG50 was a particularly busy year—we were at almost  was a particularly busy year—we were at almost 3030  
anniversary events. anniversary events. PPerhaps we might have seen each other. erhaps we might have seen each other. 

WWhile hile II love collecting things of historical value, what  love collecting things of historical value, what II enjoy more is  enjoy more is 
sharing them with the community. sharing them with the community. IIn just n just 5555 years, so many things have  years, so many things have 
changed in changed in SSingapore, from the streets to the culture.ingapore, from the streets to the culture.

WWe have developed at such a fast pace that youths may not be able to e have developed at such a fast pace that youths may not be able to 
appreciate what it took for us to get here. appreciate what it took for us to get here. TThe important history that he important history that 
we keep in these antiques reminds we keep in these antiques reminds 
us of what life was like in the us of what life was like in the 
past, and we should never lose past, and we should never lose 
them.them.

YYours sincerely,ours sincerely,
DDavid avid WWeeee,,
HHeritage eritage IItems tems CCollectorollector

7070 (Ans: At Kreta Ayer Community Gallery, a joint 
project by Kreta Ayer CC and the National 

Heritage Board)

I I regularly visit markets and food regularly visit markets and food 
centres, where centres, where II can feel the community  can feel the community 
heartbeat. heartbeat. II am always amazed at how  am always amazed at how 

residents of different races and religions residents of different races and religions 
can gather at the same place—it's a great can gather at the same place—it's a great 

example of a uniquely multicultural example of a uniquely multicultural 
society. society. IIt did not happen by chance—it t did not happen by chance—it 
is the hard work of generations of our is the hard work of generations of our 

people, pioneers and leaders.people, pioneers and leaders.

DDavid is a former staff of avid is a former staff of 
MMountbatten ountbatten CConstituency onstituency 
OOffice, whose exposure to ffice, whose exposure to 
community work during his community work during his 
stint in stint in PPeopleeople’’s s AAssociation ssociation 
((PAPA) eventually led him on ) eventually led him on 
to start to start WWee’s ee’s CCollection, ollection, 
collaborating with more collaborating with more 
community partners to community partners to 
sustain a passionate hobby.sustain a passionate hobby.



PPupils also learnt the value of teamwork by putting upils also learnt the value of teamwork by putting 
together choreographed dances (and once, even a magic show) together choreographed dances (and once, even a magic show) 
for the graduation concert at the end of each year.for the graduation concert at the end of each year.
  
CCare are CContinues ontinues OOutsideutside  the the CClassroomlassroom
DDuring school holidays, uring school holidays, AAh h MMoy and her colleagues made it a point to visit oy and her colleagues made it a point to visit 
pupils and their families at home. pupils and their families at home. ““IIt was important for us to understand t was important for us to understand 
the background of these children, and to keep everyone coming to school,the background of these children, and to keep everyone coming to school,””  
says says AAh h MMoy.oy.

EEducation is a ducation is a GGame ame CChangerhanger
OOnce reserved for the rich, the setup of nce reserved for the rich, the setup of PA KPA Kindergarten made preschool indergarten made preschool 
education affordable and easily accessible for the masses. education affordable and easily accessible for the masses. IIt was also t was also 
responsible for instilling in parents the importance of preschool education, responsible for instilling in parents the importance of preschool education, 
which was challenging during the which was challenging during the 19601960s and s and 1970S1970S when it was not  when it was not 
common for children to have preschool education. common for children to have preschool education. WWhile hile PA KPA Kindergartens indergartens 
have since ceased operations,have since ceased operations, CC CCs continue to be a place where preschoolers s continue to be a place where preschoolers 
and school-going children enjoy enrichment classes.and school-going children enjoy enrichment classes.

""AA good mix of outdoor and  good mix of outdoor and 
classroom time ensured a holistic classroom time ensured a holistic 

education and that children education and that children 
stayed healthy.”stayed healthy.”

II had ambitions to become a librarian—to  had ambitions to become a librarian—to 
get paid for doing what get paid for doing what II enjoy, which is  enjoy, which is 
to read! to read! AAnd why not at one of the few nd why not at one of the few 
air-conditioned places back in the air-conditioned places back in the 19701970s s 
at the old at the old NNational ational LLibrary on ibrary on SStamford tamford 
RRoad? oad? BBut ut II quickly realised that in life,  quickly realised that in life, 
we may not always get to choose what we we may not always get to choose what we 
want. want. IIt is really about how we make the t is really about how we make the 
best use of our varying circumstances, at best use of our varying circumstances, at 

different stages of our lives.different stages of our lives.
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IIn operation from n operation from 1964 1964 to to 1999, 1999, 
PA KPA Kindergarten made preschool indergarten made preschool 

affordable and convenient for some affordable and convenient for some 
300,000300,000 children in  children in SSingapore.ingapore.

KKoh oh AAh h MMoy, oy, 6767

SShe spent he spent 2525 years as a years as a P Peopleeople’’ss  
AAssociationssociation (PA) K (PA) Kindergarten indergarten 
teacher—teacher—“I“I really love kids!” she  really love kids!” she 
gushes—and recounts how the gushes—and recounts how the 
centres have made a deep impact centres have made a deep impact 
on the lives of local families.on the lives of local families.

AAffordability ffordability LLowers owers BBarriers arriers TTo o EEducationducation
IIn its early years, parents of each child only needed to n its early years, parents of each child only needed to 
pay a nominal $pay a nominal $33 a month.  a month. AAnd in nd in 19981998, the monthly fee , the monthly fee 
was just about $was just about $4040 for a daily half-day programme. for a daily half-day programme.
  
CChildren had lessons in hildren had lessons in EEnglish, mother tongue, nglish, mother tongue, 
mathematics, art, dance and music; and mathematics, art, dance and music; and AAh h MMoy was oy was 
trained to teach all subjects—even helping some children trained to teach all subjects—even helping some children 
from disadvantaged families with their school fees on from disadvantaged families with their school fees on 
some occasions.some occasions.

BBalance is keyalance is key
AAh h MMoy speaks fondly of the vast spaces available in oy speaks fondly of the vast spaces available in 
the kampongs (such as at the kampongs (such as at TThong hong HHoe oe VVillage where illage where 
she first taught) and at the she first taught) and at the CCommunity ommunity CCentres entres (CC(CCs) s) 
where children could run unbridled.where children could run unbridled.
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CChan han CChun hun SSinging
DDeputy eputy CChairman of hairman of PAPA  

WWhat was hat was 
your childhood your childhood 

ambition ambition 
and why?and why?



FFrom rom GGrateful rateful RRecipient to ecipient to 
DDedicatededicated L Leadereader

JJagathishwaran s/o agathishwaran s/o RRajoajo, , PBMPBM, , 3333, , 
received his very first received his very first EEdusave dusave MMerit erit 
BBursary ursary AAward when he was ward when he was 1313. . TThe he 
award money went towards purchasing award money went towards purchasing 
school supplies for the next school year—school supplies for the next school year—
something he was really appreciative of.something he was really appreciative of.

YYears later, ears later, JJagathishwaran decided to pay agathishwaran decided to pay 
it forward by first serving in the it forward by first serving in the IIndian ndian 
AActivity ctivity EExecutive xecutive CCommittee, ommittee, 
and then the and then the YYouth outh EExecutive xecutive 
CCommittee.ommittee.

HHe is currently secretary of the e is currently secretary of the 
ZZhenghuahenghua C Citizens’ itizens’ CConsultative onsultative 
CCommittee and is also the ommittee and is also the 
CChairman of the hairman of the CCommunications ommunications 
WWorkgroup.orkgroup.

FFrom rom WWhatshatsAApp to pp to FFacebook to acebook to 
TTelegram, elegram, JJaga is always on the aga is always on the 
lookout for creative ways to lookout for creative ways to 
engage his residents.engage his residents.

“I“I make it a point to get to know  make it a point to get to know 
the students on a personal level so that the students on a personal level so that 
it opens the doors for volunteerism to it opens the doors for volunteerism to 
begin. begin. TThey would then want to step hey would then want to step 

forward to volunteer at the forward to volunteer at the EEducation ducation 
MMerit erit BBursary award ceremonies ursary award ceremonies 
and eventually, otherand eventually, other  community community 

events too.events too.””

RRising up to ising up to PPay ay IIt t FForwardorward
MMany recipients return as volunteers, eager to pave the way to any recipients return as volunteers, eager to pave the way to 
make the make the ceremonies special for the students who come after them.ceremonies special for the students who come after them.
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SSince ince 19951995,, P Peopleeople’’ss A Associationssociation (PA) (PA)  
has worked together with the has worked together with the MMinistry inistry 
of of EEducation to give out more than ducation to give out more than 

2.22.2 million  million EEdusave awards.dusave awards.

IIn the n the 19901990s and early s and early 20002000s, s, 
children received their awards on children received their awards on 
stage in a mass ceremony, usually stage in a mass ceremony, usually 

held in a school hall. held in a school hall. TThey could only hey could only 
come with their parents due to space come with their parents due to space 

restrictions. restrictions. TThere was also little here was also little 
interaction between attendees.interaction between attendees.

TToday, the ceremonies are held at oday, the ceremonies are held at 
more cosy venues such as more cosy venues such as CCommunity ommunity 
CClubs, lubs, CCentres, entres, MMulti-ulti-PPurpose urpose HHalls and alls and 
RResidents’ esidents’ CCommittee centres. ommittee centres. TThere here 

are small personal touches that are small personal touches that 
differentiate the ceremonies of the differentiate the ceremonies of the 

different constituencies.different constituencies.

AAttendees and their family members can ttendees and their family members can 
also get to know their neighbours better, also get to know their neighbours better, 

since the events are more intimate.since the events are more intimate.

A PA Peek at the eek at the CCeremonies eremonies TThrough the hrough the YYearsears

TThese are for hese are for SSingaporean ingaporean 
students who have performed students who have performed 
well academically, or displayed well academically, or displayed 

exemplary character or exemplary character or 
leadership skills.leadership skills.
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IIt could be a teacher, a sports instructor, a senior in school, or someone who t could be a teacher, a sports instructor, a senior in school, or someone who 
played an important role in your formative years. played an important role in your formative years. WWhether we adored or hether we adored or 
resented them back then, what is undeniable is that we have learnt from this resented them back then, what is undeniable is that we have learnt from this 
person, be it knowledge from books, on life or about ourselves. person, be it knowledge from books, on life or about ourselves. 

IIs there someone who has left an indelible impression on you till this day? s there someone who has left an indelible impression on you till this day? 
WWrite a thank you letter to him/her and mail it out. rite a thank you letter to him/her and mail it out. DDon’t be surprised if on’t be surprised if 
you receive a reply in the (virtual) mailbox! you receive a reply in the (virtual) mailbox! 

NNeed some help?eed some help? H Here are a few open-ended lines to help you frame that note.ere are a few open-ended lines to help you frame that note.

I I am thankful to have met you in [insert year(s)] whileam thankful to have met you in [insert year(s)] while I I was at  was at 
[insert school/organisation name]…[insert school/organisation name]…

II remembered you once said/told me this… remembered you once said/told me this…

YYou have impacted my life because… ou have impacted my life because… 

II have learnt the following because of you… have learnt the following because of you…

TToday,oday, I I can apply what can apply what I I have learnt from you by… have learnt from you by…

II look forward to hearing from you. look forward to hearing from you. Y You can reach me at…ou can reach me at…

SHOWING CARE AND COMPASSIONSHOWING CARE AND COMPASSION



OOn n 11 O11 October ctober 20162016, two styrofoam boxes caught fire at the wet market in , two styrofoam boxes caught fire at the wet market in 
BBlock lock 493493, , JJurong urong WWest est SStreet treet 4141 during the wee hours of the morning.  during the wee hours of the morning. TThe he 
blaze destroyed the market and the livelihoods of dozens of stallholders. blaze destroyed the market and the livelihoods of dozens of stallholders. 
HHere’s how the community came together to build a temporary market and ere’s how the community came together to build a temporary market and 

raisedraised  $$600,000600,000 for it. for it.

TThe he MMan an WWho ho HHad to ad to BBeat eat TTimeime
HHenry enry HHoo, , BBM(LBBM(L), ), 6161, , CChairman of hairman of 
JJurongurong C Central entral CCitizens’ itizens’ CConsultative onsultative 
CCommittee who led in the building of ommittee who led in the building of 
the temporary marketthe temporary market

“M“Many people said we would need any people said we would need 
months to do this, but with strong months to do this, but with strong 

support from the community, we were able support from the community, we were able 
to have the temporary market up and running to have the temporary market up and running 
within six weeks.within six weeks.””

“P“People from all walks of life came forward to help. eople from all walks of life came forward to help. WWe e 
received donations from businessmen, temples, clan associations received donations from businessmen, temples, clan associations 
and members of the public. and members of the public. EEven students from the nearby ven students from the nearby 
schools organised their own fundraising efforts. schools organised their own fundraising efforts. IIt was very t was very 
heartening to see everyone come together.heartening to see everyone come together.””
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TThe he RResident esident WWho ho TThrew a hrew a LLifelineifeline
RRonnie onnie OOh, h, 6060, , JJurong residenturong resident

WWhen hen RRonnie heard from the news that a temporary market was onnie heard from the news that a temporary market was 
to be built, his first instinct was to help. to be built, his first instinct was to help. AAlthough he did not come lthough he did not come 
from a construction background, he was familiar with the setting-up from a construction background, he was familiar with the setting-up 
and dismantling of tentage structures in a safe and speedy manner. and dismantling of tentage structures in a safe and speedy manner. 
RRonnie emailed onnie emailed HHenry and offered to contribute a structure for the enry and offered to contribute a structure for the 
temporary market at no cost.temporary market at no cost.

WWatch how atch how RRonnie onnie 
and his team put up and his team put up 

the temporary market the temporary market 
structure within structure within 

two weeks!two weeks!

LLike ike RRonnie, you can contribute to the onnie, you can contribute to the 
community beyond monetary donations. community beyond monetary donations. HHow ow 
would you use your skills and talent to make a would you use your skills and talent to make a 
difference in the lives of others?difference in the lives of others?

DDid id YYouou K Knownow??
OOn n 25 M25 May ay 19611961—a hot afternoon on the public holiday of —a hot afternoon on the public holiday of HHari ari 
RRaya aya HHaji—the aji—the BBukit ukit HHo o SSwee wee FFire razed ire razed 11,72711,727 homes and  homes and 

some some 600,000600,000sqm of land. sqm of land. PPeople’s eople’s AAssociation staff from ssociation staff from DDelta elta CCommunity ommunity 
CCentre (entre (CCCC)*)*  at at ZZion ion RRoad, along with the oad, along with the RRed ed CCross and other social welfare ross and other social welfare 

groups, worked day and night on relief work to assist the fire victims, groups, worked day and night on relief work to assist the fire victims, 
eventually rehoming them in the eventually rehoming them in the AAlexandra, lexandra, QQueenstown and ueenstown and KKallang areas.allang areas.

**TThe now defunct he now defunct DDelta elta CCCC, dating as far back as the , dating as far back as the 19501950s, was one of the s, was one of the 
earliest earliest CCCCs to be built in s to be built in SSingapore.ingapore. B Back in the early days, ack in the early days, CCCCs served as a s served as a 

venue for children from the kampong to gather and play.venue for children from the kampong to gather and play.
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BBy connecting with the elderly in the community, you may well save y connecting with the elderly in the community, you may well save 
a life in the process. a life in the process. TThis was exactly what a group of his was exactly what a group of PPeople’s eople’s 
AAssociation (ssociation (PAPA) ) staff, staff, 2727-year-old -year-old CCharles harles LLowow and his colleagues  and his colleagues 
LLoh oh WWeiqieiqi and  and NNg g PPoh oh SSunun at  at FFengshan engshan CConstituencyonstituency O Office, did.ffice, did.

“J“Just let me die,ust let me die,”” muttered  muttered MMdm dm CChanhan, staring pensively out the open window , staring pensively out the open window 
of her of her 1010th storey flat.th storey flat.

CConstituency onstituency MManagement anagement EExecutive xecutive CCharles and harles and RResidents’esidents’ C Committee (ommittee (RCRC))  
MManageranager P Poh oh SSun looked helplessly from outside her front door. un looked helplessly from outside her front door. 
WWhat began as an invitation to a seniors luncheon was turning out to become hat began as an invitation to a seniors luncheon was turning out to become 
a potential crisis.a potential crisis.

AAnd they had reason to worry. nd they had reason to worry. MMdm dm CChan, a silver-haired han, a silver-haired 
senior living alone, has been suffering from mild dementia  senior living alone, has been suffering from mild dementia  
and depression after the death of her husband. and depression after the death of her husband. HHer only  er only  
child was away in the child was away in the UKUK..

“S“She thought her husband died three months ago, but it he thought her husband died three months ago, but it 
actually happened a year ago. actually happened a year ago. AAnd the only food that’s nd the only food that’s 
left at home is half a loaf of white bread that’s close to left at home is half a loaf of white bread that’s close to 
expiry,expiry,””  CCharles recalls.harles recalls.

WWith no time to waste, ith no time to waste, PPoh oh SSun and un and CCharles had to think harles had to think 
on their feet. on their feet. PPoh oh SSun continued to engageun continued to engage M Mdm dm CChan in han in 
conversation while conversation while CCharles called his supervisor harles called his supervisor WWeiqi, the eiqi, the 
DDeputy eputy CConstituency onstituency DDirector for advice. irector for advice. SShe contacted  he contacted  
the police who sought permission fromthe police who sought permission from M Mdmdm C Chan’s child  han’s child  
to break the lock.to break the lock.
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TThe ordeal lasted almost three hours. he ordeal lasted almost three hours. MMdmdm C Chan was han was 

eventually sent to the hospital due to symptoms of eventually sent to the hospital due to symptoms of 
dementia and her suicidal tendency.dementia and her suicidal tendency.

  
WWhen she was discharged after a week, hen she was discharged after a week, MMdm dm CChan came home refreshed, han came home refreshed, 
and is now attending a senior day care centre near her home. and is now attending a senior day care centre near her home. “S“She sometimes he sometimes 
comes to the comes to the RC RC centre to chat. centre to chat. HHer outlook seems more positive now,” says er outlook seems more positive now,” says 
PPoh oh SSun.un.
  
WWhile the fact that hile the fact that FFengshan constituency is heavily engshan constituency is heavily 

populated with the elderly has been populated with the elderly has been 
recognised by the team, there is recognised by the team, there is 

now a greater sense of urgency in now a greater sense of urgency in 
identifying the silent vulnerable who identifying the silent vulnerable who 
may appear problem-free to neighbours may appear problem-free to neighbours 
or even the youths in their own family.or even the youths in their own family.

FFor or CCharles, the incident has made him mindful of harles, the incident has made him mindful of 
the needs of seniors in the area.the needs of seniors in the area.

HHe says, e says, “I“I try to look out for all elderly people who  try to look out for all elderly people who 
drop by thedrop by the C Communityommunity C Club now and find out if lub now and find out if 
they are socially engaged.they are socially engaged. I I don’t think what we do  don’t think what we do 

is above and beyond our job scope. is above and beyond our job scope. CCaring for people is aring for people is 
what we should do.”what we should do.”

RReflecteflect

HHow well do you know the elderly residents living in ow well do you know the elderly residents living in 
your estate? your estate? IIs there anything you can do to brighten s there anything you can do to brighten 
up their day the next time you see them?up their day the next time you see them?
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HHow would you show care and compassion when ow would you show care and compassion when 

faced with the following scenarios? faced with the following scenarios? WWrite down your rite down your 

thoughts or discuss with a friend.thoughts or discuss with a friend.
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AA classmate or colleague outside of my clique  classmate or colleague outside of my clique 

looks sad and seems quieter than usual. looks sad and seems quieter than usual. I I would…would…

II have finally saved up enough to get a new pair of sneakers, but  have finally saved up enough to get a new pair of sneakers, but 

I I just saw a call for donations to help provide laptops for children just saw a call for donations to help provide laptops for children 

from underprivileged families for their learning needs. from underprivileged families for their learning needs. II would… would…

AA neighbour in my block is struggling with  neighbour in my block is struggling with 

heavy bags of groceries. heavy bags of groceries. II would… would…

TThe food deliveryman he food deliveryman II bumped into at the  bumped into at the 

lift lobby looks like he is unwell. lift lobby looks like he is unwell. II would… would…

TThe neighbourhood stray kitty seems listless; he neighbourhood stray kitty seems listless; 

she may be injured. she may be injured. II would…  would… 



CCommunity ommunity CCentres (entres (CCCCs)s)
used to be a social space used to be a social space 
for people to connect and for people to connect and 
pursue similar interests, pursue similar interests, 
such as basketball, sepak such as basketball, sepak 
takraw and badminton.takraw and badminton.

OOver time, to better meet the increasingly ver time, to better meet the increasingly 
diverse needs of diverse needs of SSingaporeans,ingaporeans, P Peopleeople’’ss  
AAssociation ssociation (PA) (PA) evolved to offer more evolved to offer more 
niche facilities for different groups. niche facilities for different groups. 

CCalled alled SSpecialist pecialist CCCCs, ims, imPAPAct@ct@HHong ong LLim im 
GGreen is one such facility that features reen is one such facility that features 

a full-fledged gym with fitness and a full-fledged gym with fitness and 
aerial yoga facilities, a classroom and aerial yoga facilities, a classroom and 

an outdoor event space.an outdoor event space.

FFun un FFactact
PPreviously known as reviously known as TTelok elok AAyer yer HHong ong LLim im GGreenreen CC CC, , 
the one-stop fitness and social space at imthe one-stop fitness and social space at imPAPAct@ct@
HHongong L Lim im GGreen was launched in reen was launched in 20192019 to better  to better 
engage working professionals and empower them engage working professionals and empower them 

to give back to the community while staying healthy to give back to the community while staying healthy 
and socially connected. and socially connected. TThe space was built in he space was built in 

consultation with working professionals and aims consultation with working professionals and aims 
to connect working professionals through its to connect working professionals through its 
tri-focal programming approach of tri-focal programming approach of SSports and ports and 

FFitness, itness, PProfessional rofessional DDevelopment, and evelopment, and 
CCorporate orporate SSocial ocial RResponsibility. esponsibility. 

““II love the friendships  love the friendships II’ve ’ve 
found in and out of the gym!!found in and out of the gym!!” ” 
——FFayeaye K Kwanwan, a regular member , a regular member 

of imof imPAPAct@ct@HHong ong LLim im GGreenreen

“T“This is what our community is about: we lift each other up! his is what our community is about: we lift each other up! WWe e 
not only lift weights, we lift lives too—not just within our circle not only lift weights, we lift lives too—not just within our circle 

of friends here, but for the wider community in of friends here, but for the wider community in SSingapore."ingapore."
——FFayeaye

““imimPAPAct@ct@HHong ong LLimim G Green is also home to other communities of young reen is also home to other communities of young 
people who are connected through common professional and wellness people who are connected through common professional and wellness 

interests. interests. WWe provide the common space for mentees and mentors to have e provide the common space for mentees and mentors to have 
meaningful and engaging discussions. meaningful and engaging discussions. MMany of them continue to give back any of them continue to give back 

and help others in the community.”and help others in the community.”
——MMichelle ichelle OOww, member of the , member of the PPeople and eople and OOrganisational rganisational 

DDevelopmentevelopment E Exchange (xchange (PODEXPODEX))
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WWhile hile SSpecialist pecialist CCCCs like ims like imPAPAct@ct@HHong ong LLim im GGreen provide services reen provide services 
beyond just facilities, some things remain unchanged.beyond just facilities, some things remain unchanged.

""TThe desire to create he desire to create 
communities through sports communities through sports 
has been there since day one. has been there since day one. 
WWhen we first started the hen we first started the 

CCommunity ommunity SSports ports CClub (lub (CSCCSC), ), 
we encouraged people to take we encouraged people to take 
up more community sports like up more community sports like 

qigong and tai chi.”qigong and tai chi.”

——PPatrick atrick TTeoeo, , BBMBBM((LL), former ), former 
CSCCSC  CCouncil ouncil CChairmanhairman

“W“We also organised large-scale e also organised large-scale 
community events like the community events like the OOne ne CCommunityommunity  

WWalk, which saw alk, which saw 7070,,000000 people coming  people coming 
together at together at 7070 locations across  locations across SSingapore ingapore 

to walk shoulder to shoulder.”to walk shoulder to shoulder.”

——PPatrickatrick
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MMichelle:ichelle: “O “Over ver 
the years, the the years, the 

community sports community sports 
scene has evolved scene has evolved 

for sure!”for sure!”

PPatrick: atrick: “W“What hat 
remains the same is remains the same is 
the belief that these the belief that these 
spaces and activities spaces and activities 
have the power to have the power to 
bring communities bring communities 

together.”together.”

LLet'set's G Getet F Fitit!!

BBoutique gyms used to be only accessible outique gyms used to be only accessible 
to more affluentto more affluent S Singaporeans, but ingaporeans, but 

imimPAPAct@ct@HHong ong LLim im GGreen has now made reen has now made 
it possible for everyone to stay healthy it possible for everyone to stay healthy 
through a series of customised fitness through a series of customised fitness 
programmes. programmes. DDid you know that the new id you know that the new 

imimPAPAct@ct@HHong ong LLim im GGreen gym offers reen gym offers 
2424 classes daily, which range from  classes daily, which range from 

functional fitness to dance fitness and functional fitness to dance fitness and 
even aerial yoga classes?even aerial yoga classes?

FFaye: aye: “W“What do hat do 
you hope to see in you hope to see in 
futurefuture S Specialist pecialist 

CCCCs?”s?”
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RRunninghourunninghour is an inclusive  is an inclusive 
running club that provides support for running club that provides support for 
runners with special needs. runners with special needs. TThe group has more than he group has more than 
400 400 members, consisting of "buddy runners" who might be members, consisting of "buddy runners" who might be 

physically, visually or intellectually challenged, physically, visually or intellectually challenged, 
as well as able-bodied fitness as well as able-bodied fitness 

enthusiasts who volunteer enthusiasts who volunteer 
as running guidesas running guides..
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DDid id YYou ou KKnownow? ? 
TThe he PPurple urple PParade is a unifying national platform that arade is a unifying national platform that 

seeks to advocate inclusion and celebrates the abilities of seeks to advocate inclusion and celebrates the abilities of 
the special needs community. the special needs community. IIt is a ground-up initiative t is a ground-up initiative 
by a group of volunteers and supported by the by a group of volunteers and supported by the CCentral entral 
SSingapore ingapore CCommunity ommunity DDevelopment evelopment CCouncil! ouncil! FFirst held in irst held in 
20132013, the parade represents a community of like-minded , the parade represents a community of like-minded 
individuals and organisations such asindividuals and organisations such as  voluntary welfare voluntary welfare 
organisations, schools, social enterprises, government organisations, schools, social enterprises, government 

agencies and corporations.agencies and corporations. T They are united by a common hey are united by a common 
belief that people with special needs have abilities and belief that people with special needs have abilities and 

can contribute to society.can contribute to society.

A LA Letteretter  from a from a MMotherother

DDear ear HHuijuanuijuan,,
  
II am so glad to have met you and all the amazing guides at  am so glad to have met you and all the amazing guides at RRunninghourunninghour. . 
BBeing a part of this family has made me so happy.eing a part of this family has made me so happy.
  
II remember you were so worried about  remember you were so worried about LLeanneann during her first two running  during her first two running 
sessions. sessions. YYou couldn’t help but shout out to her to be careful when you saw ou couldn’t help but shout out to her to be careful when you saw 
her body tilting heavily to the right as she ran. her body tilting heavily to the right as she ran. TThat’s my girl—she never lets hat’s my girl—she never lets 
anything hold her back.anything hold her back.
  
WWe also really look forward to the dance-fitness classes at #ime also really look forward to the dance-fitness classes at #imPAPAct@ct@HHong ong 
LLim im GGreen. reen. II knew it wasn’t easy for  knew it wasn’t easy for RRunninghourunninghour to find a free community  to find a free community 
space and trainer for people with special needs, so it was great that space and trainer for people with special needs, so it was great that PAPA  
understood the importance of being inclusive and said yes to us.understood the importance of being inclusive and said yes to us.
  
HHere, everyone treats ere, everyone treats LLeann as a normal person, and eann as a normal person, and II am encouraged to  am encouraged to 
be a running guide for someone else.be a running guide for someone else.
  
II can’t believe my girl is turning  can’t believe my girl is turning 2424 in  in 20202020. . SSometimes, ometimes, II wonder  wonder 
how life would have been like if how life would have been like if LLeann hadn’t contracted bacterial eann hadn’t contracted bacterial 
meningitis when she was seven months old. meningitis when she was seven months old. WWould ould II have continued  have continued 
being a beautician? being a beautician? WWhat wouldhat would L Leann be doing now? eann be doing now? 
  
LLeann’s two older brothers would always tell me not to care eann’s two older brothers would always tell me not to care 
about what others say or think. about what others say or think. AAll of you at ll of you at RRunninghourunninghour  
have shown me how to do it.have shown me how to do it. F From the bottom of my rom the bottom of my 
heart, thank you.heart, thank you.

  
SSamantha amantha GGanan

((LLeann eann EEng’s mother)ng’s mother)
RRunninghourunninghour participant-turned-guide participant-turned-guide
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PPeopleeople’’ss A Associationssociation  believes in being inclusive. believes in being inclusive. LLike ike 
#im#imPAPAct@ct@HHong ong LLim im GGreen, many of its reen, many of its CCCCs offer s offer 
programmes tailored for those with special needs.programmes tailored for those with special needs.
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3 Q3 Questions withuestions with  HHuijuanuijuan C Cherher, 50,  , 50,  
VVolunteer at olunteer at RRunninghourunninghour

WWhy did you decide to be a hy did you decide to be a 
volunteer and running guide?volunteer and running guide?
II am an active person by nature and  am an active person by nature and 
got to know about got to know about RRunninghourunninghour through  through 
a friend.a friend. I I was a little sceptical and concerned  was a little sceptical and concerned 
initially about howinitially about how I I was going to interact with  was going to interact with 
people with special needs. people with special needs. I I started off just walking with the started off just walking with the 
group.group. T To my surprise,o my surprise, I I had a lot of fun! had a lot of fun!

WWhat does being a volunteer mean to you?hat does being a volunteer mean to you?
II am someone who believes in giving back without any expectations.  am someone who believes in giving back without any expectations. 
TThere are many things you can do to give a hand to someone else—it’s here are many things you can do to give a hand to someone else—it’s 
simply about keeping your eyes open and seeing where help is needed.simply about keeping your eyes open and seeing where help is needed.

HHow would you encourage someone to give back?ow would you encourage someone to give back?
VVolunteering doesn’t have to take up a lot of your time. olunteering doesn’t have to take up a lot of your time. EEvery little very little 
effort goes a long way towards adding value to someone else’s life.effort goes a long way towards adding value to someone else’s life.

AAt six t six PAPAssion ssion WWaaVVe e SSpecialist pecialist CCommunity ommunity 
CClubs (lubs (CCCCs), on top of the usual stuff, s), on top of the usual stuff, 
you can also do water-based activities such as:you can also do water-based activities such as:
- - KKayakingayaking
- - SSailingailing
- - DDragon boatingragon boating
- - SStand-up paddlingtand-up paddling

MMeet the eet the MManagersanagers

- - NNur ur NNabihah abihah BBinte inte SSalimalim, , 3030, , MManager, anager, PAPAssion ssion WWaaVVe @ e @ 
JJurong urong LLake ake GGardensardens
- - JJolene olene OOngng,, 26 26, , MManager, anager, PAPAssion ssion WWaaVVe @ e @ PPasirasir R Risis

TThese two ladies—and good friends hese two ladies—and good friends IRLIRL—are responsible for the smooth-—are responsible for the smooth-
running of day-to-day operations. running of day-to-day operations. TThey ensure the equipment, rooms and hey ensure the equipment, rooms and 
bookings for the classes are set up correctly and on time, and curate lifestyle bookings for the classes are set up correctly and on time, and curate lifestyle 
programmes to cater to the interests of the residents in their vicinity.programmes to cater to the interests of the residents in their vicinity.

LLet’s dive right in and hear why et’s dive right in and hear why PAPAssion ssion WWaaVVe floats their boat!e floats their boat!

HHey ey NNabihah, just curious, how did you get started abihah, just curious, how did you get started 
with with PAPAssion ssion WWaaVVe?e?

II was  was 15 15 when when II started leisure kayaking with friends at started leisure kayaking with friends at P Pasir asir 
RRis—where you are working now!is—where you are working now! T Then,hen, PA PAssion ssion WWaaVVe was known e was known 
as as WWater-ater-VVenture. enture. WWe would rent our kayaks there as it was e would rent our kayaks there as it was 
affordable.affordable.

A A few years later,few years later, I  I obtained my kayak coaching certification and became aobtained my kayak coaching certification and became a  
PPeopleeople’’ss A Association ssociation (PA)(PA)  TTrainer.rainer. I I would conduct classes over the weekends  would conduct classes over the weekends 

while juggling mywhile juggling my IT IT day job on weekdays. day job on weekdays.
AAs a trainer, s a trainer, I I really enjoyed interacting with residents of different really enjoyed interacting with residents of different 

backgrounds and age groups. backgrounds and age groups. SSo, when o, when II knew there was a full-time  knew there was a full-time 
role available atrole available at PA PAssion ssion WWaaVVe, e, I I applied immediately!applied immediately!
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WWhat about you? hat about you? WWhat made you want to joinhat made you want to join PA PAssionssion W WaaVVe?e?

I I am passionate about giving back to the community and was attracted am passionate about giving back to the community and was attracted 
to whatto what PA PAssion ssion WAWAVVe was doing in this area. e was doing in this area. FFor example, under or example, under 
our our PProject roject BBlue lue WWaaVVe partnership with conservation organisation e partnership with conservation organisation 
WWorld orld WWide ide FFund for und for NNature ature SSingapore (ingapore (WWF-SWWF-Singapore), we have ingapore), we have 
co-organised various events such as nature walks, beach clean-ups and co-organised various events such as nature walks, beach clean-ups and 
workshops—all with the common intent to drive home the message of workshops—all with the common intent to drive home the message of 
environmental conservation. environmental conservation. NNot to mention our regular reservoir ot to mention our regular reservoir 
“K“Kayak ayak N KN Klean” sessions too.lean” sessions too.

SSpeaking of peaking of PProject roject BBlue lue WWaaVVe, did you know it’s actually a spin-off e, did you know it’s actually a spin-off 
from the annual coastal clean-up event that from the annual coastal clean-up event that PAPA has been organising since  has been organising since 
20072007? ? TThe first coastal clean up by he first coastal clean up by SSea ea SSports ports CClubs started in lubs started in 19961996!!

OOh! h! I I didn’t know it went so far back!didn’t know it went so far back!

YYep. ep. IIn fact, the inspiration behind this movement was n fact, the inspiration behind this movement was “P“Peanuteanut””, a , a 
turtle which was deformed by an old six-pack can plastic ring that turtle which was deformed by an old six-pack can plastic ring that 
someone discarded irresponsibly.someone discarded irresponsibly.

AAh, no wonder h, no wonder PProject roject BBlue lue WWaaVVe’s mascot is a hawksbill turtle named e’s mascot is a hawksbill turtle named 
BBobby! obby! TThat makes sense now. hat makes sense now. IIt’s awesome that we have gone beyond t’s awesome that we have gone beyond 
conducting water sports and lifestyle activities to come together to do conducting water sports and lifestyle activities to come together to do 
good for the environment.good for the environment.
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CCommonommon PA PAssionssion
 “ “AAtt WWF,  WWF, our motto is our motto is ““together possibletogether possible” ” and we value and we value 
collaborationcollaboration. W. While we bring the conservation expertise and the hile we bring the conservation expertise and the 
science behind the issues,science behind the issues, PA PAssionssion W WaaVVe has the right network,e has the right network,  
facilities and expertise when it comes to engaging peoplefacilities and expertise when it comes to engaging people. T. The he 
objectives of objectives of PProjectroject B Blue lue WWaaVVe also align with our outreach goals.e also align with our outreach goals.””

3 C3 Common ommon MMyths yths AAbout bout PAPAssion ssion WWaaVVe e DDebunkedebunked

MMythyth #1: I  #1: I can only can only 
sign up for courses sign up for courses 
related to water sports.related to water sports.

FFact: act: TThere are here are 
other land activities other land activities 
such as rock climbing such as rock climbing 
and stargazing!and stargazing!

MMythyth #2: I  #2: I need to need to 
have a membership to have a membership to 
participate.participate.

FFact: act: TThe classes are he classes are 
open to everyone, open to everyone, 
including non-members including non-members 
and non-locals.and non-locals.

MMythyth #3: T #3: The outlets he outlets 
are not inclusive.are not inclusive.

FFact: act: PAPAssion ssion 
WWaaVVe outlets offer e outlets offer 
programmes tailored for programmes tailored for 
those with special needs, those with special needs, 
the disabled and seniors.the disabled and seniors.
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——CChitrahitra V Venkateshenkatesh, , HHead of ead of EEducation and ducation and 
OOutreach,utreach, WWF WWF--SSingaporeingapore
  
FFind out more aboutind out more about P Project roject BBlue lue WWaaVVe!e!
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Q1:Q1:  P  Painain T Tolerance:olerance: D Do you screamo you scream

  when you stub a toe?  when you stub a toe?

(A) I(A) I scream a lot! scream a lot!

(B) I (B) I yelp a bityelp a bit

(C) I (C) I can put up with a lot of paincan put up with a lot of pain

(D) I (D) I laugh in the face of painlaugh in the face of pain

Q2: Q2: AAggressiveness: ggressiveness: IIf you were af you were a

 curry, how spicy would you be? curry, how spicy would you be?

(A) V(A) Very mild –ery mild – J Japanese curryapanese curry

 would be pushing it for me would be pushing it for me

(B) Q(B) Quite mild –uite mild – S Sliced chilli in soya liced chilli in soya 

saucesauce

(C) G(C) Getting quite hot – etting quite hot – CChicken rice hicken rice 

chilli saucechilli sauce

(D) S(D) Scorching –corching – B Bring on the curries ring on the curries 

and mala steamboat!and mala steamboat!

Q3:  Q3:  BBodyody A Awareness: wareness: TTwo leftwo left

  feet or perfect poise?  feet or perfect poise?

(A) I(A) I trip over my own feet trip over my own feet

(B) I(B) I am a bit clumsy am a bit clumsy

(C) S(C) Steady, lah!teady, lah!

(D) I(D) I can be a model  can be a model 

Q4: Q4: CCommunicationommunication: A: Are you there you the

 silent type, or a chatterbox? silent type, or a chatterbox?

(A) I (A) I am as quiet as a mouseam as quiet as a mouse

(B) I (B) I choose my words carefullychoose my words carefully

(C) I (C) I am a bit of a chatterboxam a bit of a chatterbox

(D) I (D) I never stop talkingnever stop talking

Q5:  Q5:  TTrust:rust: A Are you a lone wolf, or re you a lone wolf, or 

do you like to work with the pack?do you like to work with the pack?

(A) I(A) I howl at the moon by myself howl at the moon by myself

(B) I(B) I’m happy working alone or in a ’m happy working alone or in a 

teamteam

(C) I(C) I prefer working with others prefer working with others

(D) I (D) I thrive in a packthrive in a pack

TTakeake 30 30 seconds to dash through five quick questions in our sports  seconds to dash through five quick questions in our sports 

quiz and let us take a stab at suggesting which type of sports quiz and let us take a stab at suggesting which type of sports 

matches your physical and mental abilities.matches your physical and mental abilities.

MMostlyostly  AAs:s: B Before you efore you 
dismiss yourself as the “non-dismiss yourself as the “non-
sporty” type, consider mind sporty” type, consider mind 
sports, which require a lot of sports, which require a lot of 
attention and critical thinking attention and critical thinking 
skills.skills.  EExamples would include xamples would include 
chess, or even the new kid on chess, or even the new kid on 
the block—e-sports. #the block—e-sports. #ICYMIICYMI, the , the 
world's first global governing body world's first global governing body 
for e-sports is headquartered in for e-sports is headquartered in 
SSingapore. ingapore. EE-sports also took a step -sports also took a step 
into the sporting mainstream with into the sporting mainstream with 
its debut at theits debut at the  2019 S2019 Southeast outheast 
AAsian sian GGames.ames.  TTime to invest in a ime to invest in a 
good ergonomic chair and participate good ergonomic chair and participate 
in in PAPA  YYouth outh MMovement’s ovement’s PULSEPULSE!'s !'s 
e-e-SSports challenges and games if ports challenges and games if 
you haven't!you haven't!

MMostly ostly BBss: : SSince jostling with ince jostling with 
a bunch of people is not quite a bunch of people is not quite 
your thing, taking to the waters your thing, taking to the waters 
may calm you down. may calm you down. WWhether it’s hether it’s 
kayaking, sailing, windsurfing or kayaking, sailing, windsurfing or 
rafting, water sports afford you rafting, water sports afford you 
the time and space to clear your the time and space to clear your 
mind, and the flexibility to either mind, and the flexibility to either 
go solo or bring someone with you. go solo or bring someone with you. 
BBesides, what could be a better esides, what could be a better 
place to do water sports than in place to do water sports than in 
your own waterfront backyard—your own waterfront backyard—
the sunny island of the sunny island of SSingapore? ingapore? FFor or 
starters, check outstarters, check out PA PAssion ssion WWaaVVe’s e’s 
offerings! (offerings! (FFor more on or more on PAPAssion ssion 
WWaaVVe, go to pages e, go to pages 91-9391-93).).

MMostly ostly CCs:s:  YYou are happy as long as ou are happy as long as 
you you keep moving, and you are pretty keep moving, and you are pretty 
good at whatever sport you choose good at whatever sport you choose 
to do.to do.  TThat said, you prefer to hat said, you prefer to 
exercise with others and have fun exercise with others and have fun 
while you are at it.while you are at it.  WWhy not start hy not start 
your own sports interest group? your own sports interest group? 
FYIFYI, popular interest groups formed , popular interest groups formed 
by youths and for youths at theby youths and for youths at the  
CCCCs include beach volleyball, archery, s include beach volleyball, archery, 
cheerleading, and even yo-yo! cheerleading, and even yo-yo! 

MMostly ostly DDs:s:  TTeam sports will keep eam sports will keep 
you busy—physically and socially! you busy—physically and socially! 
FFrom dragon-boat racing and rom dragon-boat racing and 
hockey, to football and basketball, hockey, to football and basketball, 
you will be spoilt for choice. you will be spoilt for choice. DDon’t on’t 
worry if no one in your current worry if no one in your current 
social circle enjoys the same social circle enjoys the same 
sporting activities as you do; there sporting activities as you do; there 
are plenty of interest groups that are plenty of interest groups that 
you can join to meet like-minded you can join to meet like-minded 
active folks.active folks. C Check out community heck out community 
apps like apps like MMeetup andeetup and SGC SGCares, or ares, or 
approach your nearest approach your nearest CCCC to find  to find 
out more.out more.





FFind out what these two gentlemen did when ind out what these two gentlemen did when SARSSARS  
and dengue hit their community, and why soand dengue hit their community, and why so..

LLaw aw SShun hun YYong,ong,  BBMBBM((LL), ), 7676, , 
HHonorary onorary CChairman, hairman, SSembawang embawang 
CCitizens’ itizens’ CConsultative onsultative CCommitteeommittee
  G  Grassroots rassroots VVolunteer forolunteer for
  more than   more than 5050 years years

“V“Volunteers of the olunteers of the RResidents’ esidents’ CCommitteeommittee helped to conduct daily  helped to conduct daily 
temperature checks at temperature checks at MMarsiling arsiling MMarket duringarket during SARS SARS in  in 2003. 2003. 
WWe would also buy food and groceries and deliver them to e would also buy food and groceries and deliver them to 

residents on home quarantine.”residents on home quarantine.”

“I“It’s about commitment. t’s about commitment. AAs a volunteer, s a volunteer, II knew  knew II  
had to set aside my fears for the well-being of the had to set aside my fears for the well-being of the 
residents.residents. W We also helped to allay their fears in turn e also helped to allay their fears in turn 
by ensuring we had a dedicated phone number they by ensuring we had a dedicated phone number they 

could reach us at for help and information.”could reach us at for help and information.”

“I“It was very heartening to see everyone t was very heartening to see everyone 
come together in a time of crisis. come together in a time of crisis. MMany any 
residents would ask us to take care of residents would ask us to take care of 

ourselves; others came forward to thank ourselves; others came forward to thank 
us in person after their home quarantine us in person after their home quarantine 
period. period. IIt was these little gestures of t was these little gestures of 

appreciation that kept me going.”appreciation that kept me going.”

“T“To me, social responsibility o me, social responsibility 
is the most important value. is the most important value. 
OOften, it starts with small, ften, it starts with small, 

simple steps.”simple steps.”
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JJackack W Wongong, 40, T, 40, Treasurerreasurer O Off  
SSembawangembawang R Residentsesidents’ N’ Networketwork
-  G-  Grassroots rassroots VVolunteer forolunteer for
   more than five years   more than five years

“W“When my neighbourhood was identified as hen my neighbourhood was identified as 
a dengue red cluster in a dengue red cluster in 20192019, we spent two , we spent two 
months conducting house-to-house visits to months conducting house-to-house visits to 

allay the fears of the residents.”allay the fears of the residents.”

“I“It is precisely during times of crisis t is precisely during times of crisis 
that we should step out and contribute. that we should step out and contribute. 
EEveryone should have a ready heart and veryone should have a ready heart and 
desire to serve. desire to serve. DDon’t wait for others to on’t wait for others to 

make things happen.”make things happen.”

“M“My volunteering experience has been nothing short of meaningful; it has y volunteering experience has been nothing short of meaningful; it has 
taught me how to bring joy to others. taught me how to bring joy to others. IIt’s also very heartening when you t’s also very heartening when you 

see people coming together for a common purpose.”see people coming together for a common purpose.”

##ICYMIICYMI
IIn n 2013, S2013, Singapore was badly hit by the haze. ingapore was badly hit by the haze. TThe daily lives of he daily lives of 
SSingaporeans were affected. ingaporeans were affected. TTo help the low-income and vulnerable o help the low-income and vulnerable 
groups such as seniors and residents who live alone or have mobility groups such as seniors and residents who live alone or have mobility 
issues, issues, PPeople’s eople’s AAssociationssociation  rallied grassroots leaders to prepare and distributerallied grassroots leaders to prepare and distribute  
WWeeCCare are PAPAcks to families. cks to families. PPacking was completed within two days and a total acking was completed within two days and a total 
of of 30,00030,000 packs were distributed within a week.  packs were distributed within a week. EEach pack contained an ach pack contained an N95N95  
mask, and basic food and medical supplies sponsored by local businesses and mask, and basic food and medical supplies sponsored by local businesses and 
community partners.community partners.
  
DDid id YYou ou KKnow?now?
CCommunityommunity E Emergency andmergency and E Engagement (ngagement (C2EC2E) ) CCommittees and ommittees and CCommunity ommunity 
EEmergency mergency RResponseesponse T Teams (eams (CERTCERTs) help to build trust and emergency s) help to build trust and emergency 
preparedness amongst residents. preparedness amongst residents. CComprising grassroots and volunteers, their omprising grassroots and volunteers, their 
role is to prepare citizens during peacetime and offer care during crises.role is to prepare citizens during peacetime and offer care during crises.
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“A “A resident was unable to collect her masks, and resident was unable to collect her masks, and II  

decided to give up my own. decided to give up my own. II wanted to allay her anxiety  wanted to allay her anxiety 

during such a trying period for everyone. during such a trying period for everyone. OOur objective ur objective 

is to be a steady source of reliable comfort during is to be a steady source of reliable comfort during 

such times of crisis, and such times of crisis, and I I think my team has done this think my team has done this 

really well," says really well," says SSteven teven YYapap,, 54 54, , VVice-ice-CChairman of hairman of NNee ee 

SSoon oon CCentral entral ZZone one 66  RResidents’ esidents’ CCommittee and ommittee and VVice-ice-

CChairman of the hairman of the CCommunity ommunity EEmergency and mergency and EEngagement ngagement 

CCommittee for ommittee for NNee ee SSoon oon CCentral.entral.

CCrisis situations can strike anytime. risis situations can strike anytime. MMuch like howuch like how S Severe evere 
AAcute cute RRespiratory espiratory SSyndrome (yndrome (SARSSARS) swept across the ) swept across the nation nation 
in in 20032003, , SSingapore was hit by ingapore was hit by COVID-19COVID-19 in early  in early 20202020..

SSpringing pringing IInto nto AActionction
VVolunteers of all ages from olunteers of all ages from NNee ee SSoon oon 
CCentral entral ZZone one 66 quickly came together  quickly came together 
to split into shifts for the distribution to split into shifts for the distribution 
of surgical masks for residents in their of surgical masks for residents in their 
neighbourhood, working tirelessly from neighbourhood, working tirelessly from 
morning to night.morning to night.
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GGratitude in a ratitude in a PPackack
IIntegration and ntegration and NNaturalisation aturalisation CChampions (hampions (INCINC) from ) from RRadin adin MMas, as, 
together with volunteers from six together with volunteers from six IImmigration mmigration AAssociations, came ssociations, came 
together to pack and distribute together to pack and distribute 500 “G500 “Gratituderatitude P Packs” (acks” (心意包包心意包包) ) 
for the for the everyday heroes of everyday heroes of CCovid-ovid-1919..
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 “D “During theuring the COVID COVID--1919 period, the topics  period, the topics 
residents talked about inevitably included residents talked about inevitably included 

questionable news that they had received onquestionable news that they had received on  
WWhatshatsAApp or seen on pp or seen on FFacebook. acebook. II’d clarify ’d clarify 

these doubts for them, reminding everyone of these doubts for them, reminding everyone of 
the importance of getting news from reputable the importance of getting news from reputable 

and official sources!” says and official sources!” says SSteven.teven.

IItalian talian AAssociation ssociation 

of of SSingapore ingapore 

JJiangsu iangsu AAssociationssociation UUniversity of niversity of PPhilippines hilippines AAlumni lumni 

AAssociation of ssociation of SSingapore ingapore 

SSingapore ingapore PPakistani akistani AAssociation ssociation TThai hai CChamber of hamber of CCommerce ommerce TThe he AAnnamalai nnamalai UUniversity niversity 

AAlumni lumni AAssociation (ssociation (SSingapore)ingapore)

PPacks included: sanitisers, anti-bacterial acks included: sanitisers, anti-bacterial 

wipes, tissues and medicated balmwipes, tissues and medicated balm

CCleaners and leaners and 

security guardssecurity guards



“T“To be able to o be able to 
help out in the help out in the 
community gives community gives 
me a unique sense me a unique sense 
of satisfaction. of satisfaction. IIt t 
is truly rewarding is truly rewarding 
and fulfilling. and fulfilling. 
TThrough this hrough this 
initiative, we are initiative, we are 
not just giving the not just giving the 
frontline workers frontline workers 
things, but also sharing things, but also sharing 
love, care and support love, care and support 
with them.”with them.”

——MMin in KKhinehine, volunteer from , volunteer from KKumudra umudra 
MMyanmar yanmar AArts & rts & CCultural ultural AAssociation ssociation 
SSingaporeingapore

“I“I am truly amazed at how so many people came  am truly amazed at how so many people came 
forward to assist in this initiative. forward to assist in this initiative.  W We have new e have new 
citizens, citizens, PRPRs,s, I Immigration mmigration AAssociations and new ssociations and new 

immigrants of different nationalities, all immigrants of different nationalities, all 
coming together for a common cause.  coming together for a common cause.  

WWe are trulye are truly ‘S ‘Strongertronger T Togetherogether’.’.””

——FFabian abian NNgg, , BBMBBM, , RRadin adin MMas as 
IIntegration and ntegration and NNaturalisation aturalisation 
CCommittee ommittee LLeadereader
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SSew ew LLovelyovely
TTo make reusable masks accessible to o make reusable masks accessible to 
vulnerable residents and frontline workers, vulnerable residents and frontline workers, PAPA  WWomen’s omen’s IIntegration ntegration 
NNetworketwork C Councilouncil** gathered  gathered 43 W43 Women’s omen’s EExecutive xecutive CCommittees who ommittees who 
led hundreds of volunteers around the island for a massive mask-led hundreds of volunteers around the island for a massive mask-
making endeavour.making endeavour.

TThe he MMasks asks SSewn ewn WWith ith LLove initiative was a hit with talented makers ove initiative was a hit with talented makers 
who produced some who produced some 100100,,000000 handmade cloth masks for recipients  handmade cloth masks for recipients 
who are more vulnerable to who are more vulnerable to COVID-19COVID-19, such as children, the elderly, , such as children, the elderly, 
those staying in shelters and homes, public service frontliners, cleaners those staying in shelters and homes, public service frontliners, cleaners 
and domestic workers.and domestic workers.

OOther than sewing, residents also contributed fabric and parts. ther than sewing, residents also contributed fabric and parts. 
CCompleted masks can be dropped off postage-free at ompleted masks can be dropped off postage-free at SSingingPPost where ost where 
they will be consolidated and distributed. they will be consolidated and distributed. TThe fuss-free process to he fuss-free process to 
volunteer and contribute attracted many volunteer and contribute attracted many SSingaporeans to come oningaporeans to come on
  board this initiative.  board this initiative.

   H   Head on to the ead on to the MMasks asks SSewn ewn WWith ith LLove ove FFacebook groupacebook group
   (with over    (with over 66,,300300 members!) to find out how you can chip in. members!) to find out how you can chip in.
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**TThe he WIN CWIN Council was set up in ouncil was set up in 1995 1995 
to inspire more women to participate to inspire more women to participate 
in grassroots activities and take up in grassroots activities and take up 
leadership roles in the community.leadership roles in the community.

  W  When we look back at the hen we look back at the COVID-19COVID-19 crisis a decade from now,  crisis a decade from now, 
what do you think history would reveal about us as a people?what do you think history would reveal about us as a people?

TThe he COVID-19COVID-19 crisis has tested our spirit as a people and our resolve  crisis has tested our spirit as a people and our resolve 
as a nation. as a nation. AAs we look back at this episode in our history,s we look back at this episode in our history, I I believe we  believe we 
will be remembered for the depth of kindness, the sense of togetherness will be remembered for the depth of kindness, the sense of togetherness 
and the spirit of resilience embodied by ordinaryand the spirit of resilience embodied by ordinary S Singaporeans. ingaporeans. II am  am 
hopeful that the values we have displayed as a community will hopeful that the values we have displayed as a community will 
transcend generations and transform transcend generations and transform SSingapore for the better.ingapore for the better.

LLim im HHock ock YYuu
CChief hief EExecutive xecutive DDirector of irector of 
PPeople’s eople’s AAssociation (ssociation (PAPA))
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SSingapore’s strong response to crises such as ingapore’s strong response to crises such as SARSSARS  
and and COVIDCOVID-19-19 saw the people’s social and psychological  saw the people’s social and psychological 
resilience put to the test. resilience put to the test. IIn fact, the n fact, the SARSSARS epidemic in  epidemic in 
20032003 had made  had made SSingapore much better prepared to deal ingapore much better prepared to deal 
with the novel coronavirus when it hit us in with the novel coronavirus when it hit us in 2020.2020.

AAlthough fears of lthough fears of COVID-19COVID-19 sparked some anti-social  sparked some anti-social 
behaviours initially, most behaviours initially, most SSingaporeans responded calmly ingaporeans responded calmly 
and responsibly. and responsibly. TThere were also countless heart-warming here were also countless heart-warming 
examples of how examples of how SSingaporeans displayed quiet strength ingaporeans displayed quiet strength 
and resolve to fight this crisis together.and resolve to fight this crisis together.

WWhich #hich #SGUSGUnited acts left the deepest impression on you? nited acts left the deepest impression on you? 
WWhat did you do—or on hindsight, hope you had done—hat did you do—or on hindsight, hope you had done—
in joining your local community to overcome this global in joining your local community to overcome this global 
pandemic? pandemic? WWhat lessons have you learnt?hat lessons have you learnt?



DDarkness arkness TTurns to urns to LLightight
RRyan yan CChnghng, , 2323, was once a drug addict who spent time in prison. , was once a drug addict who spent time in prison. TToday, he oday, he 
has found new purpose in life.has found new purpose in life.

RRyan signed up with voluntary welfare organisation yan signed up with voluntary welfare organisation HUG CHUG Communityommunity S Services ervices 
to fight emotional emptiness after his release from jail. to fight emotional emptiness after his release from jail. TThe opportunity he opportunity 
to volunteer with to volunteer with TToa oa PPayoh ayoh WWestest C Community ommunity CClub at the start of the lub at the start of the 
COVID-19 COVID-19 pandemic, helping with mask collection etc., gave him insight into pandemic, helping with mask collection etc., gave him insight into 
how one can light up the lives of people going through how one can light up the lives of people going through 
their darkest moments, and spread happiness. their darkest moments, and spread happiness. 
IIn return, the volunteering experience n return, the volunteering experience 
brought him a sense of purpose.brought him a sense of purpose.

“I “I got tired of running away from got tired of running away from 
the police and seeing my mum cry. the police and seeing my mum cry. 
TThat’s when hat’s when I I decided to change. decided to change. 
WWhen someone smiles or gives hen someone smiles or gives 
thanks—or even handmade gifts and thanks—or even handmade gifts and 
food—in my work as a volunteer, food—in my work as a volunteer, II  
get a sense of blissget a sense of bliss. I. I no longer feel  no longer feel 
that something is lacking in my life.”that something is lacking in my life.”

A SA Sense of ense of PPurposeurpose
RRyan aspires to be a social worker and uses yan aspires to be a social worker and uses 
his free time during the his free time during the CCircuit ircuit BBreakerreaker**  
to take relevant online courses. to take relevant online courses. HHe hopes his e hopes his 
life can inspire youths and let them know life can inspire youths and let them know 
that it’s never too late to turn around and that it’s never too late to turn around and 
do good through non-profit organisations do good through non-profit organisations 
or community bodies likeor community bodies like PA PA..

**TThe he “C“Circuit ircuit BBreaker” was a period of stay-at-home reaker” was a period of stay-at-home 
order by the government that lasted from order by the government that lasted from 7 A7 April topril to  

1 J1 June une 2020. T2020. The measures were imposed to stem the he measures were imposed to stem the 
spread of spread of COVID-19COVID-19 in  in SSingapore.ingapore.
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TTwo men who rode through the turbulence of wo men who rode through the turbulence of COVID-19 COVID-19 crisis via crisis via PPeople’s eople’s 
AAssociation (ssociation (PAPA)’s network, and a youth volunteer weighs in on why giving )’s network, and a youth volunteer weighs in on why giving 
means so much to him.means so much to him.

TThe he DDay that ay that SSaved aved PPatrick’s atrick’s LLifeife
“W“When hen II lost my job due to the  lost my job due to the COVID-19 COVID-19 pandemic, it felt like pandemic, it felt like II’d lost ’d lost 
myself. myself. II could no longer afford a place to stay and  could no longer afford a place to stay and II had problems  had problems 
getting each meal.getting each meal. I  I thought of ending my life.thought of ending my life.

BBut my life serendipitously turned around the day ut my life serendipitously turned around the day II stepped into  stepped into 
NNeeee S Soon oon EEastast C Communityommunity C Clublub (CC) (CC) looking for a place to charge my  looking for a place to charge my 
phone. phone. TThe he CCCC staff saw that  staff saw that II was not myself and asked if  was not myself and asked if II was okay.  was okay. 
II shared my predicament with them and their graciousness moved me to  shared my predicament with them and their graciousness moved me to 
tears. tears. IInstead of pushing me away, they stayed to listen.nstead of pushing me away, they stayed to listen. I Instead of nstead of 
merely listening, they took action, extended kindness and didn’t stop there.merely listening, they took action, extended kindness and didn’t stop there.

TThey reached out to their connections at the hey reached out to their connections at the SSocial ocial SService ervice OOffice in ffice in 
YYishun and found me temporary lodging with a church in ishun and found me temporary lodging with a church in WWoodlands. oodlands. 
TThey even went beyond and got me a job as a stall assistant at hey even went beyond and got me a job as a stall assistant at YYishun ishun 
PParkark H Hawkerawker C Centre. entre. MMr r NNoorman oorman MMubarakubarak, my employer at the nasi , my employer at the nasi 
lemak stall, is known to help the community and hire residents in need. lemak stall, is known to help the community and hire residents in need. 
I’I’m grateful that m grateful that NNoorman took a chance on me and expressed his oorman took a chance on me and expressed his 
appreciation for my job ethics and hard work.appreciation for my job ethics and hard work.

IItt’’s been a few months since s been a few months since II started working  started working 
with with MMr r NNoorman and things couldn’t be more oorman and things couldn’t be more 
different now.different now. I  I am proud of what am proud of what I I have made have made 
of myself and have been working hard to learn of myself and have been working hard to learn 
new skills like how to cook and season food. new skills like how to cook and season food. II  
look forward to brighter days ahead.”look forward to brighter days ahead.”

——PPatrick atrick FFoooo, , 4141, , NNee ee SSoonoon E East residentast resident
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WWhat hat HHappened when appened when SSingaporean ingaporean EEvacuees from vacuees from WWuhan uhan RReturned eturned HHome?ome?

EExpectation:  xpectation:  
1414 days of “imprisonment” days of “imprisonment”

RReality: eality: 
- C- Cheery posters on the wallheery posters on the wall
- T- Toys and books for the kidsoys and books for the kids
- V- Valentine’s alentine’s DDay surprise for couplesay surprise for couples
- 14- 14 days of warmth and care from the staff  days of warmth and care from the staff 
atat N Nationalational C Communityommunity L Leadershipeadership I Institutenstitute  
(NACLI)(NACLI), whose training facilities were turned , whose training facilities were turned 
to quarantine purposes for the first time.to quarantine purposes for the first time.

“W“We thought about how we were to cope, quarantined in a place for e thought about how we were to cope, quarantined in a place for 14 14 days. days. 
WWe were worried about our health, and our children’s health. e were worried about our health, and our children’s health. SSo we were o we were 
touched by the thoughtfulness of the touched by the thoughtfulness of the NACLINACLI staff as they provided much  staff as they provided much 
assurance, and helped us manage. assurance, and helped us manage. TThey were polite and patient.”hey were polite and patient.”

——JJoshua oshua KKohoh, , 4747

IIn return, n return, JJoshua, his wife and three sons paid it oshua, his wife and three sons paid it 
forward by distributing hand sanitisers to the public atforward by distributing hand sanitisers to the public at  
SSengkang engkang CCentral entral CCommunity ommunity CClub (lub (CCCC)), and helping to , and helping to 
pack care packs in pack care packs in NACLINACLI for its next batch of people  for its next batch of people 
under quarantine.under quarantine.

IIn n MMarch arch 20202020, , TTemasek emasek FFoundationoundation partnered with  partnered with PPeople’s eople’s AAssociation ssociation 
((PAPA)), mobilising its networks, grassroots leaders, volunteers and staff , mobilising its networks, grassroots leaders, volunteers and staff 
to provide each to provide each SSingaporean household a ingaporean household a 500500ml bottle of zero-alcohol ml bottle of zero-alcohol 
sanitiser. sanitiser. PAPA also sought to go green by encouraging everyone to bring their  also sought to go green by encouraging everyone to bring their 
own bottles—and sure enough, a vast majority turned up with their own own bottles—and sure enough, a vast majority turned up with their own 
reusable bottles for the exercise.reusable bottles for the exercise. 109109

DDid id YYou ou KKnow?now?

TThe he COVID-19COVID-19 situation has impacted all  situation has impacted all SSingaporeans.ingaporeans.    
TThrough the hrough the UUnity, nity, RResilience, esilience, SSolidarity and olidarity and FFortitude ortitude BBudgets, udgets, 
close to close to SS$$100100 billion was set aside to help businesses, save  billion was set aside to help businesses, save 
jobs and support workers; and strengthen social and economic jobs and support workers; and strengthen social and economic 

resilience.resilience. T The he TTemporary emporary RRelief elief FFund (und (TRFTRF) was the first) was the first  
COVID-19COVID-19 financial assistance to support middle- and lower-income  financial assistance to support middle- and lower-income 
SSingaporeans who have suffered job or income losses and needed ingaporeans who have suffered job or income losses and needed 

immediate financial help with their basic living expenses. immediate financial help with their basic living expenses. IIt was t was 
rolled out in rolled out in AApril pril 20202020, before more comprehensive support , before more comprehensive support 
schemes came along in schemes came along in MMay ay 20202020..

AAround round 227227,,500500 applications for the  applications for the TRFTRF were submitted  were submitted 
through the through the CCCCs in just the month of s in just the month of AApril pril 20202020 alone, alone, on top of  on top of 
what was received at the what was received at the SSocial ocial SService ervice OOffices and online portal.  ffices and online portal.  
BBesides deployed staff, around esides deployed staff, around 77,,500500 grassroots volunteers also  grassroots volunteers also 
stepped forward to manage the crowds during the stepped forward to manage the crowds during the CCircuit ircuit BBreaker reaker 
and assist with applications.and assist with applications.

A LA Lesson in esson in EEmpathympathy
“E“Every day, we would hear at leastvery day, we would hear at least 30 30 to  to 4040 unique stories from residents  unique stories from residents 
who walked in. who walked in. IIt made me better appreciate what t made me better appreciate what II have and allowed me  have and allowed me 
to empathise with the hardship others were going through. to empathise with the hardship others were going through. TThough hough II’ve ’ve 
volunteered with the volunteered with the YYouthouth N Network (etwork (YNYN))  for two years, we never had to for two years, we never had to 
interact with so many residents daily. interact with so many residents daily. TThis was a rare, eye-opening his was a rare, eye-opening 
opportunity,opportunity,”” says  says ZZane ane OOhh, , 2020, , AAssistantssistant S Secretary of ecretary of 
the the KKampong ampong CChai hai CChee hee YN. AYN. Along with six other long with six other YNYN  
members, members, ZZane personally processed over ane personally processed over 50 TRF50 TRF  
applications each day at the applications each day at the CCCC for residents. for residents.
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TThinkhink
HHow have you grown as a person during  ow have you grown as a person during  
thethe COVID-19 COVID-19 pandemic? pandemic?



CCall all AAgents gents WWho ho WWent the ent the EExtra xtra MMileile
TThe he PA CPA Call all CCentre was set up to help and facilitate requests entre was set up to help and facilitate requests 
from from PPersons ersons UUnder nder QQuarantine (uarantine (PUQPUQ) and ) and SHNSHN and those  and those 
put on five-day medical leave.put on five-day medical leave.

WWe would do anything for the ones we love. e would do anything for the ones we love. BBut would we be ut would we be 
willing to do it for a stranger?willing to do it for a stranger?

“I“I was very surprised and touched by  was very surprised and touched by JJacqueleen’s actions, acqueleen’s actions, 
and for her helpfulness, and told her that and for her helpfulness, and told her that II have never met  have never met 
a public officer like her who could really empathise with my a public officer like her who could really empathise with my 
situation. situation. SSpeaking to her gave me the assurance peaking to her gave me the assurance II needed, and  needed, and 
helped eased my worries.helped eased my worries.””  

——IIrenerene

“B“By listening, one not only shows y listening, one not only shows 
concern, but also gains an insight into concern, but also gains an insight into 
the callers’ issues.”the callers’ issues.”

——JJacqueleen acqueleen TTungung

WWho: ho: JJacqueleen acqueleen TTungung, , 3232, , PA SPA Stafftaff

WWhat she did: hat she did: SSensing a caller’s distress and helplessness ensing a caller’s distress and helplessness 
amidst frustration and agitation as she was extremely amidst frustration and agitation as she was extremely 
worried about her sisterworried about her sister’’s risk of infection,s risk of infection, J Jacqueleen acqueleen 
listened attentively and turned caller listened attentively and turned caller IIrenerene’’s worries s worries 
around. around. GGoing above and beyond, oing above and beyond, JJacqueleen then shared acqueleen then shared 
her personal mobile number with her personal mobile number with IIrene, did follow-up rene, did follow-up 
calls to check on both calls to check on both IIrene and her sister’s well-being, rene and her sister’s well-being, 
and even helped and even helped IIrene with her rene with her TTemporary emporary RRelief elief FFund und 
((TRFTRF)) application. application.
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AA strong sense of  strong sense of gotong royonggotong royong spirit was present when more  spirit was present when more 
than than 1818,,560560 grassroots leaders, agencies and citizen volunteers  grassroots leaders, agencies and citizen volunteers 
stepped forward to help in the week-long nationwide hand stepped forward to help in the week-long nationwide hand 
sanitiser collection exercise, from sanitiser collection exercise, from 2323 to  to 29 M29 March arch 20202020..

PA PA gave out a total of gave out a total of 496496,,414414 bottles at the  bottles at the CCCCs during the s during the 
exercise. exercise. GGrassroots leaders and volunteers also delivered the rassroots leaders and volunteers also delivered the 
sanitisers to frail or immobile residents and those onsanitisers to frail or immobile residents and those on S Stay-tay-HHome ome 
NNotice (otice (SHNSHN).).

EEyes yes WWide ide OOpenpen
“I“I have been staying in  have been staying in QQueenstown for ueenstown for 3333 years now.  years now. 
l want my neighbourhood to be a safe and happy one, l want my neighbourhood to be a safe and happy one, 
that’s why that’s why II did what  did what II did.” did.”

——RRandy andy TTanan, , 33. R33. Randy is a andy is a CCommunity ommunity EEmergency mergency 
RResponse esponse TTeam (eam (CERTCERT)* volunteer and )* volunteer and SSafe afe DDistancing istancing 
AAmbassador (mbassador (SDASDA) who patrols his neighbourhood from ) who patrols his neighbourhood from 
as early asas early as 7 7am.am.

**WWhat is hat is CERTCERT??
TThey are an organised group of volunteers trained to respond to hey are an organised group of volunteers trained to respond to 
community emergencies and help in recovery efforts.community emergencies and help in recovery efforts.

IIn the spirit of national unity, n the spirit of national unity, PAPA mobilised the  mobilised the 
CCommunity ommunity EEmergency and mergency and EEngagement (ngagement (C2EC2E) ) 
CCommittees, andommittees, and CERT  CERT grassroots leaders and grassroots leaders and 
volunteers as volunteers as SDASDAs. s. TThey help ensure that members hey help ensure that members 
of the public comply with safe distancing measures, of the public comply with safe distancing measures, 
such as standing one metre apart from others and such as standing one metre apart from others and 
wearing a mask. wearing a mask. SDASDAs were also tasked to take s were also tasked to take 
temperatures to check for a fever and scan temperatures to check for a fever and scan NRICNRICs s 
for potential contact tracing. for potential contact tracing. FFrom rom AApril to pril to JJune une 
20202020, more than , more than 77,,000 SDA000 SDAs stepped up to the s stepped up to the 
challenge, risking their own safety to ensure the challenge, risking their own safety to ensure the 
well-being of their fellow well-being of their fellow SSingaporeans.ingaporeans.
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DDid id YYou ou KKnow?now?
FFromrom F February toebruary to J Juneune 2020, PA 2020, PA and grassroots leaders have provided  and grassroots leaders have provided 
community support such as delivering food rations, meals and essential items, community support such as delivering food rations, meals and essential items, 
and facilitating non-emergency medical assistance to over and facilitating non-emergency medical assistance to over 33,,500500 affected  affected 
persons. persons. PA PA also worked with agencies such as hospitals, the also worked with agencies such as hospitals, the MMinistry of inistry of 
HHealth, ealth, MMinistry ofinistry of N National ational DDevelopment, evelopment, MMinistry of inistry of SSocial and ocial and FFamily amily 
DDevelopment, evelopment, IImmigration & mmigration & CCheckpoints heckpoints AAuthority, uthority, HHousing ousing DDevelopment evelopment 
BBoard, oard, SSingapore ingapore TTourism ourism BBoard and etc., to facilitate their compassionate oard and etc., to facilitate their compassionate 
requests—which included visiting loved ones at the hospital and attending the requests—which included visiting loved ones at the hospital and attending the 
wakes and funerals of their family members—so that they were supported wakes and funerals of their family members—so that they were supported 
during this difficult period. during this difficult period. TThe he PAPA call centre addressed more than  call centre addressed more than 66,,000 000 
COVID-19COVID-19-related queries during the surge of infections in the first three -related queries during the surge of infections in the first three 
months of the months of the COVIDCOVID--1919 pandemic outbreak.  pandemic outbreak. 

RRecallecall
DDid someone extend kindness to you during the pandemic?  id someone extend kindness to you during the pandemic?  
HHow can you pay it forward now?ow can you pay it forward now?
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   W   What washat was PA’ PA’s role ins role in S Singaporeingapore’’s fight againsts fight against COVID-19? COVID-19?

TThe he COVID-19COVID-19 crisis was a test of our unity and resilience as a people. crisis was a test of our unity and resilience as a people.
WWhen hen PAPA was called upon to distribute millions of masks, hand sanitisers  was called upon to distribute millions of masks, hand sanitisers 
and and TTraceraceTTogether tokens to residents at a moment’s notice, our network ogether tokens to residents at a moment’s notice, our network 
of grassroots leaders, community volunteers and corporate partners of grassroots leaders, community volunteers and corporate partners 
readily stepped forward to help, despite their own fears about contracting readily stepped forward to help, despite their own fears about contracting 
COVID-19COVID-19. . WWe have been able to successfully mount such nation-wide e have been able to successfully mount such nation-wide 
responses, because of the relationships and trust that we have built up over responses, because of the relationships and trust that we have built up over 
the years with our people. the years with our people. TThis is the strength of the his is the strength of the PAPA..

LLim im HHock ock YYuu
CChief hief EExecutive xecutive DDirector irector 
of of PPeople’s eople’s AAssociationssociation

WWho: ho: JJasmine asmine KKohoh, , 6262, , PA SPA Stafftaff

WWhat she did: hat she did: WWhen hen JJasmine learnt that a security officer on asmine learnt that a security officer on SHN SHN had no had no 
next-of-kin to assist him, she personally bought food and groceries from next-of-kin to assist him, she personally bought food and groceries from 
her own pocket for him for her own pocket for him for 1010 consecutive days, arranged for his medical  consecutive days, arranged for his medical 
appointment to top up his medication supplies and even advised him on his appointment to top up his medication supplies and even advised him on his 
TRFTRF application post-quarantine. application post-quarantine.

“B“Before helping out in efore helping out in SHNSHN duties,  duties, II had experienced being in quarantine (my  had experienced being in quarantine (my 
son was a confirmed son was a confirmed COVID-19COVID-19 patient).  patient). DDuring that period, my supervisor uring that period, my supervisor 
AAdam dam TTan, personally delivered my laptop on his birthday! an, personally delivered my laptop on his birthday! HHe knewe knew I I felt  felt 
bad about leaving work undone and was bored, and doing some work would bad about leaving work undone and was bored, and doing some work would 
distract me from worrying.” distract me from worrying.” 

“H“Hence ence II was emotionally connected when  was emotionally connected when I I heard of heard of MMr r AAdnan’s case; he had dnan’s case; he had 
lost his job due to lost his job due to COVID-19. ICOVID-19. I immediately reached out to lend a helping  immediately reached out to lend a helping 
hand. hand. II see it as a pay-it-forward.” see it as a pay-it-forward.”

——JJasmine asmine KKohoh
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TTogether with her friends ogether with her friends DDenise enise TTayay, , 2626, and , and 
MMichelle ichelle LLauau, , 2727, the trio founded #, the trio founded #KKampungampungKKakis akis 
in in AApril pril 20202020 ( (““kampung” means village, and kampung” means village, and ““kakis” kakis” 
mean buddies in mean buddies in MMalay).alay). M Mae had met ae had met MMichelle, ichelle, 
CChairperson of hairperson of HHong ong KKahah N North orth ZZone one 77  RResidents’ esidents’ 
NNetwork (etwork (RNRN), at a reusable mask distribution ), at a reusable mask distribution 
exercise. exercise. LLittle did they expect this chance ittle did they expect this chance 
encounter would lead to the launch of a successful encounter would lead to the launch of a successful 
neighbourhood buddy initiative. neighbourhood buddy initiative. 

##KKampungampungKKakis’ aim was simple: to leverage akis’ aim was simple: to leverage 
technology for matching identified vulnerable technology for matching identified vulnerable 
residents—such as the elderly, isolated individuals residents—such as the elderly, isolated individuals 
or low-income families—with volunteer kakis or low-income families—with volunteer kakis 
during the during the COVID-19COVID-19 crisis.  crisis. EEach pair is matched ach pair is matched 
based on proximity and needs.based on proximity and needs.
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WWhen hen SSingapore implemented ingapore implemented CCircuit ircuit BBreaker safe distancing reaker safe distancing 
measures in measures in AApril pril 20202020 to minimise the spread of  to minimise the spread of COVID-19COVID-19,,  
CCommunityommunity C Clubs andlubs and C Centresentres (CC (CCss), R), Residentsesidents’ C’ Committee and ommittee and 
NNeighbourhoodeighbourhood C Committeeommittee (NC)  (NC) centres were temporarily closed.centres were temporarily closed.

DDuring this stay-home period, many vulnerable residents did not uring this stay-home period, many vulnerable residents did not 
know how and where to seek further help; social face-to-face know how and where to seek further help; social face-to-face 
engagements planned for residents had to be put on hold. engagements planned for residents had to be put on hold. TThat, hat, 
however, did not deter however, did not deter MMae and ae and SSameen, who each found new ameen, who each found new 
ways to reach out to their community.  ways to reach out to their community.  
HHere are their stories.ere are their stories.

   Y   You’ve ou’ve GGot a ot a “K“Kaki” in aki” in MMee
 M Mae ae TTanan, , 2828, a resident in , a resident in GGek ek PPoh oh VVille, ille, 
had returned from overseas when the had returned from overseas when the 
government requested government requested SSingaporeans to return ingaporeans to return 
home. home. SShe was diagnosed with he was diagnosed with COVID-19COVID-19 and  and 
was hospitalised in was hospitalised in MMarch arch 20202020. . 

““TThe healthcare heroes who treated me and he healthcare heroes who treated me and 
risked their own safety on the frontline inspired risked their own safety on the frontline inspired 
me. me. II wanted to pay their kindness forward and  wanted to pay their kindness forward and 
do what do what II can to help  can to help SSingapore.” ingapore.” 

——MMae ae TTanan

MMae didn’t want others, especially the seniors, to risk ae didn’t want others, especially the seniors, to risk 
contracting the virus due to not having access to masks or contracting the virus due to not having access to masks or 
the lack of hygiene awareness. the lack of hygiene awareness. SShe did not want them to he did not want them to 
experience the same pain that she did.experience the same pain that she did.
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IImaginemagine
TThe he COVID-19 COVID-19 pandemic inpandemic in 2020 2020 has accelerated the  has accelerated the 
use of technology, playing a crucial role in keeping our use of technology, playing a crucial role in keeping our 
society functional. society functional. HHow would you have used technology ow would you have used technology 
to engage residents if you were given a chance to?to engage residents if you were given a chance to?

ZZooming in on ooming in on EEngagementngagement
WWhenhen COVID-19 COVID-19 hit our shores,  hit our shores, MMrsrs  SSameen ameen KKhanhan, , 
PBMPBM, , 3838, , CChairperson of hairperson of RRiver iver VValley alley NCNC, had to , had to 
postpone the year’s planned engagement activities for postpone the year’s planned engagement activities for 
the residents. the residents. 

UUnfazed, nfazed, SSameen and her ameen and her NCNC team members came  team members came 
up with an alternative way to remain connected with up with an alternative way to remain connected with 
residents during the stay-home period—they organised residents during the stay-home period—they organised 
virtual gatherings using online video conferencing virtual gatherings using online video conferencing 
tools, such as tools, such as ZZoom!oom!

SSo, what did the residents do at these gatherings? o, what did the residents do at these gatherings? 

TThey participated in family games, played hey participated in family games, played 
music and sang together, conducted or music and sang together, conducted or 
attended urban gardening classes, and many attended urban gardening classes, and many 
more. more. 

RRiver iver VValley alley NC NC also updated their also updated their 
FFacebook page regularly with light-acebook page regularly with light-
hearted and interactive posts to help hearted and interactive posts to help 
residents unwind, such as brain teasers residents unwind, such as brain teasers 
and community-related quizzes. and community-related quizzes. TThey also hey also 
organised online storytelling sessions to keep organised online storytelling sessions to keep 
the young ones engaged.the young ones engaged.

EEveryone loved it! veryone loved it! 
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WWhat hat DDid id VVolunteer olunteer KKakis akis DDo? o? 
KKeeping to safe distancing guidelines, volunteer kakis eeping to safe distancing guidelines, volunteer kakis 
checked in on their neighbour-in-need via phone calls. checked in on their neighbour-in-need via phone calls. 
TThey helped in any way they could, such as by offering hey helped in any way they could, such as by offering 
financial guidance, buying groceries or lending financial guidance, buying groceries or lending ITIT  
equipment for home-based learning.equipment for home-based learning.

TTo raise awareness about #o raise awareness about #KKampungampungKKakis, posters in akis, posters in 
SSingapore’s four official languages were put up on the ingapore’s four official languages were put up on the 
community notice boards. #community notice boards. #KKampungampungKKakis also tapped into akis also tapped into 

the the RNRNs’ social media platforms to increase publicity. s’ social media platforms to increase publicity. IIn addition, a hotline n addition, a hotline 
was set up at was set up at GGekek P Poh oh VVille ille CCCC to assist residents. to assist residents.

WWith the support from ith the support from GGekek P Poh oh VVille ille CCommunity ommunity CClub lub MManagementanagement
CCommittee, ommittee, HHong ong KKah’s ah’s RNRNs and various social service organisations, s and various social service organisations, 
##KKampungampungKKakis was a winning concept. akis was a winning concept. WWithin two months, more than ithin two months, more than 600 600 
resident volunteer kakis and resident volunteer kakis and 1010 partner agencies came onboard. partner agencies came onboard.
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   “   “II’m a strict vegetarian, and certain cooking ingredients ’m a strict vegetarian, and certain cooking ingredients II use are not  use are not 
available in my neighbourhood. available in my neighbourhood. II am very thankful to my kaki  am very thankful to my kaki SShi’ai for hi’ai for 
helping me to buy groceries online during the circuit breaker. helping me to buy groceries online during the circuit breaker. SShe also brought he also brought 
my son and my son and II to the  to the BBotanic otanic GGardens during ardens during PPhase hase 22. . WWe enjoyed the outing e enjoyed the outing 
and were glad to take a breather after staying home for so long.”and were glad to take a breather after staying home for so long.”
——MMadam adam CChuahua, , 9595, #, #KKampungampungKKakis beneficiary and mother to a mentally akis beneficiary and mother to a mentally 
   challenged son in his    challenged son in his 6060ss



KKamisah’s amisah’s SStorytory

WWhenhen COVID-19 COVID-19 hit,  hit, KKamisahamisah and her husband  and her husband 
had to halt their plans on setting up a small had to halt their plans on setting up a small 
towing company.towing company.

SSaddled with the sudden responsibility of having addled with the sudden responsibility of having 
to look after her children at home during the to look after her children at home during the 
CCircuit ircuit BBreaker period,reaker period, K Kamisah could not look amisah could not look 
for a part-time job. for a part-time job. TTo make matters worse, o make matters worse, 
her husband, a delivery rider, had to settle for her husband, a delivery rider, had to settle for 
fewer delivery jobs due to a faulty bike.fewer delivery jobs due to a faulty bike.

“COVID-19“COVID-19 disrupted the lives of many, and had a far-reaching  disrupted the lives of many, and had a far-reaching 
impact on businesses—including ours. impact on businesses—including ours. HHowever, we recognised that owever, we recognised that 
our reach and experience as a platform company could be used our reach and experience as a platform company could be used 
during these challenging times to help our community, especially during these challenging times to help our community, especially 
those who may have been harder hit than others. those who may have been harder hit than others. TThe he CDC SCDC Student tudent 
MMeals eals SScheme is one of the many initiatives we had in place that cheme is one of the many initiatives we had in place that 
extended help to the less fortunate while supporting our extended help to the less fortunate while supporting our FF&&BB  
businesses at the same time. businesses at the same time. WWe believe that as we stand united as e believe that as we stand united as 
a community, we can overcome this situation.”a community, we can overcome this situation.”

——YYee ee WWee ee TTangang,, M Managing anaging DDirector, irector, GGrab rab SSingaporeingapore

BBuffeted by the stress of their diminishing family income and the fear of uffeted by the stress of their diminishing family income and the fear of 
being incapable of supporting their children’s needs, being incapable of supporting their children’s needs, KKamisah and her husband amisah and her husband 
were immensely relieved when they knew their children were amongst the were immensely relieved when they knew their children were amongst the 
1212,,000000 students eligible for the  students eligible for the CDC SCDC Student tudent MMeals eals SScheme. cheme. 

TThe scheme was truly a financial lifeline for the families.he scheme was truly a financial lifeline for the families.
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FFor most of us, it’s hard to imagine not knowing where—and when—our next or most of us, it’s hard to imagine not knowing where—and when—our next 
meal will come from. meal will come from. HHowever, this was the stark reality faced by some low-owever, this was the stark reality faced by some low-
income families in income families in SSingapore during the ingapore during the COVID-19COVID-19 crisis.  crisis. 

FFind out how the ind out how the CCommunity ommunity DDevelopment evelopment CCouncils (ouncils (CDCCDCs) stepped up to s) stepped up to 
ensure no one, especially school-going children, went hungry, through the ensure no one, especially school-going children, went hungry, through the CDC CDC 
SStudent tudent MMeals eals SScheme.cheme.

  3 T  3 Things hings YYou ou SShould hould KKnow about the now about the CDC SCDC Student tudent MMeals eals SSchemecheme

1.1.  LLaunched in aunched in AApril pril 20202020, the , the 
scheme is a partnership between scheme is a partnership between 
SSingaporeingapore’’s five s five CDCCDCs, s, LLee ee HHuay uay LLengeng  
from from SSingapore ingapore PPress ress HHoldings, oldings, 
philanthropist philanthropist DDr r TTahirahir, and , and 
YYeeee W Weeee T Tangang from  from GGrab rab SSingapore.ingapore.

2.2.  IIt was targeted at primary and t was targeted at primary and 
secondary school students living in rental secondary school students living in rental 
flats, and was aimed at helping low-flats, and was aimed at helping low-
income families defray the additional cost income families defray the additional cost 
of buying meals while their children were of buying meals while their children were 
onon H Homeome-B-Basedased L Learningearning (HBL) (HBL) during  during 
the the CCircuit ircuit BBreaker period. reaker period. SSome ome 1212,,000000  
eligible students were given e-vouchers to eligible students were given e-vouchers to 
buy meals from over buy meals from over 77,,000000 participating  participating 
food merchants.food merchants.

3. F3. For the first time, the or the first time, the CDCCDCs fully s fully 
leveraged on technology to reach out to leveraged on technology to reach out to 
beneficiaries, and to issue and redeem beneficiaries, and to issue and redeem 
vouchers. vouchers. TThis is also aligned with the his is also aligned with the 
CDCCDCs’ efforts to encourage more people s’ efforts to encourage more people 
to utilise technology and to better serve to utilise technology and to better serve 
residents’ needs.residents’ needs.118118



“I“It is beneficial to both sides—it helps the t is beneficial to both sides—it helps the 
people who need it most, and helps our business people who need it most, and helps our business 

because more people come to our stalls”because more people come to our stalls”

——SSekar ekar JJayaprakashayaprakash, hawker , hawker 
in in BBukit ukit BBatokatok

“T“The vouchers not only help residents, but he vouchers not only help residents, but 
the hawkers as well. the hawkers as well. WWe hope this initiative e hope this initiative 
can revive neighbourhood businesses while can revive neighbourhood businesses while 
relieving the economic situation for relieving the economic situation for 
some of our residents in need.”some of our residents in need.”

——CChin hin CChee hee YYoungoung, , MMember of theember of the  
BBukit ukit GGombak ombak TTraders’ raders’ AAssociationssociation
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LLet’s et’s HHelp elp EEach ach OOtherther
LLocal businesses also took a hit during the ocal businesses also took a hit during the COVID-19COVID-19 crisis.  crisis. PPrices of rices of 
imported goods rose, while customer numbers dipped.imported goods rose, while customer numbers dipped.

“T“There is a lot of uncertainty for everyone. here is a lot of uncertainty for everyone. TThere are fewer customers here are fewer customers 
now because more people stay home,” saysnow because more people stay home,” says  MMa a KKheng heng LLuanuan, who runs a , who runs a 
chicken rice stall in chicken rice stall in BBukit ukit BBatok.atok.

TTo help o help SSingaporean households with daily ingaporean households with daily 
expenses while supporting local merchants and expenses while supporting local merchants and 
hawkers, the mayors from hawkers, the mayors from SSingapore’s five ingapore’s five 
CDCCDCs also launched the s also launched the CDC VCDC Vouchers ouchers SScheme cheme 
in in JJune une 2020.2020.  SSome ome 400,000 400,000 lower-incomelower-income  
SSingaporean households were each given $ingaporean households were each given $5050  
worth of vouchers to be spent at participating worth of vouchers to be spent at participating 
local businesses such as hawker stalls and mom-local businesses such as hawker stalls and mom-
and-pop shops.and-pop shops.
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“M“My constituency director called me and said, ‘y constituency director called me and said, ‘KKak ak NNekmah, there’s ekmah, there’s 
some unconsumed food from an event here which would go to waste some unconsumed food from an event here which would go to waste 
if no one collects them. if no one collects them. CCan you distribute them?’ an you distribute them?’ II agreed and it  agreed and it 
made me very happy because made me very happy because II felt worried about the elderly who  felt worried about the elderly who 
were fasting and living alone. were fasting and living alone. HHow would they be able to get their ow would they be able to get their 
meals? meals? TThe rest of us have food for our pre-dawn meals and for he rest of us have food for our pre-dawn meals and for 
breaking fast, but there are those who don’t even have anything to breaking fast, but there are those who don’t even have anything to 
eat. eat. IIf the healthy ones don’t help the disadvantaged, who would? f the healthy ones don’t help the disadvantaged, who would? 
TThis is their time of need. his is their time of need. MMaybe one day, it could be ours.”aybe one day, it could be ours.”

——MMdm dm NNekmah ekmah MMahadiahadi, , AAssistant ssistant TTreasurer, reasurer, BBunga unga MMerah erah 
            RResidents’ esidents’ CCommitteeommittee

NNo o VVisiting? isiting? NNo o PProblem! roblem! 
BBesides esides HHari ari RRaya aya PPuasa, the uasa, the CCircuit ircuit BBreaker period also affected reaker period also affected GGood ood FFriday riday 
and and VVesak esak DDay celebrations inay celebrations in 2020 2020.. G Gatherings during the atherings during the CCircuit ircuit BBreaker reaker 
period were prohibited. period were prohibited. PPlaces places of worship were also temporarily closed.laces places of worship were also temporarily closed.

MMuslims were unable to visit their families and catch up with relatives during uslims were unable to visit their families and catch up with relatives during 
HHari ari RRaya, but many families here were determined to usher in the special day—aya, but many families here were determined to usher in the special day—
and did it, in their own special way!and did it, in their own special way!

TThinkhink
WWhat does “giving” mean to you?  hat does “giving” mean to you?  
WWhen was the last time you did a hen was the last time you did a 
“giving” act?“giving” act?

TThey used online video conferencing tools hey used online video conferencing tools 
such as such as ZZoom to mark the occasion virtually. oom to mark the occasion virtually. 
DDressed in their best outfits, festive greetings ressed in their best outfits, festive greetings 
were exchanged and food and laughter were were exchanged and food and laughter were 
shared in cyberspace. shared in cyberspace. 

IIt might have been a different kind of t might have been a different kind of 
RRamadan with muted festivities, but everyone amadan with muted festivities, but everyone 
took heart that they were facing this together took heart that they were facing this together 
and understood that sacrifices were necessary and understood that sacrifices were necessary 
to keep their loved ones safe.to keep their loved ones safe.

MMany any SSingaporeans would remember the special ingaporeans would remember the special RRamadan amadan 
in in 20202020, where things appeared to be different, but , where things appeared to be different, but 
were actually kept “same, same” through the spirit of were actually kept “same, same” through the spirit of 
coming together to help the less fortunate.coming together to help the less fortunate.

“W“We decided to get our friends and family e decided to get our friends and family 
members to come and fill in for all the dates. members to come and fill in for all the dates. 
II gathered all my kompang teammates and we  gathered all my kompang teammates and we 
helped out with the distribution.”helped out with the distribution.”

——MMuhammad uhammad NNazarazar, , VVolunteer with olunteer with RRadin adin MMas as 
CC MCC Malay alay AActivity ctivity EExecutive xecutive CCommittee (ommittee (MAECMAEC))

“I“In this initiative, we had people from all races n this initiative, we had people from all races 
and religions providing meals to and religions providing meals to MMuslims who were uslims who were 
fasting. fasting. TThis opened up many possibilities for the his opened up many possibilities for the 
future. future. NNobody’s contribution is insignificant; we obody’s contribution is insignificant; we 
can come together and do our part. can come together and do our part. WWhen everybody hen everybody 
does this collectively, it becomes a big effort.”does this collectively, it becomes a big effort.”

WWorking orking TTogether through ogether through TTough and ough and EEasy asy TTimesimes
TThe he SGUSGUnited nited BBuka uka PPuasa uasa IInitiative was held over the fasting month of nitiative was held over the fasting month of 
RRamadan, from amadan, from 24 A24 April to pril to 23 M23 May ay 20202020, to provide meals to needy , to provide meals to needy 
families and frontline healthcare professionals. families and frontline healthcare professionals. EEach day, as many as ach day, as many as 77,,000000  
bento sets were donated by five network partners acrossbento sets were donated by five network partners across 20 C 20 Communityommunity C Clublub  
(CC)(CC) locations.  locations. DDuring that time, more than uring that time, more than 200200 volunteers gave their time  volunteers gave their time 
daily to help with the meal distribution.daily to help with the meal distribution.

122122 ——MMuhammed uhammed IIskandarskandar, , VVolunteer at olunteer at RRadin adin MMas as CCCC



LLooking around you, which group do you think was most ooking around you, which group do you think was most 
affected by affected by COVID-19COVID-19??

- - TThe elderly, because they could not see their family and friends.he elderly, because they could not see their family and friends.
- - TTaxi drivers, because their earnings dropped drastically during axi drivers, because their earnings dropped drastically during 
the the CCircuit ircuit BBreaker.reaker.
- - PPeople working in restaurants, hotels and airlines, because many eople working in restaurants, hotels and airlines, because many 
have lost their jobs.have lost their jobs.
- - OOthers (thers (WWho and why?).ho and why?).
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HHas the pandemic affected you and your community? as the pandemic affected you and your community? RReflecting on your eflecting on your 
experience over these uncertain months can help unknot tangled thoughts as experience over these uncertain months can help unknot tangled thoughts as 
you, your loved ones and fellow you, your loved ones and fellow SSingaporeans move out of this crisis stronger. ingaporeans move out of this crisis stronger. 
FFeel free to doodle your thoughts here as well.eel free to doodle your thoughts here as well.

WWhat was your greatest challenge during the pandemic?hat was your greatest challenge during the pandemic?

HHow did you overcome it?ow did you overcome it?

WWhat have you learned positively about yourself during this time?  hat have you learned positively about yourself during this time?  
WWhat surprised you about yourself?hat surprised you about yourself?
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LLastly, if you have been staying resilient and capitalising on astly, if you have been staying resilient and capitalising on 
opportunities in the midst of this global pandemic, stepping up to opportunities in the midst of this global pandemic, stepping up to 
serve the vulnerable or learning new skills and adapting to ways serve the vulnerable or learning new skills and adapting to ways 
to support yourselves and your families, we applaud you and to support yourselves and your families, we applaud you and 

dedicate this chapter to you.dedicate this chapter to you.

WWhat are the ways you can contribute to help affected groups?hat are the ways you can contribute to help affected groups?

IIf there’s one thing you could say to frontline employees f there’s one thing you could say to frontline employees 
like healthcare professionals, cleaners and safe distancing like healthcare professionals, cleaners and safe distancing 
ambassadors, what would it be?ambassadors, what would it be?

HHow do you envision a post-ow do you envision a post-COVID SCOVID Singapore to look like? ingapore to look like? 
WWhat would be your role?hat would be your role?

##SGUSGUnitednited
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TThe he SStories of tories of OOur ur CCommunity are stories of our people who have ommunity are stories of our people who have 

contributed to building the harmonious, multiracial and multicultural contributed to building the harmonious, multiracial and multicultural 

community we have in community we have in SSingapore today.ingapore today.

TTogether with our grassroots movement and network of partners, ogether with our grassroots movement and network of partners, 

PPeople’seople’s A Association builds and bridges communities to foster racial ssociation builds and bridges communities to foster racial 

harmony, forge social cohesion, and strengthen national resilience harmony, forge social cohesion, and strengthen national resilience 

through initiatives and channels that bring people together and the through initiatives and channels that bring people together and the 

government and people closer. government and people closer. SSome of these ideas are depicted in the ome of these ideas are depicted in the 

icons found on the back cover.icons found on the back cover.

CCheck it out!heck it out!
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HOW DID PEOPLE AMIDST US, DESPITE RISK OF CONTAGION, HOW DID PEOPLE AMIDST US, DESPITE RISK OF CONTAGION, 
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